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WILL WiN IN A WALK.
4ee e Talks About
Murray Ticket.
Howell before that honors:4e body ail a
candidate far Coneeou wealth's Att
made a bpeceit that PI 5,1d Iii
relented in :ivy polittcal beely. It c as
leartieti. able and ek quoit and carr ed
the coiivierion to the hearts of his hea rs
that the gut ject of his address ghoul( re,
normaitted for Couanouwealth's At r-
ney.
He held before that convention he
Bie 8 )1/woes for do; he Candiestes of the
excellent ability aud sterlirg mot th
PLEASES THE PEOPLE. !hat unflinching and unterrifiell De
coat, "Bill" ienwell. Ile followed I
ife and oppertunitiee of Mr. Hoe
from the time he was born in Christ
oounty, in 1se3, down to tee prese
Dim ,-c-ac.
When the announcement wes mole
thet me. Howell had rt•ceives1 the nvui-
nation it seemed to give set i,fection and
all betake up in au old Democratic jubi-
lee
Of course everyboey, eipeeially en
tine sate of the river.was highly deiight-
ed at the nomination of Judge Thomas
P Cook for Judge, but the uontination
of • Bill" Howell atlued still more to the
ph oure of the lead le of the le mo-
c.rue y
Tee ticket is a strong one and will
Win easily at the Nene mbs r election.
The reputation of that district will still
remain good for ability in that effice.
Mr. C. H. Bush, of Christian county,







time. Ile si oke of him an a lawyer.' a
egentleman, a scholar and l
e
ittecfat
ewithout guile. He kuw that the r -i•
before the convention e as going to 
l 
be
one of interest and excitement and frimi
the instructions and the po teensy of li is
opponents tied to nominate him woOld
require untiriug i fforts on the partied
his friends, but, in ortit r to bring l,t.r
Howell oat victorious, he turned 
Ic 
se
all of his powers of elequence, hgt• alect
reasoning. The eouveetion WW1 coim-
posed of political le:tiers that knew ino
such word as fail, who have vigited lie
of the political conventions of a pest
generation.-- Padneah let gist( r.
liVliether its 3 stubborn mid or jug
smillle, you can cure it for good with
Betas Pine Tar Honey. 'I his fain
remedy taken in time will stop the p
retool' corisnumnon and bring the co





GOSSIP AND GABBI law is in 11.e main an extension of that• . against counterfeiting. It provides
that the passing of mutilated or defeced
coins, or the mutilation and ch•faeument
of coin for any purpose, shall be held to
be a criminal offense, punishable by me
preeminent for a period of one to five






Some Intereserg Facts and F gures About
C,satt r Nov York.
Fay, chappies, did you know
that un ier the lieW law re-
lating to the passing of mmilati i coins
that the practice of presehtieg ladies
w.th coins of gold or sneer, with the
initiids of eoner ettgrav• d fleet-tee to
be wore as bangles, will be a mineral
offense? The law atm) drives out Of ex-
istence a number of people e Ito have
Riede a good living by purehaeieg mu-
tietted coins at a reduction from their
faee value and plugging up the holes sti
skillfully that the original muteletien
could not be dieovered. Even this
kind of tampering with the money of
the government will be regirded an an
offense under the statute.
in brie fit may be ex lained t het the
IIMINCLECIINUIlrmr44









ip he suited in the ele-













90 Buggies 90 Buggieswere carefully sleet.
and Carriages and Carriages











'ots, hence at b ttomil-17-1":•;--
1 •prices.
1 We ask the fa's-01r °fa ,
i
tall and exarnin lion.
4scommimon===_=_.
11E13011011T Ting I
The greatest dandy in the world is
Prince Albert of Thorn, Germany. This
faetidious young man attire u himself in
a new snit of clothes every day, enough
yearly to keep twenty experienced woek
liken going, end to run up a bill of $13,-
000. Each suit of wearing apparel is
highly perfum •d with atter of roses at
all Outtco. He WI- are DO It Ss than
1,000 neckte s during a year, beime at,
average of three every day. A laundry
employing twelve people is lo pt special-
ly for washing his soiled linen, which
he never wears more than twice, and
his eaet-eiff boots Humber 200 pair a year.
The cigar( it.- till or this highly-scented
young gentleman reaches the reseect-
eble tetal of $1,000 per annum and the
dilfereet sports he indulges in, includ-
ing bunting, slowing, fishing, guiltier




The Midway Clipper says that every
publisher in the world has for sale or
rent a certain amount of space. This is
their stock in trade.
This space is worth so much accord-
ing to space occupied and time used.
Were it not fbr this, no paper could not
live. The fainter has laud, the merch-
nut has goods, the various dealers the
wares beionging to their special line.
Their money and their living must be-
made from the ir cal Mg. The world
recognizes the fact that at least one of
the roads that lead to su-loes is that of
free and liberal advertisieg, thus be ne-
fiting both the newspaper man and the
one who wishes his baseness to be known
Hence the space in the newspaper be-
comes a source of revenue to the pub-
lieher and a medium of thought for tin
advertiser. This space is worth money
and is so regarded le- all teen of busi-
ness. Yet with all this there is no man
ho gives Daily as much as does the
newspaper man. He devotes space in
his columns to every enterprise, to ev-
ery charitable institution and te and for
any and all purposes. Em h year f.e
LriVe41 away Ninety (is of dollars in free
advertising. The farint-r who has land
to rent will not furnish it free to any
institution, bat wants his pay for the
stone. The merchant, the groceryman,
the tradesman, all expect pay for their
goods. The newspeper man is in reality
t he only man m ho is expected to donate
o iistietingly and ntiermigiegly that
m tech to him is his meat anti his bread.
Did you ever think of it in this light be-
fore? Welt, it is all true.
t
GREATER NEW YORK.
A fair Plea of Vie vast prorertions of
-Greater New ( rk" can be formed
when it is odd that the population will
be 3,500,000 ; the arose ssed vuluat $2,-
30091,000; the bonded debt, $216,000,•
000 and the entitlel tax levy over f55,-
coo,CCO. Am a marinfacturing center
alone the Greater New York excites
a tinder—the capital employed in
cvay being e400,000,000, and the nuniter
of people employed aggregating an army
:dueest half a million. 1 he annual
wage role of the factories amount to
about 41100,000 000. The city will con•
in 114 uetional and state banks aggre
•urplus of ft50,0C0,000. The neercwits in
theravingabaDk alone amount to near-ly sav,owoco
--




COUNTY DADS GO HOME
Much Important Business
Transacted.
THF LEVY WAS FIXED.
Declined to it.lp Pa, for the Wiesaing
Rick Bodge.
The Fiscal Court of Christian County
adjourned Saturday afternoon after a
eeek's session. Considerable business
of importance wan transacted.
The first week ef interest was the pro-
vision made for the payment of the out-
standing indebteduess. This was done
by the issue of new bonds, as previous-
ly stated in the New Era.
The decisions of the court
altogether satisfactory in at
Mattence. Au effort was made by the
ity council to get the mart to agree to
help pay for the waleniug of the stone
hirsid.e on Ni rth Main street. The court
decided that it could not afford to as-
st
A number of hundreds of dollars was
allowed for building and repairing other
liridges in the county. A good many
persons were released from the payment
of poll taxes. $1,000salary for the year
0,97 was allowed County Judge John
W. Breathitt and WO was allowed
County Attorney 0. H. Anderson. $100
was appropriated to repair or build it
desk i tae Circuit Clerk's ciffice. $100
was allowed County Attorney Ander-
son for office rent (luring Ihit7. Settle-
ments of Sheriff Mc J. Davis were ex-
amined and approved. The report of
Miss Katie McDaniel, Superintendent
of Public Schools, was adopted and or-
dered lobe recorded. $1,e00 was al-
lowed Miss McDaniel for her services its
School Superintendent.
An unusual number of claims were
allowed. The Sheriff filed his delin-
quent list and was given until October
to make his settlement.
One of the last things, and one of the
most important, done by the court was
tieing of the tax levy for the present
year. The poll tax was fixed at et..e0,
the property tax at thirty-five and one-
half cents and seven cents was levied




COOK AND HOWELL WIN
They Were Nominated Late
Thursday Night.
VERY STRONG
Murray an Win on the 54th Billet and
Ch istiane Candidate on the 221d.
Christian County Craps.
' li3Vo had hard rains here in the
past two weeks. Farm week is getting
very lunch behind and farmers are hu-
patient. Tobacco crop about all
stripped tied it has turned ont a very
trashy crop aunt now eetimat'd at not
over 20 per cent of good tobacco.
Prices correspondingly low and there
seems to lc little "coefl Unice restorer"
in circulation. Wheat is in only .fair
TICK ET. condition; too many naked spots as
large as your hand and larger scattered
over most fields. Not as much clover
sown as usual, and I must re-mind the
farmers that tins is not economy. If
we must leave elf something, he it be
anything else save clover seeding. Pros-
pe(-ts for a big crop of tobacco continues,
woods dotted with canvas and cabins
I fThe Democrats of Hopkinsville are
jabilai t over the nomination of Mr.
Howell. He is deservedly one of the
meet istpular men in the Pennyrile, and
is a goad speaker.
He is a dyed-in-the-wool Democrat
and stunds high in the councils of the
party. Whenever his services have been
imedell the interest of Democracy he
tots enthusiastically given his tune and
talent. Daring the late campaign, he
sacrificed ye r•onal business interests, to
stump this and other oonutiee in behalf
of free silver and the party's nominees.
That he is well qualified for the posi•
tion of Commonwealth's Atterney no
one deulies. When he is elected be
will discharge the duties of the
office) faithfully, honestly and efficient-
ly.
Jailgt• Cook has had long experience
at the tier and has a large and lucrative
practice. He is ag«1 about fin ty•five
yenta, tend procured his license aud di-
ploma in 1874 and was elected County
Attorney of Calloway in 1h78 and filled
the ofli :e with credit to himself aud sat-
isfaction to the people.
Judge Cook is in no sense a seliemieg
politician. Though taking an active
interest in the welfare of Democracy, he
is a man without prejudice and willing
to accord every man freedomof convic-
tion, t• nd will make a creditable Judge.
Here is the Demoi•ratic ticket for the
offices of Oirenit Judge and Common-
wealth's Attorney of the Third Judicial
Dietriet
111011.18 P. COOK  . Calloway
SVILLI .M H. HoWFIL  Christiati
It in 3 strong ticket and is certain of
winnirg by a big majority iu the No-
vemle r election.
As exclusirely publiehed in the NEW
ERA, the District Convention was catled
to order at Murray at ten o'clock yeeter-
'lay morning, by District Chairman
Ilardigg. C. M. Meacham, of H!.pli ins-
vine, was eliceen Temporary Chairman,
and S J. Snook, of Kuttawa, eirpo-
rary Secretary. The several Commit-
tees appointed and the mentbers of each
sere prieted in yesterday's New Elie
The Convention then adjourned until
1:30 o'clock in the afternoon, es hen re-
port, from the Committees were receiv-
ed arid adopted.
General H. B. Lyon, of Lyon ceunty,
was elected permanent Chairman, aid
waVeitt,
Theu the candidates for Circuit Judge,
Thou-as P. Cook, of Calloway ; Robert
A. Barnett, of Trigg, and John Phelps,
of Christian, were placed in nomina-
tion.
Thomae P. Cook, of Calloway, receiv-
ed nineteen and a fraction votes, Phelps
eleven and a fraction and Burnett ten
end a fraction on t-he first ballot.
Balloting was continued until e
o'clock, when fifty-two ballots had been
taken and the result remained the same
as on the first ballot.
On motion of Lyon county, a resolu-
tion was adopted to drop the hindmost
man after the fifty-fifth ballot, and the
convention adjourned until 7 :30 o'clock.
TI oinas P. Cook received the nomina •
lion on the fifty-fourth ballot, receiving
31.37 votes.
Fenton Sims and J. C. Dabney, of
Trigg county, and '7. R. Howell and J
T. Haubery, of Christian, were placed
in ncmination for Commonwealth's At-
torn y.
Hewell received thirteen votes, Han-
bery fifteen, Sims six and Dabney six
votes on the first ballot.
Howell was nominated on the twenty-
second talk-I.
Sunday Marriages.
W. H. Newton and Miss Edith Joiner
were married Sunday at four o'clock
at the heme of the bride. 'rho Rev.
Israel Joiner, of the Methodist church,
officiated.
M. C. &format] and Miss Mary Grace
were married Sunday morning at nine
o'clock at the home of the bride near
Red Hill poetoffice in North Christian.




We sometimes conclude that this is
:t vain selfish world, that humanity is a
myth, that almost total depravity per
vadee the human family. Never WEIS
the exemplification of the love rse of this
more fully set forth than during the
late illuees of our aged and venerable
father. Kind friends were ready at all
times to answer every call, to offer aid
and comfort. When it was apparent
that the last spark of vitality was about
to pass away from our old father, then
it was that these kind friends cheered
our broken hearts, sold revived in our
Weems a hope for the only consolation
we poor mortals can have. We take
this method of saying to these friends
that their kindly administratione will
ever form a green spot in our memory.
We thank you, aelerieLe B. Lose,
NANCY C. Bowel:see
Don't Tobacco Spit and Smoke Your
Life Away.
If you want to quit tobacco using eas-
ily and forever, be made welt, strong,
maientei •, full of new life and vigor,
take No-To-Eac, the wonder-worker.
that make* weak men strong. Many
gain ten pounds in ten days. Over 4110,-
000 cured. Buy Isl.o-To-Bac of your
druggist, under guarantee to cure, 5k-
.r Sloe. Booklet and maniple mailed
ma free. Ad. Sterling Remedy Co., Chico-
go or New York.
uI I o negroes and the crop will be as
beige as bind will permit. I believe
this is the right plan. No crep brings
as much money for the labor expended;
any amid all labor on the farm can be
uthezed in it—men, wotnen aucil child-
ren—atel this cannot be staid of any
other crep. Then it is not so exausting
to the land as corn, wheat, hay or oats,
and its cultivation will be a fine prepa-
ration for either of the above crops.
Tot at-co is n great •'se e. retake" crop-
-free for all," no entry fee or capital
required nor limit to number of entries.
So let "Wtstul" wads in.—Chas. E.




It is understood that it is paralysis
that ails Mr. Mt KeLzie, this being his
third stroke. Mrs. Melevezie on her
recent visit to her daughter, Mrs. La-
mar Monarch, in Owensboro, stated to
friends here that her ho-baud's health
was in very bad condition when he
started back to Peru a few weeks ago,
but he hoped the sea voyage would im-
prove it as this had been beneficial to
him on former occasions. Mr. McKen-
zie thought of resigning his office when
he came home last on account of his
health, but concluded not to do so. His
physician is said to have warned him
that he could uot survive a third stroke
of paral3 set.
Nowhere in Kentucky has Mr. Mc-
Keezie more warm friends and ad-
tuirers than in Owensboro. It is their
most cermet wish that he may lx. spared
to return to his family from this fara-
way land.—Messenger.
Ilepkineville, Ky., April 9, 1897.
Receipts for week  ase Eihde
Sales for week  436
QUOTATIONS,
LUGS.
Common     1 5041,2 25
Meoimn   2 Moe 3 25
'rood  8 Wee 4 00
Pine     4 burg 4 7e
Africans   6 50(it 9 5a
LEAF.





Captured • Creasy Nan.
Arthur Lay, a young man from near
Girkin, who was arrested some weeks
ago for pronascous forgery, and, after
Laying in jail here for awhile, was sent
to the Hopkinsville Asylum, is again be-
fore the public.
He escaped from the asylum a few
days ago and started for home. Super-
viser Campbell, formerly of this city,
got on his track and captured him yes-
terday afternoon in W. E.Gerard's barn
near Memphis junction. When found
his physical condition was critical on
account of starvation. There is no
douht but what Lay is insane.—Bowling
Careen Times,
Your Intelligence.
Your intelligence is questioned by the
druggist who tries to tuft melee you to
let ban bottle anything for you when
you ask for Dr. Bell's Pine Tar honey,
No druggist can put this up for you—he
cannot put-up anything like it—it is not
to be had iii bulk—it is to be had only in
2ec , 5tk-, and $1 bottles. There is noth-
ing "ilea as good" as Dr Bell's Pine-Tar
Honey. Avoid those substitutes with
similar sounding names. When you
buy Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey see that
the bottle has never been opened and
that it bears the picture and testimony
of -Good Old Granny Metealfe," and
the name of the E. E. Sutherland Medi-
cine company, Fountain Park, Paducah
Ky.
... 5 bow 7 60
 .h Ma 10 50
  I Neale to
  18 °Ma 1400
Selections  15 00ta (600
Offerirro fete birds. Quality showed
no improve meet over last week and a
great really hogsheads Wire in bad or-
der. Alurket was active and all useful
grades in demand at better prices. To
bacco tuitable for Italy and Bremen was
stronger as was also good lugs. Wet
tobacco and nondescript were easier.
- -
There are a great many of the unfor-
tunate once in this world, greater in
number than those w ho are bleseed with
good digestion. To some people the
greatest misfortune is riot to be able to
wet eilything art before thew. "I stiff-
- ase _ •
was induced to try Simmons Liver Reg-
ulator and was cored. I now eat every-
thing."—M. Bright, Madison Parish,La.
ACTED LIKE CHUMPS
Strikers Will Never be Em-
ployed Again.
NEW HANDS BROKEN IN
Happenings in and About Hopkinsville Told is
a Fie Words.
A JEALOUS HUSBAND
Shoots His Wife and Then
Attempts Suicide.
A FEUD ENDS FATALLY.
VI Webster County Alen Arre s rE on Charge
of Whitecaping - The Levees.
OTHER IMPORTANT ITEMS OF NEWS.
[APECIaL TO NEW ZIA ]
Norton-dile, Ky., April 13 —2 p. m.—
William Harrison, a well-known farm-
er whose home is a few miles from this
place, this morning attempted to kill
his wife and then commit suicide. He
shot his wife, and supposing that he
had killed her, he turned the pistol and
tired three shots into his own body.
Whets* he saw his wife was not so badly
wounded as he had thought she was, he
rushed from the house and made his
escape in a dying condition—it is be-
lieved. A search is now being made
for him and it is believed that he will
be dead when found, as the wounds
must prove fatal if they are located
where the wife says they are ; she hay-
ing watched him shcot himself. Jeal-
ously is said to have been at the bottom
of the affair.
AN OLD FEUD.
ISPZCIAL TO NEW ERA]
Sebree, Ky., April 13 —2 p. m —For
some time there has been bitter feeling
between Vance St ivers and TomBurton,
well-known Webster county farmers.
This morning they met and the old
quarreljwas renewed. The men finally
fought and Stivers shot and killed Bur-
ton.
ALLEGED WEIITECAPS•
Isegotee TO NEW ERA]
Dixon, Ky , April 13 —2 p. m.—Six
well-know citizens of Weoster county
were arrested this morning and were
lodged in jail here on a charge of being
members of a gang of whitecaps that
operated in this county sometime ago.
A BEA U rtFuL MOONSHINER.
[SPIILIAL TO NEW ERA]
Gainesville, Ga , April 18—Miss Hee-
thy York, a beautiful country girl of
16, was brought her to-day charged with
illicit distilling. A hundred men stood
ready to go upon hi r bond as soon as
they laid eyes upon her, and now she is
the guest of a prominent family, her
trial having been fixed for a future date.
It was last night that the revenue offi-
cers ran upon Miss Reethy in Lumpktu
iounty. The still was in full opera-
tion; the girl was there alone in charge
of it, and she avowed all responsibility
for an. furruarlatin Tithe
vends; the pr was e
that she thought the mode by which the
men of her acquaintance made money
WM equally open to her. A letter sign-
ed by substantial names is on its way to
Federal Judge Newman asking him to
stop procceedings in this came, which
would be in keeping with his previous
policy when females are brought up be-
fore him.
The strike of the tobacco hands still
continues, but new ruen took the places
of the strikers on the breaks Tuesday
and vt ry successful sales were held.
The strikers, Mon. night, visited some
of the warehousemen and suggested
"arbitration." They were informed
that the only reason wages were reduc-
ed was that these hard, McKinley times
made it impossible to restore the old
wages of twelve and a half cents an
hour, and that under In circumstances
would more than ten cents an hour be
paid until times get better. The ware-
honeemen receive less for storage than
ever before
Several of this warehousemen stated
that they would never again hire any of
the ilegroeis who "struck," as the strike
was uncalled for and unreasonable, for
the cause of the reduction in wages had
been fully explained at the beginning of
the season.
The strike, naturally, is annoying,
but it does not seriously interfere with
tile sales. There are any 'lumber ot
nien who want work at ten emits an
hour, amid it will not take them long to
accustom themselves to the work on the
breaks.
Send Out circulars.
The Prison Committee of the State C.
E., Mr. F. A. Wallis chairman, Miss
Jentiie Glass secretary, has sent out a
very intt•reetieg circuler to Kentucky
Endeavor Societies. These circulars
recount some of the good results achiev-
ed by those -a lie have been interested in
prison work.
Truth in • Nutshell.
Impure blood is the natural result of
close confinement in house, school room
or shop.
Blood is purified by Hood's Sarsapa-
rilla, and all the disagreeable results of
impure blood disappear with the use of
this medicine.
If you Wish to feel well, keep your
blood pure with Hood's Sarsaparilla.
Hood's Pills are the best family cath-
artic and liver medicine. Gentle, re-
liable, sure.
An Old Inmate.
..Ti.SFe Atkinson, one of the oldest in
mates at the Western Kentucky Asylum
for the Insane, died last week. Atkins
was transferred here from the Lexing-
ton Asylum forty-three years ago, aim
was eighty years old. The remains were
interred in the asylum burying ground.
- - - -
Shot in the Leg.
Louis Jenkins n prisoner under arrest
at Guthrie, charged with grand larceny
attempted to escape from officers, when
he 's-as shot in the leg and thigh by Po-
liceman Riteuuen, receiving an ugly
and dangerous wound. He was cared
for and lodged in jail.
The Sublime Porte refuses to make
the Turkish representative at Washing-
ton an Ambassador on account of the
extra expense. Easter bonnets for the
ladies of the harem make economy nec-
essary ia the diplomatic service.
If Congressmen were as much inter-
eiited in the proper management of the
put lic business after they get into office
as they are while they are candidates
we would have the best conducted gov-
ernmeut on the face of the earth.
"Lefty" Davis.
"Lefty" Davis, fie der of the Detroit
base ball club, is Al. Davis, of Morton's
Gap, Ky., son of Mr. G. D. Davis, who
is a resident of that place. Davis play-
ed last year in the Pennyrile League
withflopkinsville and was a well-known
favorite 'with the lovers of the sport
hereabout, says the Ludington Bee. He
went later to Mob le and has since
signed with the Detrloite for 1e97. On
Saturday in the first of the exhibition
games at Louisville between the Colo-
nels and the Detroills. Davis distingri-
abed himself by nilking the only hit
scored by the Detrpits. "Lefty" is a
very promising young player.
The Resolutibn Adcbted
The following restitution was adopted
at the Murray Ceseeantion :
"Resolved, That sine reaffirm our al-
legiance to the printiples of the Demo-
cratic party as expressed in the Chicago
platform of 1896, an4 call upon all Dem-
ocrats who may differ upon any of the
principles therein enunciated to unite in
the coming State, 4ibtrict and county
campaigns to the end that the party
may be restored to power, and win an
old time victory."
...
Lays Away His Stick.
Mr. Robert Fergtuton,a capable young
man and formerly o3rnnected with the
composing rooms of several local pa-
pers, has abandon the printers trade
and secured a good position with the
Irequois mills, near the city.
—
At Work in Ben Francisco,
Mr. Jesse L. Edmendeon, who recent-
ly sold his paper, the "East Oakland
Banner," has sectuetd a good position
on the reportorial staff of a large San
Francisco newepapet and will hereafter
live in that city. '
« 
An Addition.
Judge Joseph I. Lendes is building an
addition to his reeidence on North Main
rostreet. When the • ' pvement is com-
pleted the house wilt be one of the pret-
tiest in that part of the town.
----nee -.....—
Married Lest Week.
Emmet Roper, a yOung farmer of Pee
Dee, this county, and Miss Jimmie
Long, daughter of J1 B. Long, of Mord-
sonville, Ill., were aiedded at the latter
place last week,
--.......- • -481•----. . 
To Cure • cola in One Day.
Take Lavative Brorno Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if it
fails to cure. 25c, 'or sale by L. L.
Elgin and C. K. Wy. y.
Will Lista Here.
Capt. Tindall, an, influential farmer
of the Ditney Ridge' neighborhood, has
removed to this city to lire.
.. 
Re-Elected Supervisors.
S. M. Minn and J H. Dittman were
Thursday re-elected ,for a term of two
years as road supervisors for Christian
county by the Fiscal Court.
Broke Ft* Ribs.
Mrs. Sarah Wadliegton, of Caledonia,
fell as she was entertng her porch door
and broke five ribs. Her injuries are of
a serious nature.
Free fills.
Send your address to H. E. Bucklen&
Co., Chicago, and get a free sample box
of Dr. King's New fide Pills. A trial
will convince you ofitheir merits. These-
pills are easy in actien and are particu-
larly effective in th cure of constipa-
tion and sick head ehe. For malaria
and liver troubles th have been proved
invaluable. They ate guaranteed to be
perfectly free fromi every deleterious
substance and to be purely vegetable.
b t
Hardwick, drugaiste
By deferent nations eve: y day in the
week is set apart for public worship:
Sunday by the Christians, Monday by
the Greeks, Tuesday by the Persians,
Wednesday by the Assyrians, Thureday
by the Egyptians, Fridays by the Turks
and Saturday by the Jews.
Imum on the rode* deep" is not a
very popular meat with the people down
in Mississippi and Arkansas who have
been compelled to give it a trial during
the past two mouths. The poetical con-
ception differs very widely from the
practical application of such matters.
- —
The longer you neglect a cold the har-
der ills to get rid of it. The very first
symptom should be met with a dose of
Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey. This famous
remedy -a-ill cure it whether of short or
long standing. Sold by R. 0. Hardwick.
The marriage of Mrs. Fitzsimmons
No. 1 to the brother ofkirs.Fitzsimnions
No. 2 makes the redoubtable Bob the
uncle of his own son and both the uncle
and the stepfather of his first wife's
daughter, who coasequeutly is the step-
daughter of her uncle and the daughter
of her own aunt. No wonder Jim could-
n't win out with a family like that.
.•
Engaged Board.
Elder and Mrs. Smith have engaged
rooms and board at the residence of Dr.
Gish on West Ninth street. Elder Smith
is at present in Henderson assisting in a
religious revivaL His sermons are do-
ing much good.
--
Whenever a druggist tells you he has
something ilia as good for coughs, cold.,
grip. etc ,tie Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey,
he is thinking of his profits, and not of
your welfare. We make the genuine
and authorize all druggists to guarantee
it to be the best on earth. The E E.
Sutherland Medicine Co., Paducah, Ky.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick,
'es ese '
IN SPORTING CIRCLES.
Gossip Both Local and Gen-
eral.
WORDS ABOUT WHEEL
Facts Concerning Race Horses-- Notes Attest
its National Game.
After sixty-six years of continuous
racing the Kentucky Association at Lex-
ington has been forced to abandon the
sport.
• The clashing Of three Cincinnati
tracks with the proposed May meeting
is the cause of the tuspension.
Following is a cemplete list of trotters
and pacers that hare gone miles in har-
ness in 2:05 or betller: Pacers—Robert
J. 2:01 12, John R Gentry, 2:O0', Joe
Patchen, 2:03, Star Pointer, 2 :02,2,
Frank Agan, 2: 03it, Mascot, 2:04, Fly-
ing Jib, 2 :04, Strathberry, 2 :041e, Ru-
binstein, 2 .05, OnItne, 2:04, Hal Point-
er, 2 :04,e. Hal Dillard, 2:O41-4, Trot;
ters—Alix, 2:033-4 Nancy lianks, 2 :04,
Azote, 2 :0434.
So fast is the construction of the
Trans-Siberian Railway being pushed
that already five thousand miles are
made and in use. From New York to
San Francisco is only three thousand
miles, hence the Trans-Siberian Rail-
way is already long enough to reach
from New York to San Francisco and
two-thirds of the way back.
'I he True Remedy.
W. M. Repine, editor Tiakilwa, Ill.,
"Chief," says: "We won't keep house
without Dr. King's New Discovery for
Consumption, coughs and colds. Ex-
perimented with many others, but never
got the true remedy until we used Dr.
King's New Discovery. No other rem-
edy can take its place in our home, as
in it we have a certain and sure cure
for coughs, colds, whooping cough, etc."
It is idle to experiment with other rem-
edies, even if they are urged on you as
just as good as Dr. King's New DisooV-
say. They are not as good, because this
remedy has a record of cures and be-
sides is guaranteed. It never fails to
satiety. Trial bottles free at R. C.
Hardwick's drug store,
• W• ... • •
Dan Stuart is o
istic pilgrimage h
"boss" promoter started lint night foi
New York. He sill try while there to
arrange a second Mutate fight between
Corbett and Ftzeimmous, if both Met-
are in the right hamor. From NewYork
Stuart will sail fot Europe, where hi
will try to aerstnge some high-class
fights. While albrdad he may also visit
South Africa to lciok Joe Goddard any
other fighters ovet.
There were sevrral players in the Na-
tional League last year who failed ti
alsteal a single b during the entire sea-
son. They wer Cunningham am
Johnson, of Louisville; Caney andTay-
lor, of Philadeltatia; Killen, Hughey
and Mack, of Paisburg ; Esper, of Balti-
more; Guppy, of Cleveland; Sullieatece
Boston; Dad Crke, of . Row York;
Rhines, of Cincianati ; King, of Wash-
ington; Abbey, ofr Brooklyn, Briggs, oi
Chicago; Nitwit', of St. Paul. Tin
leaders in base stealing of the big league
last year were Lange, of Chicago, 100;
Hamilton, of Boeitou, 03; Kelly, of Bal-
timore, 90.
PERSONAL MENTION.
Bell, Cook, Howell, Letcher
and Others.
THE ENTERTAINMENTS
The Commit Cub M•rte s Return Expel,-
Wen s Gary $ Party
BELL.—During the speeches now liar -
mug the candidates far Common*
Attorney, Hon, Frank Bs/I, the:bright
young lawyer and newspaper man of
Hopkinsville, made the hint of the con-
vention in seconding the nomination of
Jack Hanbery. His speech made him
many friends who never knew his won-
derful talent before —Paducah News.
COOK —The Third District Judicial
convention in session at Murray nomi-
nated Mr. Thomas P. Cook, of Callo-
way, for Circuit Judge. The selection
is eminently a wise one. Judge ()task is
young, active and energetic, and will
prove a good and faithful official It is
proper that Calloway should be reoog-
niaed in the distribution of offices., and
eminently just that the honor should
fall upon Judge Cook, who is altogether
worthy of the high position —Replete?.
Judge Thomas P. Cook, the nommee
for judge, is one of the best known and
most popular lawyers in the First Goa-
gressional district, and that he will add
strength to the ticket is a well-known
fact. He is an agreeable and pleasuset
gentleman, and numbers his friends by
the legion.—News.
HOWELL —"Bill" Howell is known by
every politician in Western Kentucky,
and Deinocraey never had a more earn-
est or devoted champion. He was for
many years a resident of Paducah, and
his friends here will rejoice over his suc-
cess, says the News. During the fight
last fall Le answered every bugle calla
from the Democratic camp and titorfr
the foe from the field of battle. He is '
an interesting conversationalist and a
vigorous prosecutor, and will no clouts.
fill the Ames of Hon. James B. Garnett ,
with credit to the district and honor to,
himself.
--
LETCIIER.—A royal welcome was ex-
tended last night to Dr. Ben Letcher
and his estimable wife upon their return
to this city after nearly a year's absence
at Hopkinsville. This welcome iliclud•
ed John K. Letcher and his charming
bride.
Many friends of the family assembled
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Gum Starr
and proceeded in a body to the Letreter
home on Second street, where genial
Dr. Ben and his family were giver a
genuine surprise and their home-corn -
hug welcomed in a meet hearty manner
Substantial tributes of friendship and
esteem in the way of household articles
both useful, tasteful and ornamental
were given with the love of the donors,
of which there were many.
After the family had recovered from
the joyful surprise given by their friends
and neighbors, Dr. Ben had the grapho-
phone brought out and a number of sel-
ections played which delighted the man
emits The Gleaner joints with a host
eon" .—
on the biggest puitil-
has yet taken. The
MA RTIN. —The Hustler says: "Milt
Martin, one of the best young men of
Madisonville, and a man who is regard-
ed as being of sound mind, has gone to
the asylum at Hopkinsville and he may
be an inmate of that metitetion for
many years for all we know He left
Wednesday morning. We are glad
however, to say, that Milt is not there
for treatment, he is not daft but he has
a position there nudes Dr iSardiner,
the Superintendent. He is a most esti-
mable young man and we recommend
nim to the good people of Hopkinsville.
BIOSAX.—The Rev. J. W. BIghaia.
formerly of the city, who is moving to
the Nashville Centennial the Jeff Davis
and Abraham Lincoln home-pleces, is
also engaged in gathering all the relics,
atementoee, documents, etc.. connected
with these noted men and their causes
for exhibition in the buildings, and will
be pleased to hear from all or any par-
ties interested in the cause or history of
either.
COFFEY.—Night Operator F. D Ocd-
fey, at Pembroke, has been promoted to
the position of ticket agent and day op-
erator, at Madisonville. Mr. Coffey is a
son of Detective Coffey, of GutIn P.
Death of a Child.
Flora Coleman died at 10 o'clock to-
day at the residence of W. B. Yonug, an
College street, aged 3 years.
- This winsome little girl had been pick
a month. She first had meaeles, after-
wards developing into pneumonia For
some days her condition had ceased
much alarm.
She was the sister of Mrs. W. B.
Young, and daughter of Mr. James T.
Coleman, one of the most prominent
itizens of Southern Kentucky, liviag
at Bennettstown.
The remains will be taken to Hens.
-ion this afternoon, where the inter-
ment will take plate to-morrow.
Friends of the family and relatives hi
Otis city join in offering sympathy apple
he death of this bright little child.--s
Clarksville Chronicle of last Saturday.
Secretary Price has issued the book
program for the toming spring meeting
of the Louisville jockey club. Ten
stakes, including the big Kentucky der-
by and the 510.000 Louisville futuritj
will be run darn* the twelve days. The
derby will be roil on the opening day,
Wednesday, May 12, while the futurity
will be run on the following Saturday.
May 15. The (idler stake days are: De-
butante Mat, 13 Bluegrass. 14; Corn-
cracker, 16; Clatke, 19; Cadet,20 ;Frank
Fehr, 21: Kentucky Oaks, 22; Kingtou,
25. In addition to these stakes a gen-
tlemah's cup raae will be given. Be-
sides the purse ttiat goes to the winner
a valuable piecelof plate will be pre-
presented to the! winning rider. Parsee
will be $300, $400 and $500.
A course of fitiod's Sarsaparilla taken
now will build hp the system and re-
vent serious illniess later on. Get only
Hood's.
' erste:
Rev. Morrison Comes 22 last.
The Rev. H. C. Morrison will arrive)
in the city and commence protracted
services on the 22nd this mouth. He
will preach at Moayon's Hall. He is
eow engaged in leading services at the
Wesley M. E. Church in Louisville. The
ftev. Morrison has frequently preached
in Hopkinsville. He is one of the mcst
eutertaining pulpit talkers in the State.
Large crowds are sure to attend his
meetings.
Weal-Known Farmer Dead.
Mr. James Sizemore, a well-known
fernier of the Crofton neighborhoode
died Saturday night about 11 o'clock.
He had been sick several weeks with •
bowel trouble. He was sixty eieven
years old and leaves a wife. Mr. Size-
more was held in high esteem by his
neighbors. He was an hottest an tan
upright man, and his death catutea gen-
eral regret.
Davis Arrested.
William Davis. of this county, was
arrested near Nashville, Tenn . Friday
night, charged with stealing a horse
from Mr. W. A. Lacky. of Pembroke,
Ky. Davis was lodged in jail here Sat-
urday to await trial at the June It rut of
court, He admits his guilt, and ;aye
he sold the animal to a party livieg near
Glasgow, KY.
Just try a 10c box of Cesacarete, the









1 II I.: N I.: W' I . I: k Considenug the tattLeLlst: Colit 4 the DEMOCRATS. State the Legislators might affotd to
- euReisti ED BY- - make their daily sessions two 
hour a long ,i Instead of of one hour, as they I have /
New Era Printing & Publish' g Co' been doing since the present sessian be. I
gan.MUSTER WOOD, President
OFFICE:-New Era Building, Seventh
Str,e,t. near Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
111.00 A YEAR.
•I at the post..M....in noldkladvIlie
coud-rlaes mall matter.
Friday, April 16, I
- ADVERTISING RATES: -
One Inch. tint inaert I in
One Inch, 4,11e 111011T . ..... . MI
One Inch, three ii,.iiths  a kit
On, inch. six months.   v
One inch. one year
Additional rates may be had by applica-
tion, at the °Rice.
Transient advertising must be paid for in
advance.
Charges for yearly advertisements will be
Collected quarterly.
All 'advertisements inserted without ape,-
- Altai Ilium will be charged for until ordered
Ott'.
Announcements of Marriages and Deaths.
Sot exceeding five lines, and notices of
preaching published gratis.
Obituary Notices, Resolutions of Reapect,
c. ether similar notices, five cents per line.
-CLUBBING RATES:-
The WISKLY N Sw ERA and the following
'et' one year:
vtly Cincincinnati Fnquirer.  Al 36
ekty Si. Louis lie-public • .....
e al-Weekly Globe-Democrat.  176
Weekly Nashville Sun  175
BOCCI sail farm  126
COUR r DIRECTORY.
'iacvrrCovaTFirst Monday in June
• fourth Monday in February and Sep-
,. !trier.
eeARTRRLY COURT-Second Mondays
in Jouaary, April, July and October.
Fiscao Ckwor -First Tuesday in April
and October.
Cowry Coeur -First Monday in every
month.
THE SECOND LARGEST CITY.
A bill which passed the Albany Leg-
islature a few days ago makes inevit-
able the erection of a mnnicipa. .vern-
meat on the first of Januar: r. that
will rule the destinies of [Li, eecond
largest city on earth. Under the prom-
Mona of a quarter which mtw now be
said to be a law and which would fill
vary many columns of reading matter
if • • tod in full, there are to be
in Greater New York,
• sing a population of not less than
4.4). The speroe elue of the
er.eorty on this we.- erea is l4,-
...U00,000. The inde r oiness of the
•-aibined municipalities foots up to
5. :0,000,000. '1 he great city will con-
t.& a 130,000 dwellings, 37,000 business
bowleg. 6,500 acres of parks, 1,100
churches, twenty•five more hotels than
churches and 3.50 public schools. The
only city in the world which exceeds the
enormous population of this metropolis
of t Western Hemisphere in London.
the rate of increase in population of
New York is maintained in the future
as it has been for the last twenty years
the next century will still be young
w New York will be the largest city
-rid. The combination makes
een of Chicago to be the larg-
i. hopeless. The whole
...ilea has but stride more
te e. •0.0 more people than New
irk city will have after January 1. It
a ea no: have as many people, if the
eart of New Jersey adjacent to New
York, and which is dependent upon
New York could be annexed.
There are but six States in the union
optiation exceeds that of
this groo eve:lama' combination. They
are Ohio, Illinois, Missouri, Texas,
Pennsylvania and New York. Outside
of the great city the population of the
Empires State exceeds that of this me-
tre-as only by a few thousand. The
N irk World suggests that if the
• ...ttion of Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont, Rhode Island, Montana,
N.oth Dakota, Oregon, Utah and Neva-
-re all united in a single State they
won..., still have less population than
vete tn.s ea miles of area, though they
oev to an Area far in excess of the whole
republic d France.
I
Many of the gold standard pewees are
admitting freely that the recent muni-
cipal elections throughout the country
indicate a decided increase in the
strength of the free silver ooinagei idea.
Well, yes.
ANA
attau, the Bronx, Brookty, Queens and
Itiehmoud. Erich one of these bus:mess
wri,„ iare its eoerd in charge of
euti etierevereelits sil euhalea of aletae,
to titts attlif0Ya, :f Its dwalriel tnetiiespel
mivereitiont 1' to rileyor It le be eiet
el air foto veer* I tin lailltlailVe
part-iiint if tilt, tty wi, t
%trio tie (morn ee ele Coeucti, rineer
,oticiittnet if 36 member'', el. •
Boare if A elermen, or lower house. -ea •
seeing of ;').4 Olo.n0)ere, or one member
from each assembly district The work.
Lugs of this new municipal oombnia-
lion for the next few years will be an
object of keen mterest on the part of
'eaten te of :municipal government
everywnere.
The itepublica.esx lug considers-
ble worrying ate tee civil service
roles and how t.1-1,.y are going to get
around them-at east, those who are
after offices are. About the only nian
who has already got his office who has
shown any special interest in this met-
ier is Public Printer Palmer, who has
been practically discharging Democrats
from the government printing office, by
asking for their resignation, every day
took charge. Ex-Congressman
• n , of Vire inee, who is willing to
beeome a Federal office holder, voiced
ce.. aroma of the office-seekers, when
re. -a,, "I have met daring my pre-
see visa to Washington with Republi-
..ae- r,, III every part of the Union, and
a.... -z e, a man they are opposed to My-
• "reform, so-called. It is a fact
tea-. • -7- 's a revolt against the whole
se.tea. I-. 1 for one would be glad to
demolished for all time. I believe
oreeident McKinley is going to do what
links is right, but I do not believe
. ignore the claims of those
DI him in the campaign."
T -ere of talk is heard every day, but
M:- reinley has given no sign, and it
.. eetful whether be will set aside
. if the extensions of the civil service
• - •s his by Mr. Cleveland, melees au
by Congress to do so, and the
o.'rage Republican Congreesman,while
w ilk against the civil service
le e their office-seeking consti-
tuents wie hesitate about voting against
Is. and there ar • a number of them who
wi island by toe law through thick and
ruin.
Among the ma- ny prominent business
men who are in Washington for the pur-
pose of pointing out to the Senate Com-
mittee on finance, the bad features of
tare! bill, is Marshall Field, the widely
k 4 .1 Chicago merchant. Mr. Field
w if he cared to make a state-
na. - fer publication concerning the
tar bill, and he replied: "No, except
tree one general remark that it is the
worst tariff bill I ever saw, not only as
regards the rates of duty imposed, but
In the 'eel:: and ambiguous me-
thod .. teeni. There is scarce-
ly a ii:.• _Li the bill that will not have to
be interpreted the Supreme Court."
Deafnee, •nnot Bo Cared
by local apple aeons, as they cannot
rat. e the diseased portion of the ear.
Teere is only one way to deafness, and
cher is by constitutional remedies.
Daialess is caused by an inflamed con-
of the meets lining of the Ens-
tee.. an Tube. When this tube gets in-
flamed you have a rambling sound or
one...re-et nearing, and when it is en-
tic-'. ,..,atilems is the result, and
nee,- • Indemation can be taken out
A (1.: restored to its normal con-
ocr will be destroyed for-
eels out of ten are caused
-en - inch is nothing but an in-, 
ttOta of the rarlOOris sur
• will give one hundred dollars for
an- .,- .f deafness i caused by catarrh
thAr. .1.. nOt he cured by Hall's Catarrh
Send for circulars, free.
J. CHENEY & 00., Toledo, 0.
by druggists, 75c.
Hea's Family Pills are the best,
The Rm-kport Indiana) Denlocrat
says: "Abeut election time the laepub-
livens proinisea the "old solthere' the
earth, bnt when it comes time to parcel
out this terrestrial globe the "ola sol-
dier" gets only a briar patch, andl even
that is mortgaged to one or more et the
bosses.
To an outsider it is hard to under-
stand why our joint ballot eaca day
should have prevented the legislators
from attending to the other letisinees
that they were called to Frankfert to
transact. The fact that sessions cd only
about one hour each day have beep held
show that the legislators care Celt lithe
for the welfare of the State.
The St. Louis Post-Dispatch I says:
"The Advanced Christians believe that
the second coming of Christ is: near.
But if Christ were to come preaching
again as he preached when on earth he
would be run in by the police and Wall
street would demand that the militia be
called out to keep down the "Aaarch-
ists ?"
Senator Gorman is by no meals the
only man with trouble on his 'mind.
For instance, there's Mark Ham*, who
is worrying himself trying to devise
some scheme by which he can head off
the Foraker gang and the Democrats
from that Senatorial seat that he now
occupies by appointment.
Senator Morgan's proposal the emi-
grants shall understand the tell com-
mandments rather than the Constitu-
tion, about which there is so math dif-
ference of opinin, will be apt to grieve
Col. Bob Ingersoll. Since his entire
restoration to health Col. Bob is not at
all inclined to see the Scriptures timed as
a guide for his fellow citizens. /
Now that the anti-trust law has been
decided to be constitutional the trusts
will do all in their power to have it re-
pealed. It is not likely, howevet, that
any Congress will ever be found
that will be willing to repeal
such a just and popular law as is
this one that declare, a trust to bp a con-
spiracy against the welfare of the pee..
pie.
The Illinois Senate has passed he bill
providing that every child betereen
and 14 years of age shall attend school
sixteen weeks every year, and it is like-
ly that the bill will become a law. There
is an unusual tendency toward child
supervision jest now. It is particalarly
noticeable in the number of towns that
are ringing curfew bells as well as
school bells.
The tide of immigrants to the South-
land is increasing year by year. With-
in the past 22 months three settlements
of Germans and Swiss from Wisconsin
have been made in Tennessee. Reports
from those colonies are more than satis-
factory-they are glowing. The suc-
cesses of these agriculturists will no
doubt incite land agents to further ef-
forts in the direction of colonization
The prolific soil and mild climatis of the
South are an appealing contrast to the
rigors of Northern winters.
Speaking of whether the Deinocrats
in tha Senate ought to resort to allibust-
ering to delay or defeat the tarfff bill,
ox-Representative Clunie, of California,
said: "I am in favor of allowing th
Republicans absolute sway ap,i tin,
scope in the making of a tariff. The
freer they are left to work their will the
quicker will the country repudiate their
acts, for I hold that prosperity C412 nave;
ui put fuser bialt to its old footing of
equality with gold." This is (Whelan-
Nally She position taken by Senator
Jonas, Chairman of the Detnix.retio Na.
lions' Committee In a letter made pub,
Re a few days ago, and whieh is ludo?.
lied by most of the Democrats IN Web
branches of Otingreme
• The Dwelt, is will be ;dewed to
learn that , emgreeettian Hailer release
to so far conform to the idea of fashiona
of the capital as to appear in a spade-tail
coat. It takes more hack•bone to resist
the decrees of fashion than to champion
a great cause. Mr. Bailey, however, is
not the first man who has refused to
wear the spade-tail coat, Mr. Garland,
of Arkansas, also declined to do so.
When Mr. Cleveland insisted that his
Attorney-General should appear at
Cabinet dinners in evening dress, Mr.
Garland, who had been a member of
the Confederate Congress, Governor of
Arkansas and United States Semator-
ail in a frock coat, and probably the
same one-quietly remarked that he
would resign first. He declared that
he was unalterably opposed th dress
snits, and if his frock coat was not good
enough he would leave the Cabinet.
The President allowed him to have his
way.
The sick man knocking at the door of
health gets in if he knocks the right
way, and, stays out if he doesn't. There
are thousands of ways of getting sick
but only one way to get well. Do what
ever you will, if you do not put your di-
gestion in good order, and make your
blood rich and pare, you will not get
well. Rich, pure blood is the only thing
that can bring perfect health. Consti-
pation is a disease of the blood. A large
part of all diseases are traceable directly
to impurities in the blood and San be
cared by eliminating them with Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Diacovegy. The
first thing it does is to put the whole di-
gestive system into perfect order. It
stimulates the appetite, excites a eopions
secretion of the digestive fluids itad pro-
motes as imitation. It searches out dis-
ease germs wherever they may be, kills
them and forces them out of the system.
I' he "Golden Medical D'seovery" has
been used with unvarying SUOMee for
over 30 years.
Gladness Comes
With a better understanding isf the
T transient nature of the many phys-
ical ills, which vanish before proper ef-
forte-gentle efforts-pleasantefforts-
rightly directed. There is comfort in
the knowledge, that so many forms ot
sickness are not due to any actual dis-
ease, but simply to a constipatedconda
Lion of the system, which the pleasant
family laxative, Syrup of Figs, prompt-
ly removes. That is why it is the only
remedy with millions of families, and is
everywhere esteemed so highly by all
who value good health. Its benseficial
effects are due to the fact, that it is the
one remedy which promotes internal
cleanliness without debilitating the
organs on which it acts. It is therefore
all important, in order to get its bene-
ficial effects, to note when you pur-
chase, that you have the genuine lute
ale, which is manufactured by the Cali-
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only and sold by
all reputable druggists.
If in the enjeyment of geod aealth,
and the system is regular, laxatives or
other remedies are then not needed. If
afflicted with any actual diseases, one
may be commended to the most sicillaie
physicians, but if in need of a laietive,
one should have tne Lest, and with the
well-informed everywhere, Spam of
Figs stands highest and is most largely
seed and gives most genet'-al satialestams.
r- - -
DIVIDED.
The Breach In the Ranks Is
Certainly Widening.
OPPOSING FACTIONS
Are Represented by Mr. Bailey. of Texas, and
Mr De Armond. of Missouri.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, April 15 -The split in
the Democratic ranks was emphasized
at yesterday's session of the House,
when the spectacle was presented of a
inajority of the Democrats indorsing the
Republican policy of non-action. The
session was a short one, but it was long
enough to disclose the fact that the dif-
ferences that culminated in the caucus
of last Saturday have increased rather
than diminished.
There is, by the way, much dissatis-
faction at the stories given to the press
associations by some of the leaders of
the other side of the controversy.
The second resolution adopted at that
caucus was a distinct disappointment
and disapproval of Bailey's position and
was adopted over Bailey's protest.
Yesterday the lines were drawn when
DeArmond, of Missouri, demanded a di-
vision on the u_sual Dingley motion to
adjourn. DeArmond, McMillin, Terry,
McRae, Richardson and others of the
older leaders voted against it.
There were not enough votes to se-
cure a yea and nay vote, it is true, as
the Bailey contingent seemed disinclin-
ed to go on record, but there were
enough to show that there is a distinct
and decided disagreement with the pol-
icy of approving the Republican pro-
gramme. Those who take this view will
continue to hold it and to make every
tight in their power. They will raise
the point of no quorum wheneven the
opportunity presents itself, and in all
their acts will have the assistance of
Jerry Simpson and the Populists,
whose theory is that the Republicans
can be forced to take some action on the
money question.
As it is, the appointment of the three
bimetallic commissioners will be used
by the R. publican.; as indicating that
they ore moving in the matter of finan-
cial legislation, when in reality they
are doing nothing and do not intend to.
Another Democratic caucus is almost
certain to come. The demand for it is
very general. The Bailey men defend
their acts by declaring that the Republi-
can House can do lees harm to the coun-
try if it adjourns add keeps adjourning
than it would if it were to take up any
general legislation.
Congressman Brownlow, of Tennes-
see, comes to the front as an assailant
of the present method of administering
the civil service laws. Yesterday he in-
troduced a bill providing for the rein-
statement under civil service of persons
dismissed without cause. This bill pro-
Valet that upon the requisition of the
head of a department the Civil Service,
ommiseion shall certify for reinstate-
ment in a grade requiring no higher ex-
amination than the .me in which he or
she was formerly employed of any per-
son who has through no delinquency
misconduct been separated from tee
classified service of the department.
KILLED BY A GUARD.
fisPECLIM TO NEW ERA]
Eddyville, Ky., April 14 -1:20 p.m.-
While attempting to rein freedom this
morning a convict was beet and almost
rtitjArintitence. made a break for
liberty and was in the act of sealing the
ferias when his intention was discover-
ed, Be was commanded to halt and
as he failed to do so the guard fired.
The bullet An peg liugeh in a vile!
Vet ittiti he died in a short tune,
When bilious Of fl0NttPm Olt a Cases:
rot, estoly cathartic, cure guaranteed,
10e, 16c.
Many statistics show that of 10,000
k.,.,tacks only three are struck by
,ig..e..eg .01-ing the year, while of i0,•
OW church spires 67, and of 10,000 wind
mills 86 are struck by lightning annual-
ly It has been endeavored to explain
this condition by the fact that the
smokstacka take the electricity assem-
bled around and distributes it in the air,
whereby the source of attraction for the
electric spark of lightning is not only
diminished but almost disappears. This
also explains why the people in the
country kindle a large fire in the fire-
place when a thunderstorm is approach-
ing.
A very curious scheme was started
Met spring in Paris. A society for the
relief of the poor placed a box in a
wealthy quarter of the town, with a
placard begging women to throw worn-
out corsets therein. It was intended
that the manufacture into various arti-
cles of the whalebone would give em-
ployment to poor women, and the result
has proved that the idea was most
clever.
TheMcKinleyAdministration is clear-
ly committed to the scheme for the an
nexation of Hawaii. The bonded debt
of that Mongrel Kingdom will be sad-
dled upon the people of the United
States for the benefit of the New Eng.
Landers who purchasei Hawaiian bonds
at fifty cents on the dollar, and also for
the benefit of Claus Spreckles, who will
reap a big bounty on his sugar interests.
The method is as impudent as the mo-
tive is greedy, says the St. Louis Post-
Dispatch. 'the annexationiets express
the desire to save the islands from the
domination of the Japanese. Let them
save it. So far as protection goes there
can be no objection to the United States
establishing a protectorate over the is
lands, but this the annexationist& refuse
to accept or consider. In that refusal
they convict themselves of the charges
of contemplated robbery of the people
of this country for the enrichment of a
few adventurers; and speculators. The
annexation scheme can be defeated. A
solid Democratic minority in Congress
can do it.
Mr. Dingley does not deny that the
prime and chief object of his robber
tariff bill is protection and that the rev-
enue feature is simply incidental. An
Infant industry of a hundred years of
age that is not self-sustaining is not
worth protecting. In this age when in-
ventions of every sort make it possible
for a people to vary their productions to
suit their ideas and tastes it seems very
foolish to talk about protection. There
is no profit in the people of a country
producing what they can buy some-
where elite for less than they produce it,
no economy in it. k They had bet-
ter buy that article and turn their atten-
tion to something they can produce and
sell cheaper than anybody else can. The
entire principle of protection in wrong,
and nothing more clearly shows than
the fact that the protected men in this
country have rapidly become million-,
sires while the great masses of the peo-
ple have become poorer and poorer and
still poorer with each passing year. The
principle that takes money out of one
man's pocket and pots it into the pocket
of another without anything being
given in return can not be right,
I'L, 1., LANS e
f ePaeloL TO SEWERS]
Des Moines, 14., April 1.5.-The Sen•
ate went into the blue-law business in
the consideration of the cranes and pun-
ishmeuts bid. Blanchard started with
an amendment to make it criminal to
exhibit kinetoscope or other represents.:
teens of prize tights, bull fights, etc. and
to establish penalties for giving the ex-
hibitions., rehtipg halls for them or even
attending them, for the latter offense
the penalty to be a fine of $5 to $35. It
carried by is vote of 23 to 7. Then Bell
offered an amendment to provide severe
penalties for playing base ball or foot
ball on Sunday, and this also carried.
Motions to reconsider both we-re filed.
SUCCESSES.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
New York, April 15. -12:10 p. nm-
The latest cablegrams from the seat of
war tell of continued successes for the
Greeks in Macedonia, where tie people
are the-king to the Greek standard in
numbers far greater than had been an-
ticipated by the most sanguine Greek.
The matter has now reached a point
where there can be no turning back.
The fights that have so far taken place
have been fought by Greek irregulars,
but the regular army will soon begin to




Hunter is Still Unable toPur-
chase Two Votes.
FOR T EIE FLOOD SUFFERERS.
[SlItuIAL TO NEW ERA]
Lexington, Ky , April 14.-Col. Mil-
ton Young is preparing a rutHe at $2
chance, the winner to have a season to
Hanover, and the proceeds, $200, to go
to the flood sufferers of the South.
WON'T SELL OUT.
ispsolei. To NEW ERA]
Washington, April 15.-W. J. Bryan
has received a letter from Jefferson
Levy, owner of Monticello, Jelfersou's
old home, saying that he does not desire
to part with the place. He assures Mr.
Bryan the place will be open to visitors
at all times. Mr. Bryan had written Mr.
Levy if he would convey the home to
the national government, the State of
Virginia or some association like that
which ex ntrols Mount Vernon.
LEWIS COUNTY RAIDERS.
Esagose To NEW tee]
Vanceburg, Ky, April li -1:15 p. m.
-The Lewis county raiders again went
on the war-path last night ane destroy-
ed three gates and tried to run the keep-
ers off.
TO PLAY CHESS.
[iersciee To NEW me]
Washington, April 15 -Represents-
live Pearson, of North Carolina, the
chairman of the committee of chess
players in the House appointed to ar-
range for tee tournament with the Brit-
ish House of Commons, has forwarded
a letter to J. Heniker Heaton, M. P ,
who is carrying on the negotiations in
behalf of the British players, in which
he formally accepts the challenge of the
Englishmen. In his letter Mr. Pearson
says:
"I am authorized to assure you that
our members feel that it would be better
for us to lose the entire series of games
e'en to decline such a friendly over-
ture."
Th tournament sill not open before
the middle of May.
WHOLE FAMILY DROWNED.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Helena, Ark„ April 14.-12 m.-News
has just reachedatie city of the latest
flood accident.
mer, and seven members of his family
were drowned this morning.
Their bodies have not yet been wove
wed.
DISOUSTKO
I NPRMAL TO New RSA]
Wairillouttou, April 18 -1 p. tw-Tori
Ketvuelty ph. 'watts are all going
home utterly disgusted with thelticKin.
ley Administration, as they see no
prospects of getting anything at all-at
least not in the near future. All of them
Who call on the President are told the
same thing-that no Kentuckian will be
appointed to office until the Republi-
cans in the Legislature have elected a
United States Senator. The Adminis-
tration decided upon this stand when
the extra session first began-in fact,be-
fore it began-and all attempts to have
thePresident to recede from it have been
and will be useless.
ADMITS HYPOTHECATION.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Chicago, April 15.-It is said President
Spalding, of the defunct (Babe Savings
Bank, admitted that he had hypotheca-
ted all the bonds of the Illinois Univer-
sity that were in his care.
FOR SAI E-At my livery stable, 5
good family horses. C. H. LAYNE, 7th
street. dtf
Sl'ILL HIGHER.
[SPECIAL Ti) NEW ses]
New Orleans, La., April 15 -1:45 p.
m.-The water is still rising and is now
higher here than it has ever been before
and it is feared that breaks can not be
much longer prevented. As a last re-
sort-in order to save the city from be-
ing washed away-the levees will be
cut at a point about forty-five or fifty
miles above here on the Western bank.
This would cause the river to fall in-
stantly at this place, and would save
the city from being flooded stall, as the
water would then all make its way into
Lake Ponchatrain before reaching here.
This would be very hard on the people
living in that section, but engineers all
agree that it would be the only way in
which the great city could be saved from
being wiped entirely from the face of
the earth. This step will not be taken




Never shrinks the fabric, or
changes the color.
"old everywhere. blade only by
The N. L fsirbaak Company, St. Louis,
TOLL-GATE RAIDERS
Were On the War-Path In Two Countec Last
Niget-A Girl Ravished and Ma-dared.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Frankfort, Ky., April 15.-11 :IL a. in.
-The grand jury, it. is . xpected, iil
make a report this aftemoon, Slid at
this hour all sorts of ruiners
are flying thick aed fast-nearly
every man one meets having heard
it different story as to whet the
report will be, and as to who will be in-
dicted if any indictments are returned.
The truth of the business, however, is
that the grand jury has given no iuti-
mation as to its intentions aud these ru-
mors are simply wild guesses.
Frankfort, Ky., April 15.-11:30 a. m
-As usual Dr. Hunte r is claiming that
he will be elected to day. Seven ballots
were taken at yesterday's se melon, mak-
ing forty-two ball. ts in all mince the
present extra session of the Legislature
began. While the vote was lad the-
same on all the ballots yesterday by rea•
son of several pairs, yet there was no
change that gave Hunter any advan-
tage.
The grand jury's probable action wile-
the chief topic of conversation. Gra-
ham Vreelane, a Courier-Journal cor-
respondent, was before the grand jury
and rein& d at first to talk, but his
tongue loosened up when Judge Can-
trill ordered him to jail.
Frankfort, Ky., April 15.-1 p. m.-
At 11 :55 the Senators in a body appear-
ed at the door of the House chamber.
The Sergeant-at-Arms W aS directed to
secure reats for thorn. At 12 sharp the
joint session was opened, and after thr
reading of the journal of yesterday's
proceedings, the roll was called
for the first joint ballot, whath resulted
as follows:
Hunter   hg
Blackburn    43
Martin    10
BoyleII
Stone, W J   1
•117 present-enecessary to elect, 60.
So it will be seen that Dr. Hunter's
claims that he would be elected to-day
turn out as they were expected to. He
still lacks the two votes that it does not
seem that he will ever be able to get.
Frankfort, Ky., April 15 -1 .40 p.
Two more ballots have inst been taken,
and the votes on the last two were just
as they were on the first. At the end of
the third ballot a motion to adjourn was
made and prevailed. It serum pretty
certain that Hunter is deemed, and
from his actions one cau see that he rea-
lizes; that fact, but he will never give
up.
MORE RAH'S.
'SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Owingsville, Ky., April 15-1:3) p.
m.-Five toll-gates in this, Bath, coun-
ty, were demolished hot night, and one
gate-keeper run out of the county
and ordered not to reran.,
IN '11H1sD
Threats of 
v"reauce Were CONDITION OF CROPS
again attempree to collect toll from awe -
niele against other gate•keepers if they OTEX OF IRGINIA•
holy. The directors of the turnpike!
cotoptinieF rini i. the
:oil will back them up.
gate-keepers Report of the commissioner; pa • e• I
1 s!CeleryCompound in Highof AgriOtilture.
Flavor in his Farni I v.
OU TRAGED.
SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Hyden, Ky., April 15.-1 p. m.-The
dead body of a beautiful young white
girl apparently about seventeen years of
age was (alight this morning as it was
noating by this place. There is so far
no clue as to the girl's identity, The
Coroner viewed the re-mains, and the
examination made by a physician re-
vealed the fact that the girl had teen
ravished and then murdered. As there
was some evidence pointing to
a gang of gypsies, who are in
camp above this place, as being
the ravishers and murderers of the girl,
the entire piney was arrested and will
be held until the matter can be further
investigated. The girl's itauries were
of such a serious nature that she would
have (lied from them if her brutal as
steams Lad not mercifully put an end to
her life The tody looked as if it had
not been in the water veto long.
KIDNEY WORMS AND HOGS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ARA]
Dubuque, Ia., April 15.-Several
thousand razor-backed hop imported
into Iowa from Texas during the past
year have died from what was supposed
to be hog cholera. A post morteru e4
aminutiou of some of them disclosed
that instead of cholera, a kidney worm
killed the hogs. It is claimed that the
disease is cureble, but it is not positively
keown that it is contagious.
• MADE THEIR ESCAPE.
[tiezeoeo To NEW ERA]
Frankfort, Ky , April 14.-10:35 a. m.
-Two convicts succeeded in escaping
from the penitentiary lost night, and pp
to this time had not been captured.
The escaped prisoners are Charles
Lillard and William Evans, who were
sent here from Henderson.
They were sentenced to serve five
years each in the State prison and but a
short period of that time has elapsed.
The Governor has issued a reward for
ieir capture.
WARNING.
We wish to cleadien all toes of Simmons
Liver Raped it on a 'valet of the deepest
interest eat impoitance to their health-
perhaps ther lives. '1'he sole IToretors
end makers ot Simmers lever Regulate.)
atm that ea.tn errs are eflen der-mid by
euyine a it t dong seine niedicine of a
envier appearinee or taste, te hie- ng it lc
Sirnmens Liver Regulat, r. NVe warn
?On 'hat enamel the weed Regulator ma cc
the peckeee or bottle, that it is not Simmons
Liver Renee& o. No one else make,s, or
iver los mule- Simmons Live Regulator, ox
anything c Med Simmons Liver Regulator,
but J. II. belin tit CO., and to medicine made
oy any me e'se is the same. ir,Ve alone can
out it up, and we cannot be reeponsiale,
ether medicines re resented as the same do
lot help you as you are ad to expect they
w • II. Rear this fact well in mind, il you have
Dees in the habit of using a 0 (shrine which
yousuppo%ed to be Simmons Liver Beguile
tor, beceuse he name was somewhat like
t. ani the p iokage d:d n, t have the word
Reeul itor cri it, am have leon imposed
upon and have not been taking Simmons
Liver Reolator at all. The R. gulator has
•,een favorablv known Inr mpny years, and
all who use it know how necessary it is for
Fore, nal Ague. Bilieus Fever, Constust-
11,-a•1 wee I ty- pepsin, and all disorders
arising lawn a Diseased Liver.
We ask you to look for yourselves, and
sPe that Simmons Liver Regulator, which
)ou can readily distinguish by the Red Z
on wrapper, and by our name, is the only
me:Line called Simmons Liver Regulator.






The prier' do the sidling In most Instaneas and Joao'. dress goods,
tritutningo, fittley gools, orgendiee, lawns, homespun Bleak white goods,
undone and shirt wal.,14 arc popular ahem ver
• STYLISH 00011s
ARE WORN . . . .
My shirt waists are spirnili I qualities, (ferment &Wes and lowest
prices
Carpets, rugs, Linoleum...I and oil cloths. In every line f have enough
for everybody at prices that will surprise the buyer.
ii 
=CI.7-1 ,/)
All my shoes will be closed out regardless of coat to make
room for other goods.




Insurance Company tf Liverpool.
(INC ORPoRATED.
ROBLE & C'STLEMAN, Managers Sou'h - rn D partmant•
Columbia Building. Lnuisville, Ky.
Does the largest business in Kentucky and largest in the Southern States and also
the largest in the world. Liberal and Progressive in Management.




Will be Thursday, Friday and Saturday, 'April
1st, 2d and 3d. Every lady cordially invited to
attend and see our beautiful display of fine Pat-
tern Hats and Bonnets.
Mme. FLEURETTE LEVY.
rio . ALL25 4 SO 4 DRUGGISTSABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED
ANDY GAMUT! 6
eere any reef of constipation. Casearets are the Ides! Lass-tOe.  trip or [ripe, hut ramie ems, Natural results. Sc,.aloud booklet free. Ad. MITERLINI, KIM Val hiraro, Montreal. fan.. or New lark, sit.
•  ceseacsaisiesesemai
WE HAVE NO AGENTS
but have sold direct to the
consumer for 7A years, at
bolnenie pricer, ea,ing
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ALL OVER THE STATE.
Statements Concerning Wheat, Oats, Live
Stock and Fruits.
The New ERA received the following
re' ort Wednesday morning:
For this month 168 correspondents,
repo smiting 109 counties, have report-
ed:
WHEAT.
The wheat crop shows material im-
provement during the month. The
average condition on April 1st is 94, as
against 68 on March 1st last and 69 on
April 1st, 1896.
The growth has been very rapid dur-
ing the month, and the plant is general-
Iy in a vigorous condition. The-re has
been some drawbacks in the way of
fields becoming furrowed by the very
heavy and continuous rainfall, and by
overflow in the lowlands. Late wheat,
which looked to be a failure a mouth
ago, has improved to such an extent
that the loss of acreage by plowing up
or planting to other crops average but 8
per cent, for the State.
0 TThe oat crop, owing to the continued
rains, will be at least three weeks later
than an average year. The most favor-
able report does not indicate that more
than 50 per cent, of the crop was in the
ground on April list. and in aurae coun-
ties the sowing had barely begun on this
date
TOBACCO.
The initial step towards a tobacco
crop could not be more unfavorable.
yew tubocco beds have been sown, and
the season is so far advanced further
sowing, in many instances will be aban-
doned. There is certain to be a scarcity
of plant*, and it is equally certain that
the plants will be late.
The condition of the plant beds sown
for the State averages 69 per cent, of an
average condition.' The condition in
the dark or stemming district is worse
even than the average for the State.
Taking 11 of the principal producing
cpunties of this district, the cputation is
Si.
1.15'g stoot.
Spring Latubs.-The number of spring
lambs, as compared with 1996, is 87 per
cent. of the product of that year. They
are generally rr pont(' in a thrifty con-
dition.
Other Live Stock-There is no notable
meution of disease among live stock,
with the exception of glanders among
horses in Harrison county.
Legislation Is now pending which, if
enacted, will quickly eradicate the dis-
ease, and prevent any considerable dam-
dage in the future.
Feet r pilf,driECTS.
The freit prospects on April let are
quite bright. Of the principal fruits
grown in the State the conditions, from
best indications, are: ror apples, 94;
peaches, 79; Imam, as; cherries, DO;
grapes, 97; and strawberries, 94.
The averages are obtained from re-
ports, many of which were made up be-
fore the damage from the freeze of
about March 147th could be definitely as-
certained, and are liable to correction
in 3 roportion as the actual damage from
this freese differs with the damage indi-
cated.
itiscsmeeroes•
Every section of the State reports
farmers very far behind with spring
work. It seems almost assured that the





The Kentucky Swims Breeders' Ass°.
elation met at BowItug Green Tuesday
There was not a large atesudanee anu
not a large number of hogs on eahibb
tiou, though the Inhibits are considered
nrst•olision and among those present are
emus of the moat prominent hog men In
he country. Little business was traits.
acted beyond imp *Wing a committee to
confer with the National Berkshire As•
iodation relative to a future joint meet-
ug at Louisville
WASHINGI4)N, D. C., April 9.-
Congressman Peter J. Otey has distine-
isbed himself by active and hoborabie
service in theEtetute tm Ileareeentesaree,
where he was acing from the Sixth ois-
trict of Virgiuin On the floor of the
house and in the committee room he is
a conspicuous aavocate of measures for
good government. In what high honor
Paine's celery compound is held in tae
family of this klistingniehed legislator
appears from thh following letter:
Dear Sir o-Fdr years I have been a
great sufferer faom neuralgia, and dur-
ing the past winter was advised to try
your Paine's celery oompound, and I
need two tmattlet of it with great beuefie
I was so much pleased with it that I
persuaded my rother, John Floyd, to
use it. He had] been haviug a bad form
of nervous elyariepeia, and now, after
using the compeund for two months, is
so much improted that we feel sure a
third bottle Will complete his cure.
Every one has !spek u of the marked
change for the bettor in his appearance.
Reepectfu.ly,
!ars. Mellie Floyd ()fey.
This is one of some 15 or 20 lett ,s
from United !litotes congressmen or
members of their families, that have re,
cently appeared in the newspapers here,
heartily recommending Paine's celery
compound.
One of the Most eminent physicians
in the city, beteg interviewed by one of
the papers, meal
"Paine's celery compound makes a
tremendous stride in the cure of die-;
"No remedstaris ever succeeded in
driving out tale underlying causes of
nervous and o*anic troubles so surely
and rapidly. No remedy represents so
comprehensiveia knowledge of nervous
•
exhaustiou. It cures where other Melilla
have been tried and torpid futile.
"There is lees hesitation nowadsys
among intelligent people iii attendiug
to the beginnings of poor health. It is
well known that disease is progressive
and cumulative, easy to drive out at the
start, but a menuce to life when allowed
to em trench itself in any organ of the
body. If people would con:oder head-
ache., rheumatism, neuralgia, sl. el lea-
Deal, indigestion and languid feelings
in their true light and as eerie-way as
they deserve to be and make a stolid
I against them at once by means of
1 Paint's celery compound,then- seated be
a wonderful diminution in the amount
of kidney, liver and heart disease.
I Anyone who reads the heartfat, era-
phattc 1, tiers that huve sp peered here
from ni-n stud women who owe their
health and often their lives to Paine's
oelery compownd will tw irnprees.d by
tbe rawer ty iii ev.ry :tee.
'-This gr. at fleeter- invigor-
ator and hen'tb Lis .lacr is doing at.i PM:a-
t/mos amount of lasting good these days.
Its success in making people well has
lied no parallel in the history of me4i-
clue. It has cured thousands of eases
of rheumatism and neuralg a, many of
long standing that have been despaired
of by friends and physicians.
"Compared with other rnediemrs, its
permanent cures stand out as a monu-
tain does beside a mole bill If all this
men and women who have eetirely got
rid of nervous debility, threatened ner-
vous exhaustion, sleeplessness and such
organic troubles as kidney, liver and
stomach diseases by its help, during the
past year alone, could be brought to-
gether, what an army of grateful people
it would make!"
EQUIVALEN TO RESIGNATION.
[smite!, TO NEW ERs,)
Washington] April 14.-According to
the new policy] of the Postoffice Depart-
ment, a change of residence by a foto th
class postmaster is considered equiva-
lent to a ssaisra,-' - 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF %Art
farzetan, TO NEW ERA]
Washington Ai ril 14.-It is under•
stood that thei President haa aeleeted
Jaium Martin, iof Brattleboro, N't , be
Assistant Seertary of War.
1tAIU(OADMEN DISOIIA [UED,
1
farearaL To sew sea]
Padtleah, Kt., April 14 -Fnurteen
engineers on t e Illinois Ceetral rea-
le-bad and several freight roudortore were
temporarily dianissed to-day on account
of dull busin. se.
REVENGE OF MOONSHINERS.
[SPROUL TO NEW ERA]
Willte"urP. Ky . April 14 -11 :35 a.
m.-James Mullins, a prosperous farmer
of Letcher county, was made the victim
at an early hour this morning of a visit
from moonahiners.
His barn Owl •-•".144.;•.-fes were bora-
ed to the ground, and his horses and
cattle mutilated.
A few days ago Mullins gave leforma-
tion to officers oonoerning the loeatiou
of illicit stills in the county whet were
visited and destroyed.
The moonshinera swore to be avenged
and last :light visited Malian; farm
with the result RS given above
WANTED -Fires-class ea aeon at, for
Lubricating Oils, Greases and special-





E We ant Men
Who have r ever worn "4DLE RS"
Clothing to try a suit this Spring.
They will b t pleased, as every man






Adler's Clothing is a Substitute
For the High-Priced Tailor.
Jim Them You Get Equal Fit, Style, Work.





Suit, at Just Half the Price They Charge I..1
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Hopkinsville, Ky., April 6. 1897.The market for the past mouth has
been one of continuous activity. Plan-
ters have been nimble to do anything
else except handle the tobacco crop. The
weather be.ng continually wet, strip-
ping, prizing and delivering to the mar-
ket have been in order. the result is
that receipts have enlarged. and sales as
well. Scarcity of good and fine leaf in
crop is apparent, as four-fifths of the of-
ferings are coin. to Med. grades, and
prices are well in untamed within quo-
tation limits. Planters have prepared
but little plant laud, and is now qnite
late, so the outlook for a crop is poor.
But all for the best, if planters will
grow has quantity and make tobacco
and not scull', which is now glutting the
marktAs of the world and keeping the
prices where they are, down, down,
low and lower every year: I undertake
to say if the planters will act in concert
and plant 2 acres to the hand, prepare
land, cultivate crop will, house and cure
r iperly and make good and fine tobac-
co for four or five years, that the result
will be you will have your daughters
wearing diamonds instead of making
music over the wash tub aid cook store.
.../Phe outlook for prices seems very
bright for higher values on good and fine
tobacco, but unfortunately the planters
have but little of such tobacco, therefore
can not receive much benefit therefrom
this year. At the same tune, if they
will adopt the small planting and make
good and fine tobaccos, the future is in
their hairdo to receive handsome returns
for labor expended. I see nothing
bright on corn. and 'ow grades in the
near future. .
The market has a full board of buy-
ers, and at no time in its history have I
ever seen more diligence on their hurt
in examining samples and bidding their
limits pn all grades as off owl.
Receipts for month, 2.115 hhds, ; for
year, 2,045. Sales for month, 1,397
; for .7 ear, 2 565 hhds. Shipments
for month, 1,104; for year, 2,37. Stock
on sale, 1,972 hhdt. ; stock sold, 1,718
hhds-; stock on hand, 3 690 hhde.
I quote market as follows:
New lugs -Cow., $1 to 1.75; med.,
$2 to 2.75i good, $3 to 4.
New leaf -Corn , $3 to 7; med., $6 to
9: good, $9 to 12; fine $12 to 16.
Brew. leaf.-Cora., $5 to 7; med., 117
to 10; good, $10 to 12.
Old lugs.-Com , $1 to 2; med., $2 40
to 3; goo!. f3 to 4.
Old leaf -Corn., $3 to 5; med., $6 to
8; good, $8 to 10
' Old suuff.-Lugs, $2 to 4; leaf, $4 to 6.
Yours truly,
M. D. Bo.ii.Es, Eroker.
- • • • •Al  - • 01••• I I  -
TOBACCO SALES.
Sales by Nelson & Nelson April 7, 42
hlids AS follows:
14 hhds. fine leaf, $800 to $12 00.
17 hhds med. leaf, $400 to $8 00.
11 hhds logs from $1 00 to $2 50.
Sales by Gaither & West, April 6 and
7, of 195 hhds as follows:
9 hhds good to flue leaf, 12 00, 10 00,
10 75, 11 25, 9 60, 10 00, 10 75, 9 80, 970.
23 htids. medium leaf, 8 60, 8 10, 7 00,
7 50, 7 00, 7 90, 8 00, 8 25, 8 50, 8 25, 8 PO,
8 50, 7 50, 7 50, 8 10, 70, 8 90, 8 40, 7 80,
7 00, 710, 7 50, 7 50.
77 With). common and nondescript
leaf, 6 25, 9 00, 5 80, 4 95, 4 70, 6 50, 400,
5 27, 3 75, 5 60, 5 75, 520, 550, 4 10, 550,
4 70. 6 25, 600, 6 75, 5 50, 6 75, 3 'ill,
4 60, 4 50, 4 00, 880, 600, 520, 390,
5 70, 5 00, 5 00, 6 80, 6 SO, 5 00, 6 70, 3 85,
3 90, 3 95, 4 00, 6 95, 3 80, 5 75, 5 50, 4 95,
5 00, 5 80, 5 70, 5 50, 400, 6 00, 5 70, 4 10,
4 00, 4 60, 6 :0, 6 30, 4 50, 6 10, 6 30, 5 10,
6 30, 5 10, 6 70, 600, 4 00, 4 50.
hhds. good to med. lugs, $2 50 to
$4 (s)
60 hhds. common lugs and trash, $1 00
to $2 50.
WLEELER MILLS dt CO LS SALES.
Sale of 45 hhds. tobacco by Wheeler,
Mills & Co., April 7, 1807,
25 hhds. new med. leaf, $9 90, 9 00,
8 80, 8 00, 7 90, 7 75, 7 75, 7 50, 7 25, 7 10
7 10, 6 90, 6 80, 6 60, 6 60, 0 50, 6 50, 6 00
6 00, 5 95, 5 75, 5 60, 5 50, 5 25, 3 25.
10 hhds. common leaf, $5 00 to 3 50.
10 hhds. logs, IN 60 to 1 25.
Market continues active and strong.
itAtiSDALE., COOPIA k Cos. CULLS.
Sales by Ragsdale, Cooper & Co.,
•
April 6 and 7, of 180 hogsheads, as
follows:
15 Llids good leaf $12 00, 11 50,11 00: 10 75. 10 50. 10 25, 10 25, 10-00, 10 00, 9 95, 9 85, 9 80,9 95, 9 70,9 60
40 'lids, medium leaf $9 40. 9 25.9 15. 9 10, 9 00, 9 (10, 9 00, 900, 9008 95, 8 8), 9 70, 8 75, 8 65. 8 40, 8 358 25, 8 10, 8 05, 8 00. 8 00, 8 00, 8 GO7 941, 7 85, 7 80, 7 60, 7 70, 7 50, 7 307 60, 7 40, 7 25. 7 35, 7 15, 7 15, 7 107 00, 7 10, 7 00
60 hhty. common and nondescriptlest $6 75, 6 80. 6 40, 6 30. 6 25, 69)
6 50, 6 60, 6 40, 6 20 6 05, 6 00, 6 006 00, 6 90, 6 80, 6 05, 6 10, 6 90 5 805 75, 5 60. 5 50, 4 95, 4 80, 4 25, 4 504 60, 4 U. 4 0o, 3 90, 3 75, 360. 4 104 20. 4 45, 4 80, 5 00, 5 90, 6 10, 4954 60, 3 95, 4 00, 4 00 4 10. 4 06 3955 nil, 5 60, 5 70, 5 80, 5 90, 5 10, 4 00475,400,395,390,370
25 Wilds. good to medium loge
$2 50 to 4 00.
40 hhds trash and common lugs
$1 Oil to 250.
It is a settled fact that the quanti
ty of useful tobacco is limited, there-
fore we feel no hesitancy in assuring
our friends that the tobacco they
ship us will meet ready sale at prices
that will be satisfactory. Austrian
and Black Wrappers, Breruf n and
Italian tobaccos are in strong dts
mend. Common grades show a
strong tendency. Leaf and lugs
suitaLle for snuff are scarce. Com-
mon lugs are being taken up by
speculators, thus giving an active
market for what would otherwise
have been s dull sale
1.1Aosnsi_s, Co( rut & Co
W JOLDBIDGE S CHAPPELL.S S1LE8.
Sale of 75 hhds. by Wool-
dridge & Chappell as follows:
21 Lhds. good leaf $12 00, 11 50,
11 25, 11 0,1, 10 50, 10 25, 10 00,9 75
9 65, 9 60, 9 50, 9 40, 9 25, 9 10, 900
9 00, 8 50, 8 50. lii 50, 8 10. 8 25
20 hhds rued. leaf, 7.75 to 6 00
25 !Ads low leaf, 6.00 to 4 50
5 lihda. good lugs, 4 CO to 3 00.
4 Ude com lugs $1 75 to $1 25
31arket continues very active and
strong on all grades. Ship sour to-
tol,acco to us and we will see to it
that full values are realizAl
Yours Truly,
WOOLDRIDGE & LLIADDELL
I AIIIIINtTEY k Co SALE.
An important Enterpriso.
Mr. J. H. Cate, formerly of Rum-
sey, Ks., has mo• ed •o Hopkinsville
to start up an industry which has
been a long felt want. He has open-
ed up at Wood's ni,11, on the ;cash-
ville road in the suburbs of Hopkins-
viii,, a woolen mill in addition to his
custom mill. The farmers of this
section now have an outitt for their
wool, for Mr Cate- is an up to-date
and thorough MAD in evtry detail of
this. busines-i, having had long yeara•
of practical expt rience. For the ac-
commodation of those who come •
from a distance Mr. Cate Las neatly
fitted up a nice cottage where his
customers may spend the night and
has a large and roomy stable for
their tesm4, all of which is free. For
those who lisive to come ilzro.igh toll
gates and have a suffi •ien! quantity
of wool or grain (to be determined
on later) he will pay your toll
The farmers of this and s'urround-
ing counties have heretofore had to
sacrifice their wool, but with the
starting up of the Cate Woolen Mills
it is to be hoped that a new era in
the wool trade will be inaugurated.
The farmers, whovisit the
tobacco market should nut fail
to visit Mr. Cates plant.
4 10,i 4 60, 4 10, 4 10, 5 70, 5 50 5 755 30,•,4 70, 4 90.
10,hhcla snuff lugs 3 to 4c.
16 Uwe. ti ash 1 It, 1i
Our break consisted of medium
and common grades We offered
notiting flue. Market continues ac-
Live on all grades. Give us a ship-





H. C. GANT, - President
J. E litcPHERSON,
Sales ,by Abernathy & Co, April Cashier.;
7tb, 1897, of 02 Lhds of tobacco as
follows' •
14 hlids good leaf. $11 50 to 00 CAPITAL and SURPLUS, .
21 hhds med leaf $9 00 to $7 50
19 Lhds. coin leaf $7 00 to $5 25.
12 lihds. low leaf $5 00 to t43 75.
9 blads. good lugs $1 00 to $3 cie.11 hhda. med. lugs $2 75 to $1 75
6 lihds, corn. lugs $1 60 to $1 00.
All tobacco of character is selling
well. We can place dark wrappery
tobacco at fancy pricts Tobacco
when well assorted sells for full value
regardless of color. 1Ve look for
more activity in the lug market and
do not alvise tbe selling of lugs atj
the pres' nt time. Our business is
now pretty brisebut we assure our
patrons that we have capacity enough
to handle all our shipments and will
continue to give our business that
same careful, personal attention that
has characterized our efforts in the





S.des by Hanbery & Shryer of 75
Wads. for the past two weeks as fol-
lows:
20 Ude. medium leaf $8 50, 8 40,
8 00, 7 80, 7 60, 7 00, 6 80, 6 00, 0 20
6 00, 6 50, 6 00, 6 .5, 6 80, 7 60, 7 20
6 80, 6 '26, 6 '20, 6 00
30 bhda common and nondesoript
leaf $5 75, 6 75, 5 00, 5 6/, 5 00,4 40
4 40, 5 00, 3 90, 5 20, 4 00, 4 30, 3 80










































R. M. Wooldridge. J. J. 
Chappell.larehotisoFarmers Tobacco HOPKINSIILLE VMEHOUSE,
(e! Wooldridge & Chappell, Proprietors. 
44,
Corner R. R. and 11th Streets
R R Street Between 9th & 10th,




/ Prompt and Careful Attention to all Business Entrusted
r̀*Z-S;S:S6)..A'CLIZ. Z•;..`ZcS) &CW
. C. Hanbery M. F. Shryer.
M. H. Nelson. Gorden Nelson.
Pr Personal attention to the Inspection of Tobacco.Stable for teams.
W. G. WHEELER. H. FAXON,
,Deop 7,71les' a,rehouse
Hanb ryei. -177rnietus. TOBA 
MHEELER, MILLS & CO.
CCO - WAREHOUSEMEN,R. R. Street, Between
10th ez 11th. Honkinsville, hy.
  Careful attention given to sampling and
selling all Tobacco consigned to us.
Liberal Advances On Tobacco in Store!
/111/rAll Tobacco Insured unless otherwise instructed.
Fire Prof'Warehouse I
Commission Merchants and Grain Deakirs.
Russellville and R. R.
HOPKINSVILLE 'KY.
Liberal Advance on Consignments.
Sts.—.
All Tobacco Sent us Covered by Ilsurance.
-
A Dee:Tred Sueesss.
Mr. Walter S. Elgin, manufactur-
e/ of doracitic and Hasana cigars has
be close epplication to buainess built
up a trade on his geode whieh is of
n4 f mall dimensions. His intinufac-
rt y is located in Hopkinsville, Ky..
€4 Virginia street, Letweeu 7th and
8±. Mr Elgin works shout thirty
u -to-late cigar makers. Las trade
w rich extends far bey oud the con
liz,.a of Kentucky. If you do not al-
✓ dy handle Jr. Elgin's brands, it
tild la,i will for you to at once
d L:m au order Prominent
a ang his ',tends might be men
ti Led the Hotel Lethaw, Key West.
K nturlsy Pride, LaVela, Ed: Ledge.
Corristo, opsra and others.
En! y 11 Wit r.
:lopkin vill' is esp( ciary well rep-
resented iris the furnizure arid under-
ta ing business by Mr. Waller, who
oc upies the old Baptist church on
Soirth Main, opposite Ragsdale,
Cobper & Co.'s warehouse He car
riele a complete and handsome stock
of uruiture which he offers to the
pu lic at prices which will insure a
puivitase if inspected. Mr. Wager
cites the largest line of coffins in
liciplinsvnie, from the finest to the
cLetapest, to be found anywhere.
Mni Wailer thoroughly understands
the art of embalming, and possesses
thei combination of tact, skill and ex-
1p- enoe, so requisite to the proper
co ducting of an enterprise of this
chlracter. He always has the larg-
estutsrortment in the line of coffins,
caskets and funeral furnishings, and
is Orepared to undertake the con-
Ge tmg of fan-rats in an efficient
ate orderly reamer. Be sure to see
kix.4 before purchasing elsewhere,
II heeler, Mills & Co.
Ins firm was estaluiished by the
▪ .n or rueinb:Ir in 1fd73 and has con-
t,n ed without interruption in the
t eei) coramiseion business for the I
:is 24 years. enjoying during this
Ion period the confidence and pa.
tzo4sge of both buyers and sellers of
tobicco on the Hopkiusville market I
Netr the largest it has never been;
the Drollest in the receipts and sale,
A
but has uniformity had the generous
sJpport of its many friends. They
occupy two large and commodious
store houses both situated on the
line of the L. k N. railroad near the
di pot, and have every faculty for the
'roper conduct of the busines fir
which so long an experience Las BO
well qualified them. Thoroughly
a.ciitiaiuted wttla the many clsesiti,e-
tions of tlae weed, its gees, ri quire-
MICIAS and ultimate ilistributii natal:
are exceptionably competent to ad
vise their customers as to the value
of their tobeaco and to secure for
them the prices it should bring Iu
courtesy and fair dealing they have
no superiors and all busineo en-
trusted to them will el rteinly. have
intelligent, faithful and ekiilfull at
tention and insure the receipt of its
full setae. The firm is composed of
1V. G Vi heeler eud W. H. Faxon.
Ptopl-s' Wart house.
Mr. T. C. Hanbery, the salesman,
is probably one of the most exper-
ienced tobacconists connected with
the trade, Laving served in either the
cepa( ity of buyer or warehouseman
for the poet thirty years. Mr. Shryer.
the pleasant and j illy bookkeeper
and financial man of the firm, for-
merly of Trigg county, has been con-
nected with this firm for the past
ten years, and to know him is pleas
ure anyone would enjoy. Tom Han
bery, aside from being one of
the I.best salesmen to be
found anywhere, is 'LA one of the
finest narrators of funny incidents
that actually occured, and if you
have the ' blues" or are low spirited,
jnit let him tell you some of his re-
miniscences and you will laugh and
forget that you ever had any trouble
at all. 'Inc People' House would
appreciate a shipment from you;
promising you that they will do
everything they possibly can to
watch your every interest and sell
your tobacco for its full value Their
warehouse is situated on West side
of Rai!road street, between lOtla and
11th, Hopkinsville, Ky.
tiro. (lark, the Tailor.
Mr. Clark has jast received his new
spring fade ice and his selections are color and effect in ladies'Imissee, chil-
drens and men footwear. Here yousnch that the most fastidious will be you will find all that's new, fashioua-well please I His prices for a well bye. np-to.date and stylish.
made and handsome suit are lower Your tiwn should feel proud of thedisplay and eager buyers should be thethan ever before known in the nier- result.
.,,Rchant tailoring trade. Mr Clark A Cl astml.E WOYAN.
stand A 1 as an artist in the cutting
line, Laving few tquals and no super-
iors He emplu's none but slated
work men, and will noteallow a suit
to leave his shop unless it is a per-
fect fit. For a few dollars more you
can get a nice tailor made suit which
will last and wear five times better
than the cheap ready made clothing.
Don't be duped into buying the
••Cheap John- stuff but go to Clark'e
where you will get full value for ) our
investment. Clark's tablislan-nt
is located on 9th street, ppsite Jut).
Sloayou's, Hopkinseille, Ky.
GRAND AND EXTRAORDINARY.




Nuke Nelson, the salesman and
senior member of the above fit m, is
one of the cleverest men to be found
anywhere. MeNelson has been con-
nected with the tobacco trade for the
past 25 years and is in every way
competent to protect the interest of
his customers. Mr. Gordon Nelson
has been in the trade for a number
of years and has charge of the break
floor and is quite popular. They
I lam% a large and counarodious ware-
house a tueted on East Railroad St,
betseen 10th and 11. Any tobacco
I sent to Nelson & Nelson will be wellWas a,
attended to ahd duly appreciated.
Ship your tobacco to either of theThe wealth of Spring is verily center-
ed here—a completeness without paral- following seven warehouse firms and
lel. At every turn were countless hints It will have their prompt attention
or the coming spring styles. The newest and they will do their utmost to
things marked by Fashion's favor , please ) ou, assuring you that Hop-greeted the many visitors yesterday and kinsville is the best dark tobaccowith all the brave showing, prices in- • market in the world:deed were most tempting.
In short they have made every section
on both floors yield a pleasure, and the
dainty effects and exclusive styles well
evoked the admiration of the day's
throng, who were amazed alike at the
vast display as well as prices unknown
heretofore.
The silk department was blossoming
with the freshest, brightest creations
that the most expert silk weavers can
produce.
An exceptionally tine showing of all
that is new and desirable in woolen 
fabrics and all the laatest coloring. 
ph of nix HiteI Ba bef Sho






Ragsdale, Cooper & Co.
Sale days, Tuesdays, Wednesdays
and Thursdays.
There were dainty girlish wash dress
goods, organdies in stripes, lappets,
ettomines, lines, floral and scroll effects,
pinks, blues, old rose, yellow, green, etc.
p1
M. YATESThe millinery parlors were filled with
the handsomest and prettiest examples PROPRIETOR.
of new spring hats and bonnets. Some
of the leading Parisian houses are here
represented in the magnificent collection
of patterns. Easter novelties after the
creation of Virot, Penand and others.
Never before in Hopkinsville's mer-
chazitite carter have we ever seen such
a complete and superb :mot rt !lent of
fine shoes as is exhibited in this commo-
dious department, which is under the
direction of W. D. Cooper. It is a bril-
liant display in every detail. A superb
gathering of every new shape, style,
0
Everything new and first,
class.
Clean linen and prompt
attention.
Children's hair cutting
and ladies' champooning a
specialty.
An adept at honing razors
and satisfaction guaranteed.
Is what the people
want, and the public
say this is -*hat











And all kinds of musical instru-
ments, sheet music arid music books.
Pianos and Organs sold to suit the
times, on easy monthly payments,
Old instruments taken in exchange.
A postage stamp will save you
money. Write to me,
Box 462, Telephone 81-4,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
I have Secured the services tf an




I have made contract fOr the services
of Major S. R. Crumbanglh's celebreted
thoroughbred stallions Elkwood and
Dunboyne for the seasonir 
of Forbes & 
'97 and will
stand them at the stab 
Bro. at the following tereis:
EestwooD—Thoroughbrtd mares, $25;
common mares, Sla.
Dt-sBOYNE — Thorer.l4bred mares,
420; common mares, CO.
Not responsible fur acdents should
any OCCIIr.
ELKWO0b.
Thoroughbred chestnnti stallion 1534
bands high., magnificent conformation
with plenty of bone and sbstance, was
a long-distance race herie with great
powers of endurance. He is by Bolus.
Roll of Imp. Leamington (be, sire of
Longfellow) his dam was Niunie An-
drews by Victory, son of Judie Vic, he
by Lexington, etc.
DUNBOYNE.
Thoroughbred Bay stallion, le kande
high, a regular bull dog, and iron works
finest boned horse in Kentpaexy and for
servicable horses you could not And a •• •
better horse to breed to. He is by lin-
ens, son of Lexington, out of Imp. Vac,.
by Dundee, etc.
No better bred horse In the stud-
book, and at the low price Above quot-
ed his book ought to fill wilhin a week's
time.
CLAY POWEtLL,









FINE WOOL )1 S:
Suits, made from - $ 5 to $60
Pahts made fron - $ 4 to $15
Remember the . ecret of
getting a fit in a sui t f clothes
made to order is t have a
tailer take your me ure.




A VETERAN'S VALUA13,..E 
ADDITiGh
TO WAR LITERATURE.
New as Odd avoid Airreed E
pos by
Brothers. Who Were ea Opposite 
Side*,
Woe Flimsily Vsed— A if yster
y the Ohl
Soldier Didn't Try to E plain.
As the rqp. rter was rspidly hurr
ying
past the door of a saloon he w aq not 
by
an old soldier, who suggestively 
tipped
his hat.
"If you will tell nui a story," 
re-
marked the reporter, aceepting the ti
p,
"I'll pay for the potation& I have
 a
thirst for • story; you have a thirst 
for
a drink. Let us exchang^."
The veteran was quick to respond, as
the parched soil responds to the g
rateful
ruin, and, opening the door, he bowe
d
the reporter in and escorted him to a t
a-
ble in a quiet corner, where presently
the potables were served.
"I dou't think I coxild have caned
what I am now so gitatly and grat
e-
fully enjoying," said t*e veteran, with
a glowing cheek, as he set down 
his
glass, after a long swallow, "had it not
been that today I met in old comrad
e
from Kentucky, a state, you will re-
member, which had aldiers in both
armies, and good sold era, I may add.
This man, who is nowl a merchant 
and
comes to Netv York to IY goods every
year, was in the Federl army, and he
had a nephew in the same regiment
with himself and auot r in the Confed-
erate army. The yo lig chaps were
brothers, and they we4 mighty fond of
each other, but they weje fonder of their
principles or patrioti4 or politics, or
whatever you may call t, so they agreed
to disagree, and each ne go to the side
he thought was the rig it side.
"It was a sad parti•g, for they had
-been closer together thin most brothers,
and before they separated they fixed up
a kind of signal to identify themselves
by, so that if one was tvounded and left
on the field he could nedify the other if
it happened they were1 on the opposite
sides in that particula4 fight. It was a
boyish kind of a lotte chance of one
in a million, but it Suited them, and
that's all they cared fdr. The signal ar-
rangement was to be *light chain witk
a note fastened to it and the wholc
thing was to be fasten "d to the bullet
and dropped into the 1)1(1 muskets they
had in those days. This was to be fired
'at random up into the air to fall among
the soldiers of the o posite side to be
picked up AA it might and taken to the
man whose address N4ar4 in the note,
along with other insta ctions to be fol-
lowed out by the brotier who might be
in condition to do it lYon can see how
childish and almost i possible it was,
chance in it that
the boys, and they
and went their
orth, the other to







but there was just th
made it attractive to
told each other good
ways, the one to the t
the eolith, each be
chain and note of iden
to the bit of lead that
bear on its wings the
The veteran was bet
pathetic, and the re
refilling of the glass
tion met with immetiate and pleased
approvaL
"For the first two }years," continued
the veteran, "the bojts hadn't any occa-
sion to use Akar signals, for they had
gone through unscathed, and, besides,
they were serving ih sections of the
country widely separated, but in 1868,
In the fall, they were with the armies
fighting through Tailless**, though they
had lost track of eacb other except in a
general way.
pew of each other's
sow, but one night
oig a skirmish some-
ni
t it out to daylight. There
W lot of 'rounded men, and dead
mos, too, for that matter, scattered
t tozli the woods, *where most of the
fighting had been. there was 'cornfield
about a quarter of a mile wide separat-
ing the woods, and there had been some
scrapping in this *en go,iold, though
most of the fighting' bad been done from
I was corporal of the guard that
night, and by 6 o' there was only
an oocaaional ahottricif each side was
quitting reluctantlY and by inches. I
am not positive, but it seem. to me that
I heard the last CIO shots before "WI-
WI'S settled over all. What the details
of the romance, or * tragedy, or what-
ever you want to call it, are I don't
know. I know, thotigh, that during the
night we had re-enfercements, and when
we began to cautio•sly peep around, as
SOOn as the day begim to break, we dis-
covered that the enemy bad by some
hook or crook taken alarmand departed
in the night, leavink their dead on the
field, and among diem, when we sent
out our burying putty, we found one of
those boys with a 'bullet through his
lung sand another, Waring a chain and a
note,. buried in his brain. On our side
we found the cthe• nephew with both
legs hrokeu by al ball and a bullet
through hid heartlwith a chain and
note attached to it.'?
The reporter thrtw up his hands in
amazt•rnent, not to y doubt
"I don't try to explain it," the veter-
an hastened to sayHapelogetically. "I
know it is hard to explain. It is even
hard to believe, butiwhat is a man to
do or to say when he won such things




2,56b years. It is i





of filh roe and
medicinal steam re
It is well forthe
States Senators do
oftener than every




in relief who are
soap bubbles from




led cod liver oil.
le thatUnited
have to be elected
years.
That is an essential truth regarding 
our ad-
',Poising. We mean to always be
 witiu
hounds and are ready to stand 
by every
claim we make for Me supyri
ority of the
clothing we sell and for olts.
uml.!,•ness of
our prices.
Sam Frankel 15 Main St.
Spring may be backward
but our CLOTHING is
always to the front.
Our Spring Goods are here and
we have arranged a line of
prices which, when taken in
consideration quality, trim-
mings and make, will certainly
astonish all comers. It will be
hard for you to belive that we
can offer you such bargains.
Come and see for yourself.
1
 We Guarantee every
garment in this stock exi
actly as represented, and





Easter Bells Are Ringing
A JOYOUS WELCOME TO SPRING
EASTER iitiEGAIN SALE
Decidedly Nobby, Dressy, Up-
to-date Plaids and Checks; the















12 50ity, Hilllf-ORAI)F. .
"STYLISH FIT, sin- 15 00gle Breasted,Roullli •
and liquor., Hound IQ nn
, and stitched .. . . . go.ln;
A TALK ABOUT TROUSERS.
Pants That Fit:
Our Custom-made, Up-to-Date Pants—"The
Town Talk."
$1.50 Pants, Sweet, Orr & Co.'s make
$2 00 Pants   Nobby Patterns
$2.60 and $3.00 Pants are beauties, made with
side pockets and flaps over hip pockets. Such




We therefore spare the words to try to convey
to your minds that this is THE PLACE to buy
Dry Goods : : •
39 cents a yard for 38 inch wide All-wool Novelties
38 cents a yard for 42 inch. wide All-wool Silk finish Serge
29 cents a yard for  40 inch wide Figured Black Mohair
Fill a 39 cents a yard for 
66 cents a yard for 46 inch wide Plaid Gray and Black Serge@
21 inch wide Wash Silks, for Waists
60 cents a yard for '24 inch wide China Silks, all colorsBusher; 69 cents a yard for 40 inch wide Novelty Mohair Checks
79 cents a yard for 40 inch wide Silk-finish Mohair Checks
121 cents a yard for 30 inch wide Wool filled Challies, light and dark
35 cents a yard for 
48 cents a yard for 
40 inch wide Colored Figured Brilliantine*
48 inch wide Black and Blue Storm Serge.
'75 cents a yard for 48 inch wide Black and Silk-finish Henrietta@
16 cents a yard for 
e9 cents a yard for 
.36 inch wide English Serge.. all colors
40 inch wide Figured Grenadines




We had a sple
trade—much larg
pected. It's bed
3.00 and 4.00 "K




best values to be
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, 75c and $1,
2.00.
Showt Windows!
Boeeniary Orgaadiei, new de-
signs   10
Jaconette Duchess, rIew designs  •124 e
Lace Lappeta, light 4nd datk .. .18 eta
Imported Organdea, for Easter.  30 eta
Solid Colors Orgsnds 25 eta
Lads Linens .5e, 7e, 8c, 10e 12c, 15 eta
White Piques, heavy eord . 26 eta
Fancy Dress Ducks 10 eta
Novelty Cheeks and Plaids, 32 in 124 c
Leno Stripe Jaconas . 124 c
Fast Color ?dueling.  5 eta
Sash Curtain Swissea..124-e, 18c, 26 eta
Dainty Stripe and Clieek Dimities
18c to 25 cts
Fast Color Yard-wipe Percales
Sc to 10 eta
OH! I DON'T KNOW,
 DID YOU SAY?
Well, our stock of MEN'S S1RTJ are Up-to.
date styles and quality, Low in
46 cents for Men's Unlaundried iO cent Shirts, the
best one in Hopkinaville.
69 cents for Men's Nobby Shirt
attached.
89 cents for Men's Negligee SW' fa, detached col-
lars and cuffs.
$1.00 for Men's Fine Colored Bosom Drees Shirts.
$1.25 for Men's Fine Madras ClOth Dress Shirts.
We handle the celebrated GLOBE SHIRTS.
The name on each shirt speaks flor itself.
. . . HATS . . .
In all the new shapes—soft and stiff; all the
new colors. Up in style and quklity.
Try Our Ladies' Kid Cloves.
Remember The Place "OLD RELIABE' SAM FRANKEL Remember The Place
NO. 15, MAIN STREEF, HOHKINSVILLE, KY.
N4TION IN PRAYER.
R. T4MAGE'S PLEA FOR THOSE IN
' HIGH PLACES.
• h y They Should Receive the Prayers of
the People—The Wilco Seeker and the
' Publit eervier God's Guidance Ne
eded
Amid. Many Ferplealtle• of Moment.
WaSMINOTON. April 11.-7.1ils dis-
course be Dr. Talmage, delivered before
• a migiWy throng. goes fo
rth from the
capitat, calling the nation to its knees.
Beforsete ginning his sermon Dr. Tal-
mage auade an e!equent appeal for
Anseridun aid for the suffering millions
of India. Eighty millions are affected
by the famine, and unless Amt rice gee•
e.ronalet conies to the rescue millions of
lives Will be sacrificed. His text was, I
Timottlyii, 1, "I exhort, therefcre, that,
first cf 'all, supplications, pray( rs, inter-
cessions and giving of thanks be made
for all; men, for kings and fcr all that
are in euthority."
That which London is to England.
Paris to France, Berlin to Germany,
Rome to Italy, Vienna to Austria, Et,
Peter4urg to RUESia, Washington is to
the Veitea States republic. The people
'who like bare see more of the chief men
of tbd nation than any who live any-
whereklse between Atlantic and Pacific
ceeerne. If a senator or Member cf the
house cf representatives cr supreme
court justice or secretary of the cabinet
or sepiesentative of foreign nation en-
ters • PuLlic assembly in any ctber city,
hismeeing and going are remarked upon,
and ettinsuel deference is paid to him.
In thie capital there are so many politi-
cal cbieftains in our churchee, our
etreetre our halls, that their coming and
going emake no excitement.
TheiSwies seldom look up to the Mat-
terisore or Jeugfratoor Mont Blanc,
lbeomute them peeple are used to the
Alps.. So we at till capital are so ac-
cuse:need to walk anieng mountains of
offietsel and political eminence that they
are not to us a greet novelty. Morn-
ing. niece and night we meet the giants.
But there is no place on earth where
the iniportance of the Pauline injunc-
tion to 'pr-dyer fcr these in eminent
plass ought to be better appreciated.
At ils time, when our public men
ham 
e 
mifore them the rescue of our -
te:ma treasury from appalling deficits,
and the Cuban question, and the arbi-
tralicts question, and in many depart-
mental! men are taking important pe-
eitioto A hich are to them ziew and un-
triode I would like to quote my text
with t a whole tonnage of erapheeis—
written by the scarred miseion-
• leirscit tile eetiest tneoiegian 't imothy,
"I eibert, therefore, that, first cf all,
trapplleaticns, prayers, interressiees and
givinif of thanes be Lamle for all a en,
for kings and for all that are in nether-
sty. "
. Prayer For the Eminent.
If I have the time and eio net forget
eonsee of them befere I get tercugh, I
will eve yea four cr five reasons why
the people cf the United States ought
to ensike earnest and continuous prayer
for Meow in eminent place.
ellest, bectmee that will put us in
proper attitude toward the successful
men 'ef the entice. After ye n have
prepped for a man you will do him jus-
tice, There is a Lad streak in human
nage* that ecruards us to assail these
that ro mere successful than curselves.
It d4ows itself in boyhood, when the
lade, inn:ming to get their ride en the
book ef a ceniagt, and cue Ws en,
th failing to pot en ehout on the di iv-
er, 'tent behind!" Unsuccessful men
seller:in like these who in any depart.
me are rucceesful. The cry he "Ile is
a pettitiral Aerie( at," Cr, "He bought
his Noisy up," r, "It just happened en,"
and Ithere in an theatient waitiug for
him to come dov.ii more tepidly than
be "siert up.
leile best cere fer such cynicism IS
preger. After we bare risen from our
kneel we will he wishing the official
go instead cf evil. We will be hoping
for heM benedicticn rather than male-
diadem. If he makes a mistake, we will
call iit a mietake instead of malfea-
mime in office. And, oh, how much hap-
Fier ire will be, for wishing one evil is
diebilic, but wishing one good is saint-
ly, le angelic, is godlike! When the
Lail drupe a man into depths beyond
whdleh there is no lower depth, he al-
lowiehim to be put on an investigating
cominittee with the one hope of finding
something wrong. In general assemblies
of the Presbyterian church, in confer-
ee°. cf the Methodist church, in con-
ventions of the Episcopal church, in
home of representatives and in senate
of the United Sautes there are nun al-
wispy glad to be appointed on the corn-
mu of malodors, while there are
them who are ghtd to be pot on Ws
conidnittee of eulogitime After you
have prayed, in the words of my text,
fcreill that are io authority you will
sae. "Brethren, gentlemen, Mr. Chair-
mate excuse me from serving on the
cennnittee of malodor'', for last nigbt,
just before I prayed for those in eminent
position, I read that ctapter in Curie-
tans about charity which 'hopeth all
• s' and 'thinketh no evil.' " The
ittoe of malodors is an important
nee. but I here now declare that
eipetent for its work who
' pint of conventionality,
of earnest aimportunity,
e or those in high position. I
e help it. but I do like a St. Ben-
better than a blocdbound, and I
rather be a humming bird among
yeuckles than a crow sweeping up-
field carcasses.
The Public Service.
Ailootbes reseon why we should pray
!those in eminent place is becunee
e have each multiplied perplexities.
city at this time holds hundreds cf
who are expectant of preferment,
United Seater mail bags as never
are full of applications. Let me
have no sympathy with either the
el or printed sneer at what are
Poffice seekers." III hue ant al-
'curry receive(' appointment as minister
plenipotentiary hem the high court of
heaien—as every minister of the gos-
pel has—and I had at my back a family
for wham I wished to achieve a liveli-
hood, there is no employer whose serv-
ice I would 'sooner seek than city, state
or Unit«1 States govenument Those
govt rent ate are the premptest in their
paymeets, paying juid as well in hard
tine's as in good times and during
eumner vacation as during winter
work. Besides that, many of us have
been paying taxes to city and state and
nation for years, and while we are in-
debted for the pie•ection of government
the government is indebted to us for
the honest support we have rendered it.
So I wish success to all earr,est and
competent men who appeal to city or
state or nation for a place to work.
But how many men in high place in
city and state and nation are at their
wits' end to know what to do, when for
some places there are ten applicants
and for others a hundred. Perplexities
arise from the fact that citizens sign pe-
titions without ref( mice to the qualifi-
cations of the applicant for the places
applied for. You sign the application
because the applicant is your friend.
People sometimes want that for which
they have no qualification, as we hear
pecple sing ' 'I want to he an anger'
when they offer the poorest material
possible for angelhood. Boors waiting
to be sent to fereign palaces as umbels-
feelers, and men without any business
qualification wanting to be consuls to
foreign ports, and illiterates, capable
In cut' letter of wrecking all the laws
of orthography and syntax, desiring to
be put into positions where most of the
work is done by correspondence. If di-
vine help is needed in any place in the
world, it is in those places where pat-
ronage is distributed. In years gone by
awful mistakes have been made. Only
God, who made the world out of chaos,
could out of the crowded pigeonholes
cf public men develop symmetrical re-
milts. For this reason pray Almighty
God for all those in authority.
The Demand of the People.
Then there are the vaster perplexities
of our relations with foreign govern-
ments. For directiene in such affairs
the God of nations sheuld be implored.
The demand of the people is menetimes
so heated, so unwise, that it must not
be heeded. Hark to the boom of that
gnu which muds from the American
steuner San Jacinto a shot acmes the
Low of the British merchant steamer
Trent Nov. 8, 1861. Two distinguished
southerners, with their secretaries and
families, are on the way to England
and France to officially enlist them for
the southern Ceufecieracy. After much
protest the ecnimissionere who bad em-
barked for England and France, surren-
dered and were taken to Fort Warren,
near Boston. The capture was a plain
invasion cf the laws of nations and an-
tugcnietic to a principle for the eatab-
lisline at of which the United States
government had fought in other days.
However, so great was the excitement
that the secretary of the United States
navy wrote all applauditory It tter to
Captain Wilke", commander of tl.e San
Jacinto, for his "prompt Lad derisive
action," and the lactase of repreaenta-
tives pasted a resolution of thanks for
"brave, adroit and patriotic comiuct,"
and the millions of the north went wild
with en:hue:um. and all the newena-
pars and eau:etas joined in the frazzle.
England and France protested, the for-
mer demanding that unless the distill-
gniebt d prisoners should be surrendered
and apolcgy made for insult to the
British flag within ten days Lord Ly-
ons must return to London, taking all
the archives ef the British legation.
War with England and Freece Reined
inevitable and war mith England and
France at that time would levee made
a metered American nation impossiele
for a long while, if not forever. Then
Cod came to the resent' and 'helped the
president and his secretary of aisle.
Against the almcst unaeinicus senti-
ment cf the people of the berth the die-
tieguished Cot:federates were surren-
dered, the law of nations was kept in-
violate, the lien's paw was not lifted
to strike the eagle's beak, and perhaps
the worst disaster of centuries was
avoided.
God's Guidance Needed.
There came another crisis within the
laze two years when millions of people
demanded that American war vessels
sail into Turkish waters and stop the
atrocities against the Armenians. The
people at large have DO idea of the pres-
sure brought upon our government to do
this rash thing. Missionaries and other
prominent Americana in and around
Constantinople assembled at the office
of the American legation and demanded
that our minister plenipotentiary cable
to Washington for United Stases ships
of war, and they suggested the words of
the cablegram. Had our Peeps gone into
those waters the guns of foreign na-
tions, everlastingly jealous of us, would
have been turned against our shipping,
and our navy, within a few years be
come respectable in power, would have
crawled backward in disgrace. The
proposition to do what could not be done
was mercifully withdrawn.
There will not be a year between now
and the next 20 years when these who
are in authority will not need the guid-
ance of the God of nations. God only
can tell the right time to nations so do
the right thing. To do the right thing
at the wrong time is as Lad as to do the
wrong thing at any time. Cuba will one
day he free, but it will be after she has
ehown herself capable of free govern-
ment. To acknowledge Cuban independ-
ence now would be to acknowledge what
does not exist The time may come
when the Hawaiian Islands may be a
part of our government, but it will be
when they have decidedly expressed the
desire for annexation. In all national
affairs there is a clock. The hands of
that clock are act always seen by hu-
man eyes.' But God eees them, not only
the hour hand, but the minute hand,
and when the hands announce that the
right hour has cume the clock will
strike, and ee otoe•t to be in listening
reieuttb. Let theattitude.
vane) rejoice; ict the nu...aunts GI the
isles he glad thereof."
Speechmaking Versus Fighting.
You Fee„ hit-re are always in places of
authority untalanced men who want
war, because they do not realize what
war is, or they are designing men, who
want war for the same reason that
wreckers like hurricane's and founder-
ing ',hies, because of what may float
ashore Loin the ruins. You see that
n who start wars never themselves
get hurt. They make the epeechea, and
others make the Pelf sacrifices. Notice
that all those who instigated our civil
war never as a consequence got so
much as a splinter under the thumb
nail, and they all died peacefully in
their 14 e.S. I had two friends—as thor-
ough friend e as cld men can be to a
young elan—Wendell Phillips and Heb-
ert Toombs. They were not among
these who expected anything advan-
tageous from the strife, but took their
positions conscientiously. They both
had ns much to do with the starting of
the war retweeu the north and south
as any other two men. A million brave
northern and southern dead were put
In the grave trenches, but the two il-
lustrious and honest men I have men-
tioned were in good health long after
the ending of things at Apperuattox,
and if those who advocated measures
Preyeel As a giant wel take two or
four great globes and in astounding
way swing them this way or that or
hold two of them at arm's length, so
the Omnipotent does as he will with
the great orbs of worlds, with wbeeling
constellations and circling galaxies,
swinging easily star areund star, star
tossed after star or sun and moon held
out at arm's length and lorfectly still,
as in answer to Joshua's prayer. To
Cod the largest world is a pebble.
Daniel Webster's Words.
The most of them are dead—those
who in 1851 moved in that procession
that marched from the city ball of
Waeheigton down Louisiana avenue to
Seventh etrect and then through Penn-
sylvania avenue to the berth gate of
yonder capitol to lay the cornerstone
of the extension of that capitol. The
president who that day presided and
solemnly struck that stone three times
in detlicaticn long ago quit earthly
scenes, and the lips of the great crater
of that heir are dust, and the grand
master of that occasion long ago put
down the square and the level and the
plumb with which for the last time he
pronounced a ccrnerstone well laid.
But what most interests me now is
that inside that cornerstone, in a glass
jar, hermetically sealed, is a document
of eationul import, thou*in poor pen-
recently that would have brought OD manship. It is the penmanship of Dan
war between our country and Spain or id l Webster, which almost ruined ti.
England or Turkey had been successful penmanship of this country for znan
in bringing ou the wholesale murders' years, because many thought if they
they themselves would not have been had Daniel Webeter's poor penmanship
above ground, as I hope they tkill be, it might indicate they had Webster's
to celebrate the birth of the twentieth • genius. erne occurrent reacts a
s tonows:
century. If God had not interfered, we "If it shall hereafter be the will 
of 1'a;11,
would have had three wars within the God that this structure shall fall 
from 60
last two years—war with England, war its base, that its foundation be 
upturn ),/, •
with Spain and war with Turkey, this ed and this deposit be brought to the
last joined Ly other nations transatlan- eyes of men, be it then known that
 on :le •
tic. To preferve the peaceful equipoise this day the nation of the United Sta
tes ' riaca
which such men are disturbing we cf America stands ern' ; that their con- :t
o a ea
meal a divine balancing, for which all etitution still exists unimpaired and a.•7,',
1
goad men on both sicicf the sea ought to with all its original usefulness and 1
;:e-1•7
be every day praying.
Adrice an Impertinence.
glory, growing every day stronger and
stronger in the affection of the great
cept through the supplication that cur 
Pr .
walls and arches, the domes and tow-
text advises. In that way we may be crs, the columns and ea.:tablatures now
infinite le-enforcement The The' might"'
a 
to Le erected over it may endure fo
pray 
rev-
thing you can do for a man is to en. God Save the United Statescf Amer-
for him. If the old Bible be true—and ica! Daniel Webster, secretary of state
if it is not true it has been the only ins-of the United :States."
position that ever blessed the world,
turning barbarism into civilization and 
Laying the Cornerstone.
tyrannies into republics—I say, if the ! abet was 
beautiful teed appropriate s.e
old Bible be true, God answers prayer, at the 
laying ef the corneretone of the 'as •
You may get a letter and through for- extension of 
the capitol 58 years after
getfulnessor lack of time not answer it, the cornet-Anne of
 the old capitol had ee
but God never gets a genuine letter that teen laid. 
ii t the cornerstone of Cur Ilk 1/1....11
be does not make reply. Every genuine 
republic was first laid in 177.6 and at :e arr
prayer is a child's letter to his Heaven- the re-esti:Neste:su
et of our naticnal
ly Father, and be will answer it, and government eveaelaid 
it, 18a5.
though you may get ninny letters from But are we not ready fez the 
laying of
your child before you reepcnd some day the cornerstone of a broader and 
higher • 7.;
you say: "There! I have received ton national life? We have as a nation
 re- eteeeeee, • •1 fele
letters from my daughter, and I will ceived ranch from God. D
o we not Ws e Le e tii;
ILLS‘s yr them all new and at ence, and owe new consecration? Are we not tee • 
receive
though not in just the way that she ready to become a latter Sabbath k
eep-
hopes for I will do it in the Lest way, Mg, peace loving, virtue honoring, 
Gin]
and though she asked me for a sheet of worshiping nation? Are we 
not ready
music I will not give it to her, for I do for such a cornerstone laying? Why
 sot
not like the music spoken of, but I will now let it take place? With long 
pro-
send her a deed to a house and lot, to cowrie!' of prayers, moving from 
the
be bens forever." So God does not in north and the south, the east 
and the
all cases answer in the way those who west, let the scene be wade august 
be-
sent the prayer hoped for, but he in all yond comparison.
cases gives what is asked fcr or sonic- The Gcdof nations, who bath dealt
thing better. So prayer' wept up from with us as with no other people, will
the teeth and the south at the time of preside at the solemnization. ,Hy 
the
our civil war, and they v.Tre all an- equine anti the level and the plumb 
of
meted at Gettysburg. You cannot the everlasting right let the corner-
make me believe that Cod answered on- stone be adjusted. Let that cornerstone
ly the northern prayers, for there were be the el:stoning together of the two
just as devout prayers answered south granite tables en which the law was
of Mame and Dixon's line as north of written se-ben Sinai shook with the
it, aridsl God gave what was slaked for, earthquake, and insidethat cornerstone
cr something as much more valuable, put the sermon on the mount and a
as a tense aod lot are worth more than scroll containing the names of all the
a sheet of music. There is t a good men and women who have fought and
and iutelliwnt man between the gulf prayed awl toiled for the good of this
of Mexico and the St. Lawienee river • nation, froni the first martyr of the
wnoGoes not veneve Unit tun tee American Revolution down to the last
best thing possible when he stood this woman who bowel up a soldier's
nation down in 18E5 a glorious unity, wounds in the field hoepital. And let
never to be rent until the waters of the value one worthy to do so strike the
Ohio and the Savannah, the Hedge° stele' three times with the gospel ham-
and the Alabama, are licked up by the nor in the name of God the Father,
long, red tongues of a world on fire. God the Son and God the Holy Ghost.
Yea, God sometimes answers prayers The u let the building rise, one wall
on a large scale_ laved by the Pacific ocean and the other
The Opened Sea, washed of the Atlantic, until its cap-
In worse predicament nation never stone shall be laid amid th
e shouting of
was thanothe Israelitish nation on the till nations, by that time as t
ree am our
banks of the Red sea, the rattlieg owe founded, davit:tele 
con-
shield., and the claw-ries; bees cf Ptruct4d theittele leteececd rePub-
overwhelming beet close after them. he, the last throats a oppression hay-
An army could just as easily wade nag faller) (let into the dust and the
 lust
through the Atlantic ocean from New «hackle of tyranny been hung 
up isa mu-
York to Liverpool as the Israelites SCUM all a relic of barbaric 
ages.could have waded through the Red sea. Tbe prayer that the great expoun
der
You used to roil on its waters to real- "elute to be Put ell the corne
rstone at
me hew big it is. How was the creaming the exteusion of the capitol I 
ejaculate
effected? By prayer. Exodus xiv, 15: as our own supplication, "God
 save the
"And the Lord said unto Mows: Where United States of America."
 only add-
fore criest thou unto me? Speak unto log the worcia with which Rob
ert South
the children of Israel, that they go ftee was apt to elms his sermons, 
whether
ward"—that is, "Stop praying and delivered before the court a
t Christ-
take the answer." And then the waters Church chapel or in Westminster abb
ey,
began to be agitated and swung this at anniversary of restoration 
of Oliver
way and that way, and the ripple be, Cromwell amid the worst tempest 
that
came a billow, and the billow climbed ever swept over England: "To Go
d be
other billows, and DOW they rise into rendered end ascribed, as is 
most due,
walls of sapphire, and invisible trowels all praise, might., majesty and dos:
inti-
mation them into firmness, and the ion, Loth now and forever. Amen.
"
walls become like mountains, topped
and turneed and domed with crags of Abernathy & Co , Central Ware-
crystal, and God throws an invisible
chain around the feet of those moun- 
house.
taint., SO that they are obliged to stand
Cie, and there, right before the Israel-
fresh army, u turnpike road, with all In 1
869 the firm of Abotriathy &
the enierald gates swung wide open. Co. was established to transact a to-
The passing beet did not CVCD get their bacco commission business in Hop.
feet wet. They passed dry shod, the hot- kinsville. The venture of course was
torn of the St'a as hard as the pavement
of Pennsylvania avenue or New York's fraught with many trials and vexa-
Broadway in London's Strand. Oh, tionm, but from a small beginning of
what a tied they had! Or I think I will
change that and say, "What a God we 
2,400 per annum this firm has seen
have!" the amount of business increased to
Oof IP es s,• 'b eef w s • 0.1 • if 00 pelf Acre ebseeills
















body of the American people and at-
Again, prayer to God for these in au- tracting mere and mere the admiration 1;747.:
thority is our only way of being of any of the world, and all here assembled, I iree.et
practical service to them. Our personal whether belonging to public life or to 6..,
advice would be to them, for the most private life, with hearts devoutly thank- l a• •
part, an impertintoce. They have all ful to Almighty God for the preserve- ; 
the facts as we cannot have them, and ticu of the liberty and the happiness of :et el
they me the subject in all its bearings, the country, unite in sincere and fez- S.J







What power put its band,' upon as-
tretiomy tu Joshua's thaw mid made the
sun and :nee u stuud still? Joebua x, 12,
"'line 4, ler Jeebuts unto the 14rd. "
22,000 hogsheads. This firm Las
been able to weather all the breakers
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North of Court House, floalllsvilio, Ky.
VE'Titles examined and perfected. Real Estate bought
sold and conveyed. Loans negotiated. All kinds of in-
surance written and real estate information given.
A Complete Abstract Record of
Christian County,
OWNED BY THE COMPANY.
Fire. Life. Tornado Accident Insurance
Ninth+StapPharmacy
Is headquarters for every-
thing in the Drug line. We
make a specialty of prescrip-
tion work, and make the
lowest 'prices. A complete
line of Paints, Oils and \Tar-
nishes always on .hand.
Country doctors would do
welt. to let us make them
prices.
_
Jas. 01 Cook, - Prop I).


















300 Bbs. Write For Prices!
A nice Stock of Wines
and Old! Whisky for
Family Use Telephone 13
MEI, • The Grow.
'Is' ain St.
Leads in Price and
Quality and car-
ries the most com-
plete line in town
• on.' -:ss • • • 4:4• ID; ID, • 111,..1`^,‘011111,4 01111.,•00, • mi fp,• ••••.• w.f.? .1.




'et 3 Ii t CATE
AT WOOD'S MILL.•.•.
ool Car din
"Pi • • 6"
'A And dealer in wool. High-
,
est market price paid for
tAkwo0.. Custom grinding for
tr amount of wool or grain.
6 I - • - te .1144
7 .‘ • • + ••Ain **VA 
0)17•6. *A.* •
MvietkragiU1IinP2a
•_-::; your corn and wheat, roller
-.:process, latest improve-• • . $ •
"menits. Will furnish free .
t4.-...;:lodgiing and stables for my
.44
•  .••customers Will pay your
• GP
toll gate fees for a sufficient
•• ,;4:i
. 
our pencil and figure with us on
ta first-class wheel before purchas-
ing, as we can save you money.
WheelsOf world-wide reputationare the kinks we handleSuch Bathe
Columbiit & :Hartford
Bi`nycles.We also! carry a full lineof wheels.
Sundries
Such as :lamps, cyclomet-er!, bells4 pedals, cranks,cones, crips, balls,toe clipe,handle bars, bags, etc.
A Nice Line
of SweatersJust rec•fived of the finestwake.
••••••••••••••••
Repairing
Done on Short notice anby skillful workmen.MAIL OADERS will re-
ceive proinpt attention.
Brazing




..1••10 ••.111.‘ • • '•
. ' •
shops and can braze brokenforks, frames, ect.
NickelingIs another new feature wehave added to our shop,making it the most cum-complete
Repair Shop
In SonthwesternKentuckyWe use nothing but thebest materials in repairingand guarantee all work.
Graphite
For chains of our ownmanufacture can not bebeat. It does not dry onthe chain and become hardm ev.but remains oist for s•eral months, making it a
completely noisless chain.
have nice le aWe also iof the very finest Bicycle
Oils.
PolishWe have one of the pol-ishes for any kind of metalever made.
eed of bicycle work of any kind call on
No. 15, 6th, St. Ilopkinsyille, Ky.
E. M. MOSS & CO.
THIRD PAGE.
that have occured since 1869 and has
now become one of the "time tried
and fire tested" institutions of thecity. Mr. H. H. Abernathy, who is
the sole surviving member of the
firm has grown up in the business,
having been in it continuously for
twenty-eight years. He has had a
thorough business training and has
brought to bear with it energy,
pluck, sound judgement and enter-
prise, and to-day stands second to
no man as a tobacconist. He re
quires from his subordinatesand em-.
ployes strict fidelity and close per-
sonal attention to business and se-
lects men well qualified to fill all
departments of his house. The pa-
trons of this houae always rest
assured that their business is in re-
liable hands and that their best in-
terests will be fostered and be pro-
tected by the "old reliable" Aber-
nathy & Co. This house has always
done a very large farmer's business,
in fact a large per cent. of their busi-
ness has been of this character than
any other warehouse in the West.
MUSD ILE, COUPES & CO.
Proprietors of Rain St., Elm
St. and 12th St. Warehouses.
Whenever the Hopkiesville Tobac-
co Market is mentioned 3 ou natural-
ly think of Ragedale. Cooper & Co
because they are the "most principal-
est" warehousemen on the market.
.1he senior member of the firm (Mr.
W. E. Ragsdale) has for more them
25 years been closely identified will,
the market, always in the lead as
buyer and warehouseman. Igr tbe
peat twelve years he Las confined
himself strictly to the warehouse
business and by his knowledge of to-
bacco, coupled with his ability as a
trader or salesman, he has success
fully maintained his position in the
front rank since 11,62.
The junior member of this firm
Mr. It. E Cooper) may be referred
to as the "hustler." While he is re-
cognized as a judge of quality of the
weed, yet it has aiwa)s been his
pride that he visited more barns con -
taming tobacco than any other ware-
houseman in the trade, ails showing
the farmer that he appreciated their
trade enou1;11 to come to them in
person and ask for it. He has re-
gretted very much his inability this
season to do his usual amount of rid-
ing, but owing to the fact of Mr.
Ragsdale' t being confined to his
room (taking cold last season while
making speeches for free silver), he
has been compelled to remain at the
office a greater portion of the time.
Nevertheless teeir receipts up to
April 10th are much greater thansame time last year, in spite of the
fact that the crop is 35 or 40 per
cent. less.
Those that visit the arket have
watched with interest the growth of
this firm's business and how they
have met the demand fur room by
reason of their ever increasing trade
enlarging the Main St. Warehouse,
until at present it occupies the entir.
block between Tenth and Eleventh
streets, fronting on Main street will,
a handsome three story front. tine;
would do credit to any city.have also built large warehouse .
180:180 feet an Elm street, and an-
other on Twelfth street 94x170 feet,
thus guaranteeing that they have
sufficient room to at all times pro-
perly care for tobacco shipped to
them.
It affords us pleasure to recorn
mend to our reach rs this firm, rumor
ieg them that all tobacco shipped to
Ragsdale, Cooper & Co will bring
the highest market price.
Farmer's Warehouse.
The above firm is one of the most
popular and enterprising connected
with the tobacco trade of Hopkins
viMe. Mr. Wooldridge, the salesman,
has been raisaii in the tobacco busi-ness and is what might be called a
"hustler from way back" Mr Chap-
pell, the senior nnonber of the firm
is well and favorably known through.
out this section of the dark tobacco
district, has charge of the books and
financial matters. He is a pleasant,
affable and aecomodating, up-to-date
man. They occupy the new three
story building opposite the L & N.
depot Any business entrusted to
this firm will have their best atten-
tine:), assuring you that Hopkinsville
is the best dark tobacco market in
the world. They solicit tour ship-
ment.
- WOOLDRIDGE & CLAPPELL.
G either & Kt.
This old and enterprising firm is
still in the ring, and doing bu-iness
at the same old stand This is one
of the oldest firms in the city, and
also one of.the most enterprising andprogrest.ivt; their business havingincreased so much in the past few
years as to necessitate the enlarge-
me nt of the Planters Warehouse,
and the building of a new one cell-
ed the New Enteeprise
This gives them a capacity forDousing and handling 8,000 Inds
of tobacco.
The business of the firm is stead-ily improving. In 1896 they sold
about 6,500 hhcle , aud espect to
reach pretty near the same notchthis ar, note itlistanding of the
crop.
The gentlemen composing the
firm, Messrs. Nat Gaither and Jim
West, are genial and aff•ble, and
treat all with whom they come in
contact with politely, and attend
promptly and thoroughly to all bus-
iness entrusted to them.
Mr. Gaither is the effice man, and
looks after the financial interest of
their patrons; Mr. West, the talis-
man of the concern, knows all about
tobacco, and their interest are not
allowed to suff,-r in his hands
These gentlemen with their corps
of polite and gentlemanly cirri:axe n
atitute a business enterprise of which
the city may we 11 be proud, aria
which would reflect credit on any
community in which they might re•
aide. We need more like them.
Chistian County Abstract tom.
patty's R• port of the 11. l
Estate Virklit
Now is a splendid time for peo-
ple- seeking investments to buy good
farm property in Christian county.
where the land can not be excelled
in fertility, as many people holding
the best land are compelled to Pell
on account of the stringent times
Real estate investments, when joeli-
eiously made, are always the •afee-t,
and most profitable. and espe(ially
is this true now when the prices of
all personal securities el. cline daily
and a great many entirely without
value. We have on our list for sate
several of the most valuable farms
situated in the beautiful South Chris-
tian section, which can be purchased
at a very low priee for sneh laul,
an I would be pleased to cuter into
a correspondence with any one desir-
ing to make a real estate invest-
ment in "God's own Country." Our
list also includes some of the mostdesirable resident property in Hop
kinsville and we can furnish many
bargains to parties wishing a home-
big this city.
Representatives of the large in
•urance and trust companies say
that t hristian county property is as
safe and profitable as any in the
United States and they are ale as
ready to loan money on same
In conclusion we will say that we
seeulel advise people Laving "ready
rash' to invest in good re al estate,
keep well improved and sell at large
profit when times improve.
H W. BREATHITT,
(LIEN T. EDMUNDS,
Managers of Christian County Ab-
stract Company, Real Estate, Insur-
ance, Title and Collecting Agents.
'Atten!lon Farmers.
If you come to Hopkinsville and
fail to visit the mammoth grocery of
McKee, occupying the two largerooms snider Holland's opera-house,
you will then indeed miss one of the
largest enterprises to be found in
Southern Kentucky. Mr. McKee. in
addition to having the largest and
most complete stock of fancy and
heavy groceries, receives daily a
variety of the finest fish ever offered
on the market. His line of seed po-
tatoes consists of the most improvsd
varieties. For all of those who wish
a line of standard garden seed of the
purest variety on inspection of his
stock will be all that is necessary to
perfect a sale. McKee also keeps
for family use a good line of the fin-est wines, whiskies and beer at reas-
onable prices.
[THE BEST
ash ions Have Chaned
•-•-• •-.10 •-•••
isn't perfect in every detail.
Since Washington's timi,. ,
but the change is an iro.
proyement in favor of t
day. Especially if you w
such a perfect fitting, exqui-
sitely finished and up-to-d
style of clothing as we turji
out. We allow nothing t4).
leave our workroom th
To have a suit of our cloth,
ing is to be correct in style and taste.
CLARK, I The Tailor
9th al. Hopkinsville, Ky.
••••••••••••••
NitifitrilYMMITTriP /TIMM/TM
E The Best Piaui
•
ON EARTH FOR YOU TO TRADE.E The Whole World 'Wants to Buy The
Best.
Is our bid for your business. All our buy-
ing has been done with a view of offering 3ou
the best qualities at the best figures. Superior
goods. prices that are superior—will be found in
each department and grades of our immense new
line of Dry Goods of all sorts. Carpets, Rugs,
Millinery, Furnishing Goods and the latest styles
in Shoes. Never before have we been able to
offer so large and varied an assortment of fresh
and pleasing styles. We have the stock that
meets the expectation and gratifies the taste.
3
You Want tiK Best, 1
This is Your Chancc.
We Are Able to 'Sell Cheap, and We do.
When you come to Hopkinsville to sell your
tobacco, be sure to call on us.
Remember, we carry thelargest line mf shoes




—A Large Assortment Or—
Furniture, Wall Paper
And Undertaking Supplies
From the cheapest up. Some a,.
my cash prices are:
solid oak double bed
Solid oak suit furniture, 3 pieces
Cotton top mattress, full size
Solid oak ladies rocker, brace arms
Full tempered all wire spring
Wall paper from 3 cts. per roll up.
Solid oak extension table, 6 ft.,- 5 legs
Solid maple extension table, 6 ft. -








The are only a few cheap thing's that I have space to
mention. These prices hold good for a limited time.Come Early. •
BAILEY WALLER,

















MEDICINE MEN MEET. room service could not have teen sur-passed. JOINED IN MARRIAGE
FifTh Semi-Annual Session
Began Wednesday.
A TTENDANCE IS LARGE.
e og :am ef Great Interest is Being Carried
Out.
The fifth annual meeting of the South
Kentucky Medical Association was in•
augarated Weeines'y morning about ten
o'. kick in the circuit court room.
The meeting was called to order by
:isident J. 0. Carson, M. D., of Bow-
rireen. The Rev Dr. W. L. Nourse,
he Ninth Street Preebyterian
, prayed. Mayor Frank Dabney,
eas on the program for au addrees
eome in behalf of the city of Hop-
tPe, was unable to be preseut. His
, was very aceepably filled by Mr.
r
• retard, Jr. Dr. B. F. Eager
dully extruded a welcome in the
ie of the Christian County Medical
iety. The re-epos se was spoken by
R. W. Bowling, of Atiairville. His
stet h was eloquent and entertaining.
1 de reports of the Committee on Ar-
rigements, Treasurer and Secretery
were rect ived and adneted. The re-
mainder of the morning was coneurard
in transacting miscellaueous business.
At the afternoon's seasion, which be-
gen at 1.30 o'clock, the following pro-
grum was earried out :
Finn AFTERsooN sEsslos, 1:30 o'cLocK,
Special DiscussiOn-Senim.
Serum Diagnosis, Typhoid Fever with
Otilturee. by J E. Ceshin, M. D , Louis-
Diptheria-Serum Treatment, by T.
B. Wright, M. D , Bowling Green.
Discussion led by J hn A. Lurabee,
M D., Louisville; Larkin Smith, M. I) ,
Nashville, Teun. ; J B. Jackson, M. D.,
Hopkineville ; T. W. Blakey. M.D., Hop-
k iusville.
Home Treatment for Insanity, by B. W.
Stone, M. D , Nashville, Tenn.
Epilepsy, by B. F. Eager, M. D., Hop-
kinsville.
Discussion led by T. W. Gardiner, M.
D ; James Rodruan, M. D., Hopkins-
yille.
The Physician as a Business Man, by R.
Garnett, Glasgow.
Good Results of Reeent Medical Legie-
Lefton in Kentucky, ty J. N McCo.r-
mack, M. D , Bowling Green.
At four o'clock the physician were
taken to the Wt-stern Kentucky Asylum
r the Ingane, where they 'spent
two hours as guests of Dr. Cis/toner Rua
his ataff.
The officers of the Aggregation are:
J. () Carson), M. D., Bowling Green,
Preedent.
W. A. Guthrie, M. D , Franklin, First
Vice-Presideus.
T. H. Garvin, M. D., Horse Cave, Sec-
end Vice-Preeident.
R. D Moore, hi. D., Pembroke, Tres&
uree.
B. W Smock, If. D., Oakland, Secre-
tary.
T. W. Blakey, M. D., Hopkinsville,
Chairman Committee of Arrangements
The following gentlemen compose the
Board of Censore:
R. L. Boyd. hi D , Todd; A. E. Cher-
ry, M. D., Butler ; P. B Davie, M. D.,
Hopkins; T. H. Garvin, hi. D , Hart ;
E. T. Smith, M. D., LaRue; R. E Gar-
nett, M. D , Barren ; D. C. Bowen, hi.
D., Hardin ; J. B. Walker, M. D , Allen :
G. W. Armes, M. D., Edmondson ; W
T. Blakey, M. D., Christian ; J. C. Doug-
late, M. D Simpson ; J. K. W. Piper.
M. D., Logan; J. H. Koontz, hi. D.,
Muhleuburg; S. W. Coombs, M. D.,
Warren.
Among the physeciane who registered
Weduesdiy mormag were :
T. R. Finley, Ben C Earle.
St. Charles. Charleston,
Arc.A Dixon, L. G. Richardion,
Henderson Lewisburg,
W. W. Lesley, Harry W. Watts,
Lewisburg, Longview,
J U. Souther, G. M. Rollie.
Three Forks, Adairville,
W. R. Burr, F. A Fraser,
Auburn, Blackford,
W. A Guthrie, E N. Hall,
Franklin, Woodt urn,
R. W. Bowliug, J. 0. Carson,
Adairville, Bowling Green.
Thos. P. Wright, R. E. Garnett,
Bowling Green. Glaegow,
Austin Bell, F. H. Garvin,
Bell Horse Cave,
W. E Reynolds, Thos. F. Bacon,
City, City,
A. E Bentley, J. F. Rascoe,
City, Julien,
F. M. Stites, R. D. Moore.
City, Pembroke,
W. A. Lackey, R. M. Fry,
Pembroke, Trenton,
Cho. W. Lackey, T. E. Brice,
Pembroke, Elkton,
L. P. Trabue, R. L. Boyd,
Elkton, Allensville,
J. K. Cuehin, R. P. Morrison,
Allensville,
B. A. Tyler, J. B. Jackson,
Hadeasville, City,
E. T. Riley, W. H. Forgy,
Allensville,
J. P. Poll, W. D. Haggan, jr.,
Sell, Nashville,
13 W. Stone, Sandy Harrel,
Nashville,
.oTan, K. P. Hassell,
:ftou, City,
• las. R. L. Woodard,
City,















weeeplis of eEsculaphis were
Lemaantly entertained Wed-
c. night. At the opera house
°argon delivered an interest -
d echolarly address and Dr.
ws, of Louisville gave hie enter-
* slid instruct ive lecture, '  W hat
'1
roe .
ant scums *ere given a reception
hehitham,which Was lavishly de-
eey *As was largely attended by
sleet people and was a thorough-
call-y occasion. The members of
on Like 1-." Club said -Bache-,
" assisted in receiving and
.tiring in their completely suc-
efforts to make all the guests
a pleasant evening. A delicious
en was served towards the wane
evening. The details of the re-
were arranged by the manage-
if the hotel and reflected great







toeThe second Session of the a iat on
beean at 9 o'clock yezterday m rat g '
The election of offieers resultiel as fob
lows: Shanklin- Gregory Nuptials
President .. T. W. Blakdy, M
Hopkineville. Wednesday Night.
1st Vice-President Ben C. Earile, M. D.
Charleston.
2ad Viee-President, Sandy Hertel, M.D.
Russellville.
Treasurer  L. P. Trabile, M. D.
Elkton.
Secretary  B. W. Smorth, M. D.
Oakland.
Chairman of Committee on ,Arrage-
meuts, T. B. Wright, Bowling Orer u.
Miscellaneous business colleted an
hoar. The following resolutio s were
adopted :
We, the undersigned comniitthe in be-
half of Southern Kentucky Me 'eel As-
sociation do draft the foleovii. resolu-
tions to u it :
1. Be it Resolved, That the% thanks
Of thie Asset:lawn be teudered title Hon.
John Feland, jr. , our meet lteartfelt
thanks for -keel ieg the fire, ili the
Ovens burnieg" and tendering keys of
city.
2. The R er Dr. Noursc for i ivoking
Divine guidance in the deliticretious of
this body.
3. Dr. E .ger for his cordial -eleeme
in behalf of the Christian Comely Medi-
cal Society.
the very eloquent and eutertai •tig ad -
4. To the Suite Board of Illth for
dries delivered by their Preeithint, Dr.
J. M. Mathews, of Louisville, ky., as
well as the kinduees of Dr. J. E Cashin
in bottling all of the typhoid batillus of
Hopkinsville aud transporting dheui to
Louisville.
5. To Dr. T. W. Gardiner land his
staff of able assistants of the ivesteril
Kentucky Lunatic Asylum for the ele-
gant reception tendered this beefy and
for the two hours pleasantly and profit-
ably spent while their guests. ,
6 And for the presence of thelfollow-
ing distinguished gentlemen and their
scientific contributions from ouit neigh-
boring citiee, viz : Drs. Stone, Alctian-
non, Hagard, Gook and others.
7. Last, but Lot leaet, by any means,
to the ladies of the "As You Pke It
Olab," aseisted by the -Bachelor OW Is"
for the beautiful decorations sweet
Amine of music, their lovely pretence at
bur -Feast of reason, and flow or soul."





J. P. Lau.. ,
Then the following interest* pro-
gram was carried out :
General Surgery, by J. C. DOuglase,
Ai. D., Franklin.
Country Surgery with Report of, Cass,
by R. D. Moore, M. D., Pemhroke.
Appendicitis, by E. A. Cherry, lc D.,
Morganton.
Early Diagnosis of Eetopic Ges tion-
Treatment, by A. 1'. It meek,
M. D., New York.
Phelp's Operation for Tally*, byl Sandy
Harrel, M. D., Ruesellville.
injury to the Pelvic Floor and its eon-
s-glances, by AI. C. Mcliant ou, M.
D , Nashville, Tenu.
An Operation UnderDifficulties, SyArch
Etmon, M D Henderson.
Discuss-eon' lead by Drs. R. W., Frey,
Trenton, P. E West, Ferguson ; IG. W.
Lovau, Crotton ; Thomas Toien-end,
Schochoh ; Austin Bell, Bell; W. A.
Guthrie, Franklin ; F. P. Thomale lir p,
kinsville.
lelceratione of the Rectal Pone ,by A.
D. Cook, M. D., Nashville.
Discussion led by J. M. Matth s, M
Epithelioma, by B. P. Eerie, if. D.,
D., Louisville.
Charleston.
Discussion lead by ft L Woodward,
M. D., Hopkinsville.
The afternoon session began a 2 o'-
elock. The program follows:
A Plea for a Better Knowledge o Mitte-
ns, Medics and 1 herapeutica iy the
Country Doctor, by W. R. Berr, Ai.
D., A aburn.
Acetanilin and Its Usee, by D. Sine
mous, M. D., Adairville.
Copaiba-It Uses, by E. P. Rackdr M.D
Eiulington.
Discussion 1 -d by G. G. Moselye M D.
.hisky ; W Stephens.M. D lekinton ;
P. R Flanagan, M. D , Henderscinville,
Cenn.
Dysentery-Its Treatment, by he H.
Garvin, Y. D., Horse Cave.
Dysentery in Children-Its Treedtmeut,
by le L. Venable, hi. D , Matlock.
Die eission lead by E. N. Hall, M D ,
rxibura ; J. S Leach, D ,Gliusgow ;
f. D. Taylor, hi 1) Green Castle.
Typheid rever-Ite Treatment, bie J. F
Rascoe, M. D. Julian.
Discussion led by F. M. Stites, . D..
Hopkinsville.
Habitual Conseipation-Its Treeltment,
by J. B. Hone, hi D., Bristoer.
Discuesion lead by J. hi. Fanner, hi.
D. , K eysburg.
Eye Symptoms in General Diereses,
by Manning Browu,
Discussion lead by J. O. Carso4M.D.,
Bowling Cireeu.
Wife Beater Arrested.
Deputy Sheriff Wilkins arresteol Bob
Durrett, colored, Sunday at Caiky on
a charge of wife beating and centring a
-oncealed deadly weapou. Hi gave




There are ten womee County p3cbool
Superintendents in Kentuckyi-Mies
Kate Edgar, of Bourbon ; Missitappie
Little, of Breathitt ; Miss Kate eDan-
iel, of Chrihtian ; Misa Mina Wht4ler, of
Crittenden Miss Luey P. Pattie, of
Franklin; Miss Kate Blain, of leincelp;
Mrs A. T. Million, of Madison; Mrs.
M. E. Hardin, of Owsley ; Mrs. LOey V.
West, of Spencer and Mrs M. F: Den-
ny, of Wayne.
Jenny Lind's Terrible Nervousness.
A reminiscent article on Jenny Lind
and her home life has been prepered by
her daughter, Mrs Ramon Mande, for
publication in the May Ladies',Home
Journal. It is said to be tilled eitith in-
teresting memories of the famons sin-
ger, and is noteworthy also as beteg the
first view we have of her throtsgh the
eyes of her adoring daughter. Mrs.
Maude brings to light the fact that Jen-
ny Lind was always nervous and over-
strung before events-jast beforh sing-
ing in a new opera or oratorio, bbe was
quite calm when the very mordent of
action arrived.
"Owney," Must Go.
leOwney" must go. That celeibrated
dog traveler has exhausted his fret, pams•
es and his spectacular world tpuring
must cease. The Sapenntendene of the
Railway Mail Service has PO ordered it,
and to make the insult all the mere bit-
ter in the official document ordering his
banishment. "Owney" is put dawn as
jast a plain "mongrel cur." Thas,
doubly diegreeed by such an appella-
tion, "Owney's" common mug will
hereafter be "officially' fired frem all
mail cars and mail steamships when he
again attempts a tour around the World.
That he will be '4officially" fired does
not mean he will be actually ejected,
because all railroad men know and like
the celebrated dead•beat too well to put
him off the train because of an official
order. So "Owner' will continne his
travels, though probably not with the
ti nal accompanying newspaper bhom in
every city that formerly followed his
wanderings. 1
1
Trlith in • Nutshell. I
Impure blood is the natural mink of
close confinement in house, echooS room
or shop. -
Blood is purified by Hood's Siireapse
rills, and all the disagreeable re:stilts of
impure blood disappear with the jam of
this medicine.
If you wish to feel well, keeth your
blood pure with Hood's Sarsaparilla.
MOST PERFEC r MAL1E.
Hood's Piles are the best famile cath-
A twee Grape Cream cd Tartar Powder. Freeism Anin,bonta. Akan og other adukermr. artic and liver medicine. Gentle, re-
40 TRAM TIM firawateMID. liable, sure.
Dummy McComb's Condition.
Considering the nature of his injuries
Parker McComb, the deaf mute, who
was run over by an L. & N. train Tues-
day night, is getting along as well as
could eossil.ly be expected.0 /id it is prob-
able that he will survive. The New
ERA was in error yeeterday iu stating
that the unfertunate fellow was run ov-
l
er by a freight train. According to the
statements of several persons v;:ho are
OTHER LOCAL ITEMS.' acquainted with the details of the acci-
dent, he was struck by the fast passen-
- ger train.
Stray Bits of Newt Gaihered From
Solaces.
Mr. Herbert St. Clair Shaeklin and
Miss Georgie M. Gregory were joined in
matrimony Wed. night. The ceremony
was performed in South U nion church.
Promptly at 8:30 o'clock the couple,
preceeded by the attendantse ntered the
church, and to the strains of a wedding
inareh advanced to the pulpit, in front
cif which they were met by the Rev.
Peyton, who iu au impreesive service
liuked their lives stet deetiuit s. The
attendants were, Misers. Lawrence
Shanklin, brother of the groom ; Brous-
sais Gregory, brother of the bride; Asa
Coffey and Eli Adams.
The church was beautifelly decorate d
in honor of the happy occaeion, am' wns
erowded with the friends and relatives
of the young couple. Immedi itely aft-
er the ceremony Mr. aud Mrs. Shankliu
entered a hack and were driven to the
residence of Mril. Sue Shanklin this
city where they will remain fur the
present.
The bride is a daughter of Col. and
Mrs. Columbus Gregory, of eliorch
Hill. She is pretty and accomplished
and loved by everybody who knoas her.
She was one of the most popular .belles
in South Christian Foci' Sy and Mr.
Shanklin is to be congratulated on win-
ning her hand and heart.
The gnanu is the eldest son of leIrs.
Sue Shabklin. He is connected with
the firm of Daltou Bros. He is an in-
dustrious, iutelligeut young gentleman
cud has the esteem and confidence of
the community.
•
SWINDLER GIVAIN siIVEN YEARS.
The Diamond Thief Received &Sentence
Yesterday at Nashville.
The jury in the case of W. 0. Ho-
Tuesday at Nashville brought in a ver-
dict of guilty with a sentence of !seven
years in the penitintary. Ross, as New
EltA readers e ill remember, is a shrewd
swindler, whale photograph has been
reproduced iu the American Banks rs'
Association by Detective Cook. He had
mauy aliases, including E. R. Oid,Wil
Mem Metes and McGuire. Last full he
contracted to purchase two diamotto
riegs of W. T. Gates, and lacking suffi-
cient cash tendered a cheek for the
amount, $215, which was reft He
then handed Id r. Gates au envele pe
stuffed with cottoneskitig that he place
the rings thereiu and lay them aside kr
Mtn. Mr. Gates did as requested, but
Roes iu some a ay exchanged enve-
lopes, aud leaving the store hutriedly,
drove away.
Mr. Gatee' suspicions were aroused,
and he examined the envelope, only to
find that it contained two brass rim
with glass settiegs- Roes and his parts
tier came to lioi kineville on the first
train, but detectives went out WI the
night train, aud when the saiediets
boarded it for Chicago both were taken
in. The Hugs were recovered but there
was uo case against the other man, Its
was simply with Ross and did not
help him with the trick.
. __ease .
MOPZINSIVILLE DAetHEY HELD UP
Foot Pads Rob a Colored Boy of All
His Money.
Saturday night a Hopkineville negro
boy who came tl is city to bring Dr.
E. T.Barr a horse was held up by eouplt
of burley to groes and robbed of a pistol
and $3.60 in money.
The negro had delivered the home to
the doctor and had gone to the depot to
take the 9 :10 train fur home and while
there two negroes enticed him out in
the freight yard among FOI110 box t ars.
pulled a pistol and made the frightened
boy give up his own gun und $3 50 he
had iu his pocket. No clue.-Boss ling
(Insert Times.
RAINS RAFE DONE MUCH DAMAGE
Farmers Retarded in Their Work and
Few Gardens Have Been Planted.
The continued rains of the pare two
mon! hs has done much damege in this
locality. It has been many years since
farmers have been BO seriously retarded
in their work, and the end is not yet, as
the heavy rains of last night and the
threatening aspect of the skies prove.
The oat crop must necessarily be much
smaller than usual, and any number of
farmers have Lot sowed plant-bi
while corn will be very late this season
Here in town only those persons who
took advantage of the warm snap in
February have fair prospects for a good
garden. Nearly all local gardens will
be weeks later in prodacing than usual.
A course of Hood's Sarsaparilla taken
now will build up the system and pre-
vent serious illneas later oa. Get only
Hood's.
Concord culling*.
Editor Neve' Este :-
Concord, April 14 -Rain and hard
times have gotten the farmers far be-
hind with tbeir work.
Mr. W. H. Resider has erected a store
room just outside the city limits. Iu
addition to his grocery he has a black-
smith shop run by Mr. 0. P. Lewie who
is a first-class workman.
Mr. Jessie Wright, of Henderson, is
spending a few days with friends in
this neighborhood.
Mr. Clem Davis, ss ho has been quite
sick for the past three weeks with ty-
phoid fever, is some better at this writ-
ing.
Mies Emma Courtney has gone to
Bowling Green to review her studies
preparatory to teaching echool this fall.
Miss Emma is a good teacher and is do-
ing exaetly right in preparing herself
more fully for teaching.
Mr. Edgar McCord, who has been
dangerously sick with typhoid fever, is
slowly improving.
The sad news reached this neighbor.
hood from your city a few days ago that
the little six•years old daughter of Mr.
C. W. Lacy was dead, after days and
nights of suffering and pain. The fun-
eral wee conducted by the pastor of the
Cumberland Presbyterian church of
Hopkinmville, in the presence of a large
crowd of eorrowing friends, after which





Whether on pleasure bentor business,
take on esery trip a bottle of Syrup of
Figs, as it acts must pleasantly and ef-
fectually on the kidneys, liver and
bowels, preventing fever, headachea and
other forms of sickness. For sale in 01
cent bottles by all leaning druggists.
Manufactured by the California Fig
; Syrup Company only.
• -es--
Will Meet in Hopkinsvtile.
Various .
The next annual convention of the
District Knights of Pythias will be held
in Hoi kinsville, The date will be April
28, 1597.
The eonvention of the Eighth District
Knights, a bieli has been in seseion two
days at Howling Green. ended lart




The best salve in the world fur cuts,
bruises, sores, olcere. salt rheum, fever
sores. totter. chapped hands, chiblains.
eorns and all skin eruptions, and /081-
tively nree piles, or o pay required.
It Is gnat:soared to give perfect satisfac-
tion or money refunded. Price twenty
five cents per box. For sale by R. C
Hardwick.
Nt ern Drt wined Last Saturday.
A little lee:, soli of Willer Holmes,
eoloa ed, seas elieris tied near Hoes ell last
Saturday. The child was miesed seve-
ral hours and A Sean+ resulted in the




Mr. Jemes Rector end Miss Laura
Criek were married at se ven o'cloek
last niuht at the honie of the bride in
North Christian. The Rev. P.icker, of
the Metlaxiist, church affieiated.
AN AGED LADY PASSES AWAY.
Mrs. Martha Richardson Died Tuesday
DIorning-Was Buried Here.
Mrs. Martha Richardeon died at Kelly
Tues. mornieg. She had beset' serimuly
ill a long time and the end, While it
causes great sorrow in the wide circle of
her acquaintances, was not unexpected.
The deceased was seventy-nine years
old and had been an invalid for the past
fifteen years. She bore her sufferings
bravely and with christian fortitude.
She was the mother of Mrs A. J. Davis,
of tnis city.
Funeral services were held at Kelly
Wednesday morning at ten o'clock. The
remains we're then conveyed to this
city and were buried Wednetelay after-
noon at three o'clock in Hopewell ceme-
tery.
FiNAL WEEK OF LENTON SEASON.
Last Sunday was "Palm Sunday" and
This is "Holy Weea."
This is Holy Week. It is being ap-
propriately observed in this city. Sun-
day was Palm Sunday, the day appoint-
ed to commemorate the triumphal entry
et Jesus into the city of Jerusalem. It
gets its name from the fact that many
of the Hebrews etiewed the read a ith
palm branch si along which Christ Wa8
passing to the Holy City.
This Sabbath marked the beginning
of the final week of the Messiah's mor-
tal existence. It inaugurated Holy
Week, throughout which there are im-
pressive services in the chute-he s
inemorative of the clueing events in the
ere of the Sav.or. In the Roman
Catholic Church evt ry day except Good
Friday the blessed eaceament la cele-
brated; all altars are strpiped of their
ornamentation, which is supplanted
by emblems of mourping and peeitence
On Thursday. which is known as
etautiely-Thurselay, the Holy Euchariet
eelebratiou is hal, the altars again be-
ing stripped of their sail and solemn
.1ruperiese and veiled in pure white. Aft-
er this the eombre colors are res twee! as
eefores. Holy 'Week 18 the last of the
legiton
•••••••.... -
We knew of but one eommunity in
the is orld allure eyspepsia is practical.
ly unknown, nnd that is the Shakers of
Mount Lebanon, N. Y. These good
people hove been etudyirg the subject
of nigestion for more than a hundred
years, and that they understand it preit-
t thoroughly, is evidenced in the fore-
going fact. Their Digeetive Cordial
the safest and best remedy in eases of
indigestion that we know- of. A trial
bottle ran be had through your drug-
eisit for the oat rig sum of ten cents.
The Shaker Ligeotive Cordial supplies
the system with hod already digested,
and at the same time aids the dip:titian
of other forxis. It will almot-t instantly
relieve the ordinary symptoms of indi-
gestion, and no sufferer need to be told
%hat these are.
Laxel is the best medicine for chil-
dren. Doctors recommend it in place
of Castor Oil.
Personal Points.
Mr. Will Fox, of Howell, a as in the
city Moudiy.
Mr. L. M. Cayce, of Howell, was in
town Monday.
Mr. k. M. Vardeman, of Trenton,
was here Monday.
Mrs. Ella C. Lackey, of Pembroke,
was here this week.
Mr. C. S. Coleman, of Bounettstown,
was here thia week.
Mile Bell Willis and daughter, of
Pembroke, were here shopping.
Mrs. Jane Adams and daughter, of
Cedar llill, were here Monday.
Miss; Annie Bi ed lie, of Church Hill,
was ill to en shopping this week.
Mrs. Joe Beezeley, of Benuettstown,
and daughter, Mrs. J. E. Kyzer, of
Rutherford, Tenu., who have been vis-
iting Mrs. William H. West, have re-
turned to Flenuettstown.
Mr. N. B. Edmunds. of Hopkinsville,
is in the city.-Henderson Journal.
Misses; Jennie and Francia Barr are
visiting Rev. Payton, corner bth and
Liberty.
Mrs. John Gilmour, who has beep
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
relent!, of Hopkinsville, returned home




"Merit talks" the T k
Hood 'a Sareaparilla. a s
Merit in medicine means tbe power to
cure. llood's sarsaparilla possasees actual
and unequalled curative power and there-
fore it has true merit. When you buy
Hood's Sareaparitheand take it according
to directions', to purify your blood, or
cure any of the many blood diseases, you
are morally certain to receive benefit.
The power to cure Is there. You are not
trying an experiment. It will make your
blood pure, rich and nourishing, and thus
drive out the germs of disease, strengthen
the nerves and build up the w hole system.
Sarsaparilla
Is the best it. fact - tne nie True Llotall'tallier
Prepared ordy by C. 1. Hood &Co., Lowed Mesa.
Hood's IFT;•4 not purge. !eon ornia AF druggists. me.
IML OF THE MARKETS.?
Brief Resume of the World
of Barter.
LOCAL AND GENERAL.
Some I:ems el Special Interest to the Far:
lag Population.
TOR WCO SALES.
Tobacco sales by Ragettale, Cooper &
Co , Midge on April 13, 14 and
15th, e-97, as follows.:
67 heels good to tine leaf, 4,13 75 to
$6 60
76 Wide. corn. to low leaf. $11 50 to 4 30.
18 1 lids. int el lugs, ee 00 to 3 25.
16 blade. cone lags, $1 25 to 2 00
Market continues active with increase
ed sales. Prices strong on all gradee.
RAGSDALE, Cooeica & CO.
REPOR1 OF A BROKER.
Prole rBoales' last report is as forties :
The market opened rather easy, with
large etTerthe;s aud rather irregular
through the two days salts. The quae-
ty was about like it has been for the
past mouth, with inure (soft order than
usual, owing to excessive wet season.
This has enabled lauters to rnsh their
Tob :cco to market, and it now looks as
if the bulk of the crop would be sold by
June 1st.
Itecen ts for week   585 filads
Itecee-ts for year  3,830
Sales tor week  436
Sales for year   3 00(
Offeriegs 1or week   tee;
Rejections for week  277
QUOCATIONS.
NEW CROP QUOTATIONS.
large, common   $1 to $1 75
•• Medium  2 00 to 2 75
" Good .... . 00 to 4 40
Loaf, common  3 50 to 6 00
• • M odium .... 6 00 to 50
ei Good  9 00 to 12 00
" Fine  lx 00 te 16 00
Bremen, 5 00 to 7 50
medium  8 00 to 10 00
good  12 00 to 12 50
OLD STOCK.
Lugs, eonunon 1 25 to 2 00
•• Medium  2 e5 to 3 00
" Good   3 25 to 4 eet
Leaf, erimmon 3 h0 to 6 50
" Medium .6 00 to 8 00
" Good   8 00 to 10 50
SNUFF.
Lugs   2 00(44 00
Leaf . . 4 00e16 00
LITE STOCK MARKET.
Reported by the Louisville Live Stock
Exchunge, Bourbon Stockyards.
Louisville, Ky., April 1597 -Cattle.-
The cattle market was about steady un-
der eght receipts of fair quality and
tnodersete local butcher demand. Stock•
ers and feeders were slightly weaker
than during Monday and Tueeday.
Good clearance was made. No change
in prices was reported.
Calves -The calf market was steady
Extra calves sold at $5 25, but the bulk
of the offeriugs brought $5 00 or under.
Local butchers absorbed the supply. Re-
ceipts were light and of mixed gr tries.
Extra shipping  SI :era 4 50
Light shipping  410,9 4
dest butchers .  I moM 4 25
Fair to good butchers  3 04 it WI
Co ..... ioll to medium butchers  2 50.4 3
Thin, rough steers, poor eows
and scalawags 1 254 2 Oi
Good to extra oxen 8 2.sm a 7r,
Ca.' }minim to medinsu oxen ... tom 3 on
Feeders . 3 25is, 4 le
Stockers rsam 875
Bulls  .. 2.1(0 3 40
Veal calves .... forsi 6 Wm
t hoice nilich cows   25 uutibS5 al
Fair ti ttOod ilitlen cows . .  Ut.42501)
Hogs -The hog market to day WAS
weak and ten cents lower Mediums
brought $4 00, and lights $3 beet 3 90 No
desirable heavies were on snle, but corn-
mireion men Raid sneh stock would
probebly have brought $4 Ob. Pig. an
4Iur 90 pounds were almost unsalable,
and ehippers are advised to hold them
back until they are heavier, us prices
srei tench highe•r and demand much bet-
ter for the heavier weights. Receipts
y were about 3,200 head of fair
quali•y.
Choli mm pocking and butchers, 2/6
Mom. I et fl5
Fair to good packing. IRO to 200 tb 4
(local to extra light. lento WM 4
Vat .!10501. 120 to 16u ..... liTroas ts.
Eat shoats. 100 to Ida lb  3 5,1014 V.
Roughs. 1510 to We lb  hexa.3
stockers I roma 44,
S leer and Lambs -Demand for sheep
and lambs toolay was steady at un-
changed prices. Spring lane s,
which there were some offered, rulec
very doll at ese CiOnt 7 00 per 190 lbs. Re-
ceipts, which were of fair size for the
.ime of yt ar. all found takeis.
tiood to extra shipping sheep VI 75641 00
Fair to good . I 511(a2 5"/lat.': s tIolaS 00
Extra lambs • • • • • . 4 sowsFair to good . 4 ism 50
Medium butcher lambs . . a f
Tull ends or culls
1.0I'laYILLE MARKET.
Eggs-We quote at 7c per dez. on
arrival.
Better-Good conntry 110113c and
scarce; common 6et 8c ; Elgin 20c.
Field Seed-Timothy $1 35; clover
$4 2eet 4 50 ; crimson clover $3 ;bluegrass,
fancy $1 50; extra clean 70c; orchard
ernes $1 50; red top 60e; German millet
90e.
11 ty-Choice $11; No. 1 $10 50; good
medium $8; common .6e) 7.
Molatses and Syrupe-Corn syrups 13
Os 14c; New Orleans open kettle 30te 35c ;
New Orleans ceutrifugals 10er 18c ; cara-
mel tete 16c ; honeydew 20c.
Poultry-Hens 6c per lb ; chick-
ens 8or 10c per tt. ; geese, full feathered,
$4 per dozen; turkey hens, live, Hee 11c ;
dressed, 12,5ot 13c ; gobblers 6..; 7c ; ducks
80; ec.
Vegetables-Home-grown potatoes $1
(a $1 50per bbl ;Northeru Meier $1 per bar-
rel : new• Louisiana potatoes $e
barrel; cabbage V2 r barrel; Northern
onions $5 50 per barrel; sweet pota-
tote 75ciu 80 per barrel; turnips 75ceper
barrel ; crenberries $1.25 r crate ; Lou-
ialla celery -er50 per doz ;
home-raised cauliflower $2 50(.1:1 25 per
basket.
THE 1.01.71sVILLE MARKET.
The following report is furnished ex-
clusively to the New ERA by Glover &
Durrett, Louieville Tobacco Warehouse :
Sales on our market for the week just
closed amount to 4,549 hhds., with re-
ceipts for the same period 1,854 hhche
Sales on oar market since Jan. lst,
amount to 61,616 hhds. Salts of the
crop of le96 on our market to this date
amount to 55,603.
During the week occasional hhds. of
new dark tobacco have appeared on the
market in good condition and with POMO
show of merit. Such have sr 11 at prices
raneing from $6 00 to $8 00. The offer-
ings of new dark tobacco continue small
and will no doubt remain so until the
time of year arrivea M hen tobacco can
be put in more satisfactory condition.
The tendency of the market is gradual-
ly upward for all leaf which will grade
as good or better than medium, tend this
applies to both old and new tobacco.
The following quotations fairly rep-
resent our market for dark tobacco,
1896 crop :
Trash  $100 to 1 25
Common to medium lure 1 00 to 1 b0
Dark rieh lugs, ex' quality 2 00 to 8 50
Meetium to good leaf  4 00 to 6 50
Leaf of extra length  6 00 tei 7 00
Wrappery styles  8 00 to 16 00
TIMELY ADVIcE.
Ceitainly tobaevo raisers in this sec-
tion and everywhere else, for that mat •
ter, now know through Clair experience
of the past few years what over produc-
tion in the tobacco crop means. Let
thew take the advice given in the arti-
cle which follows, and curtail the acre-
age th P year :
The article in last week's "Tobacco
Trade Review," pointing out the im•




(eerier-Med for its great leavening
ettength mid heathfulnests. Aeariresrhe
food against ulnui and ull fort:ascii gree-
t 'ration erennimi to the cheap breeds,
a wilt. eelVeti as York.
_
ley crop this 3 ear arid suggestieg that
the growers; Mee smae concert of action
to curtail the acreege, has e:reated wide -
spread interest among the groweete of
the wee el.
The growers ndmit that the present
low market IS due to the ;urge and in-
ferior creps growu in the pest few e eare
wet judging from ths letter: receive d
by this paper, there will be a genet-el
cuttitig down of the acreage by the
planters in the Burley producing
distri
The eountry newspapere have taken
the meiter up and the votive rsetion of
these journals mikes them important
aides when advoeatieg any measures
that are of vital importence to the grow-
ers. In advocating a curtailment of tire
crop in 1897 theses same papers show the
interest they mantle st nt Vines' for
the advancement and proeperity of the
?armee s
We again urge the growers to plant
less tobacco this year. Produee tebacco
on good soil only, and set out no mole
than you can conveniently cultivate.
There is no question but that a reduced
crop will bring a favorable turn iu the
market and enable the growers to get
out of debt and to have a surplus for an-
other year.
But it is conceded by all experienced
handlers of the weed that another large
crop will still further reduce tLe price ef
tobacco which is new selling for less
than half of the cost of produrtiou. leas
quantity and improved quality ehould
be the watchword of all the growers in
vthiew.Burley belt. -Tobacco Trade Re-
- -
will Not Play Her,.
Manager Galbreath received a telegram
ye-terday cancelling the regagement
of the ••McFee elatrimonial Bureau,"
which was I ooked to appear here next
Monday night.
To Curs a Cold in One Day.
Take Lavative Brom° Quinine Table ts.
All druggists refund the money if it
fails to cure. 25e. Fur sale by L. L
Elgin and 0. K. Wyly.
Just try a 10c box of Case arise, the
finest liver and bowel regulator ever
ma te.
"All trains via the Iron Mountain
Route iire running through from St.
Loris and Memphis to Hot Spring, and
all Texas pcints without delay." dl w
-
America Bicycles as good as its name
The Racket.
The Dispatch.
The first issue of the Morning Dis-
patch, the new Lonisville daily which
is eagerly awaited by thousandsof true
Democrats in Kentucky and other States!,
will make its appearanee Sunday moue
ing. A big Easter edition will be is-
sued.
Mr. B. A. Etiloe,of the Nashville Sun,
is to be editor-in-Meet ; E. C. McDowell,
managing editor ; Dick Ryan, telegraph
editor ; Lick Work, city editor, and re-
portorial force made up of Perry Ferns-
ley, Chas. Wiekl:ffe, lien Wyatt, Veyles,
Albert Rodgerm and lieery Dreeeher.
The Dispritch will iv I the Northern
Aesociated Pr. es news service which
will be deliver, d in its offive direct by
leased wire, says the Louisville Star-
Truth. The hit rthern Aseociated Press'
is the mune of the new press aereweatleti
which has been orgatezed to take the
place of the defunct United Aseociated
Press. The new amsociation will have
the beni fit of the splendid news service
of the New York Sun, a hich is perhaps
ihe most complete that any be epaper
in this eountry enjoys. The Sun has its
news-gatherers all over the world, and
the news which it collects for its readers
will be furnished to the Northern As-
sociated Press for distribution to its
membership in additmu to the news
whieh the association es ill collect
through its various age ncies throughout
rbis country and Europe.
The Dispatch perfecting press has
been instelled and is in running order,
and it has a capacity of Pelee) eight-
page papers per hour. A car le ad et the
best white paper is on hand ready for
the prems and orders have been placed
for a year -s supply of paper. The new
type-setting tuachinee are on the road
from New York coming as fast as steam
and rail can bring them. They will be
mimediately placed in the battery ready
for ss ork. The force is organized front the
editorial depai tnient to the presa room.
Agents for the Dispatch have been ap-
pointed throughout Soothe Tit Indiana,
and in every county in this State, and
their orders are pouring in by every
mail for thousands of copies of the paper
to begin with the first issue.
It is no exaggeration to say that the
Dispatch will start eft' with the largest
circulation of any newspaper in Louis-
ville, and it aid at once cover the en-
tire field which the Courier-Journal
held before its desertion from the Detn-
ma tic party, and will have a tails( r cer-
eal:stem than any newspaper ever held
in Kentucky.. The live advertisers of
Louisville ar availing thein-rilves of
the opportunity to reach thousands of
people, who for the last twelve months
have been getting their reading neater
from Cincinnati, St. Louis, Indianapo
1M and Naehville.
- - --ase _
To Cure a Cold in One Day•
Take Laxative 13romo Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if it
fails to care. 25c. For sale by L. L.






Shortens labor. lessens pain,
diminishes danger to tire of
both mother and child and leaves her in condi-
tion more favorable to speedy recovery
"Stronger after -than before confinement-
says a prominent midwife Is the best remedy
FOR RISING BREAST
Known and worth the price for that alone.
Endorsed and recommended by midwives and
ell ladles who have used it.
Beware et sunatitutes and imitations.






Parker MeConalie, a colored deaf mute,
Was struck by ta freight train at the
Greeuville road cif-owing of the Unrip-
e, IlettNashville ntilroadTue . nightand
his lege were eut feff below the knees.
The negro had ehaege of a chair in a
Main street barbel: shop and wee on his
way home from: weak. :tepped
frein the main treck to aewee.. to void
the passenger train and was over by
a freight.
lle was taken tO his home by train-
men. Dr. Waken,' the L. & N. surgeon,
was sumnioued.! He amputated the
mutilated limbs. The victim of the ac-
cident is doing quite as well as could be




Left Peru Tuesday and I• Coming
Back to Recuperate.
The following dispatch was published
in Wedneeeley morning's papers:
"The Peruvian Government has ap-
pointed Alberm Falcon to represent
Peru at the forthcoming Postal Con-
gresm at Wasitiington. United States
Alinieter AicKeeele and Consul Jae-
tre mski le ft by to4lay's steamer for the
United States, going by way of Pana-
ma."
THE STATE CONVENTION JUNE 2
County Mass Meeting Will be Held on
the 23tii of May.
The Democratic State Executive Com-
mittee Tuesday called a Stite conven-
tion to be held June 2 ut Frankfort to
nominate a candithae for Clerk of the
Court of Appeals.. County mass meet-
ings to select delegates a ill be held May
29 at 2 p. tn.
The couvetilion. adopted a resolution
admittiest to partieipation iu the con -
ye-ration all who would pledge them-
selves to support the nomiuee and de-
claring lichen nee to the principles of
the Chicago platform of 1596.
An effort was mide to have the eon
vention held in Hespkinsville, but after
several ball( t 3 it was given to Frank-
fort.
Death From Blood Poisoning.
"Un le Billy" Bell, aged lifty-seven
years, a a-ell-known' farmer of Bell's
Chapel, died Monday night of blood
poisoning. The dsceased was a bache-
lor, an uncle of Merchant John F. Bell,





1 he E. H. Sivley place on Canton pike
z s from Hopkinsville, contains
about 221,4 acres of rich land, about 35
acres iu timber.. Tm 0 dwellings on
place, burn, sitablee, tc. Will be sold
1st in two parts tben As a whole, on
Monday, June ith, at court-house door
at 11 o'clock.
Terms of sAitr-i, cash, balance in 12
and 18 mouths. Notes to boar iuterest
from date.
H. II. & C. E. SIvi.EY,
Adner. of E. II. SiVela.41w 9t
Fotice to Credi ors.
All persons has iort t•ill1114 against late
firm of Winfree Deos. ile Co , or against
W. P. Winfree, arc notified to file same
with niti, ns asiignee, at the First Na-
tional Bunk of Hopkinsville, where I
will set to receive claim); from 9 a. ne
to 3 p. , each dee (Sundays excepted)
for three front he feom this date.
GEO. LONG, AgtiffIlee,
• Weufree Bros. & Co.,
March 23, '97. W. P. Winfree.
Do you waht a permanent position
with good pay ? if so, write to the
Hawk's Nursery Co., Rochester, N. Y.
w3mos.
A nnouncements.
FOR COUN I Y CLERK
We are authorized to announce
NI R.JOHN P. PROW is K
as candidate for the office of ( (runty Clerk
of Ch in n County. eubject to the action ol
Republiean party.
FOR COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT.
We are authorized to announce
JOHN M; SOLLEE,
of Pon. Ky.. as a carblidatti for the oMee of
Count PsuperintendOt of Public richools of
Christian em tyi subject to the action of
the Democratic party.
We aro authorized to annoinice
I'. I,. (11.Alil
of Bemll. Ky.. as a raneitiate for the office of
County Superintendent PLII111t. Schools of
Christian I...linty. atibi.,t to the action of
the 1 lentocritt lc party
City Property For Mr.
A houee and lot on Ninth etreet, Hop-
kineville, Ky., beautifully situated, lot
contains three acrees of ground. The
hunse is a ta o--torv frmue dwelling,
coeteiterig me. nova. ei excellent re•
pair, :Goo tv..1-r,eett cabin and other
out houeee en plies-, Price $3,200. Ap-
ply to HCETtit Woou,
tf &kw Hopkinsville, Ky.
LAND FOR SALE!
211 acres of land 3,2 miles from Hop-
kinsville, lying betwe-en the Nashville
road aud L. & N. It. It The; is good
land, well watered, with 35 acres of fine
timber, and runs up to Casky station.
Also a nice house end lot adjoining the
above land, if desired. Apply to
HUNTER WOOD,






The right goods at the ripht prices. We
have them, come and look. Tasty se-
lections in medium priced sailors.
Court House.,"I'l""e F COH'a at Fs
Makes Child-Birth Easy, Tcciii,
Sent by Express or mail on receipt of price, '
$1.00 per bottle. Book " TO Mt -)T HERS"
m•iled free. con mining voluntary testimonials.
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., ATLANTA, GA.
sot-te RV DRCIOOLtrrft.
Beautiful Lady
May or may not be the meaning of
the word belladonna. But matiy wo-
men know (and others are daily
learning) hew excellent a thing fin
aches; telel pains in any part of the body
JOIINsON'e ItELLAraNtia Pease
Tea. It is tine, smooth, elegant, and
full ef quiek and kindly healing.
Try one aril we shall net need to ad-
vertises them any twire-bot for you
leasa. on the face cloth of the
genuine see the blight Red or. ss.
JOHNSON St JoHNSON.
Manufacturing Chemists, New York..4
Extracted without pain for
50 cents with vitalized air.




Natural teeth made as good
as new. Crown and bridge























under thm• lirm'a per-
sonal superybdon and
i•v..ry effort is being
nuui.• to prove our
ubillty to save you
money and glee
wear and et onif. :
give us your trniii
once oll !Moline awl
Its oUrs for *aye."
Ali t new
browns in ladies men's and
splendid oxford's. In tans
v, all NO le% of I oes. carried
d worth front $1.50 to 82410




oes, needle and square toes
1111 Calf Creole Comer,
me- that ar.• worth 51.1u at
erful line of Men's It. al
ear %elt shoes, black and
utility and sty le to usual 84
98c, $1.2b & $1.50 For an In-yin ethic






'A 1111'11 always let
5, ti pair hulle
vul tie at Bk.
y in,„ ladies'
ifermalo







11 o-lery it kiwi' of
specialty with us.
and our new stock
will please you Im-
mensely. have
everything from the
highest class of ma-
terial and eolordovvit
to the staple grieles
in ordinary request.
These grades are
fresh and new and
represent ell needed
.'.There are us., a few lines
t the public with a more
ule of value- are
5 S../LP•011 Oil mil .1 linf's Of 11..-
1,0 Itt our establishmei,
s 1st features of econty.
' fast seamless hose, great
eporte•d fast black hosie.
f dye. velvet finish. double
and 40 gunge, extra long.
IPP5 MI X.41 socks, soft, tine.
eiMlfortable.
25r. Men'. din • imported fast block m.ms•km,'•-•• handaon • silk embroidere...actuall;‘-
uorth
























stein Isra P r Into,
rich. new effels.
4c .lahrdw..wite. ItizZeri or Henrietta Peary
33.4C:,es,ret itieSrit ailsteht Shirting Prints;
Masonville. Lonsdale arid Fruit ofs-s Vet the Loom Bleached Cotton.
4-c Genuine Iodises Blue and Muck and2 White Prints.
Splendid Apron Check Gingham. la
311V...cheeks and laneirs.
It ye rd for Pepperell 10-1 Bleat•hed! LPL, I ng. Lowest price beard of.
8c „,:,rt,,,h,1 1.5fm,),-..ilitocts k ford Cheek Sistasitx)k ;
121/4e, y.r., for Extra Ilestry Fine Feath-er Bed Ticking; worth reels.
12c• yard fur 9-11 (branded 10-4) Unblea.•dSheeting.
for Low:ewe and Bear 11111 Fine yard-lax-, a Ide Cambric.
Every
Housekeeper
Will be sure to appro.-
, late our efforts to




b3 our buy er has waved
3 ou from the mouts od
minattructIme g 0 0 de
t hat burden most
atozks. We show a
frm•*sh. eel! as-
sorted line of popular
goods that thorotorilly
meet the rmmtulrements of our trade. TIse
bent Judges ot quality and %alum. nre th•
buyers I.o express the moat pleasure OA er
the love prices e quote on this class of gouda
K ar, b,r Illetkehed Cotton Honey-comb Tose-
ease good size.
12 Hemmed Duck ,Towels;
6 , Ile h Fine Bleached Satin DamaskgHt•Li Table Linen. In rich pattern.
24ca yard for SO-inch Cardinal Table Ds-mask; first colors.






sville shoppers never had such an
stock to select from.
DEPENDABLE GOODS
from basement to root-in unlimited varieties;
in endless assortment, and at prices emphatic-
ally and invariably the lowest. Self-interest





. . cts per yard
4 cts per yard
Cotton Checks . c ts 3e r ard
Good quality ya d-WIlle Unbleached
Isheting . 7/fr4 eta per yard
Yard-wIde Excel ion Percales Sets per yd
Shirt Waists . 2V etii
Ladles' Sk I rts, rm y made  . 11.15
New Laces   I et per y ard
New Embroidery  2 cts per yard
Corsets    Afcents to mu
Notion Department.
I package Blue VI eel Hair Pins.  1 cent
I (10Zt'll lone Col r !Swum's_ 2 cents
I gross small Ag e Shirt Buttons  cents
Merrick's Thee  eta per spool
Hooks and Dyes 1 et per card
l'ins   I et per paper
I Box Blacking.. 1 cent
1 box Matchee.   I cent
I bottle Thomas' nk .  eVIThi
I dozen Safety Pi s Scents
I cake Toilet 14011 ...... . 1 cent
2 cages America Laundry Soap Scents
Shoe epartment.
Infants' Shoes . ...... 2S cts per pair
M loses' Shoes- ...... Sects per pair
ladies' pat. tip B t ton Shoes all eta per pair
Ladies' spring he 1, pat. tip Button
Shoes   ets per pair
Men's Shoes, all Mid leather  lace
or congreas     id. eh, per pair
Better one $1.11)
Every Shoe we ell we guarantee. If they
rlp, we sow thein p free.
Isulles' Hose. hi and tan....5 cts per pair
Children'. Itibt Host'. 5 els per pair
Men's Sox   5 ces up
Men's Futnishing
Men's 2C3-eent Wo
Men's t olored I indried Shirts,
55 1111 collars ttached  cents
Men's Suspenders 2 cents
linen Collars    eents
TIES -1"st:spring
Ovid a l•andsmini.- line of
'eekwmiir. Latest timings
in Puffs. 1 :taper al Wide End Four-in-
Hands, Windsora Baud and shield Ihmws,
Clubs and Teaks. hese goods are first class
immid thm• very lat. i.tyle.
t5 cent kind  133 vents
ESJ cm•nt kind .   2" --cuts
Hardware Dep't.
Large sire Nail Hammers 
Hatchets 
le cents
Fish Hook ..... Sets per box, win boa
15 ft. 111.11 Lines 
I furnished Fish Line 
Feather lw•ters 
tor leen&
large size Eligh-day Clocks . 
:0 es Lintest
White Wash Brushes 
Blacking Brushes  78 ree nts
Horse Brushes *cents
4 CentsScrub Brushes 
Tinware Dept.
Tin Pie Pans ............ eta each
1 Pint Cups .   ets earn
Tin Dippers  ernts
Egg Whips   I ciente
smelt wile anti Pudding Pan.  optics
Nutmeg Grater .  cent
Queensware Dep't.
I set m up- ala,11-LtuCtrl  so cents
I wet Plates  22 verde
Meat Idshes ... cents
ieeetesee ilecorated leaner Set.
I te. lioblets . Vicente
Large Chinn Water Pitcher  It cent.




12 Sheets Note Paper 
enu wand um Books  et' ennn t ai at
1 box Nice Box Paper 
1 dozen elood Pencils 





1.8411e, !!...1RA Salors  cents
'Julies' Trimmed straw Sailors, Imte
.ts ;•• • • • • • yr teats
rip- We have. the largest assortment of
Department N.•„ Sailor Hats in llopkInsville. and
we can stave yoU 26 to 50 per cent on Sailork Shirt, 1' cents lints. See prices In our show window.
Carpet Dep't.
If emp Crrpet  Wets yard
strew 51attting. V ets yard
Lacm•Curtulne  eta pair
Wall Paper.
Good Pap. r  et* reel
tter Paper 5 cis roll
FIn.• Paper... . ........ cts to 10 cis roll
We hitt e the largest stock of Wall Paper
In Hopkinsville, end our prices are very low.
THE BIG TuE Ri NET"HGLEROWNER. 
0 /-1B1, Ltlancc
ANL BEST CHANCE
To Buy Good Goods Cheap!
Our ne











v of stock of ses.sonable styles is opened and
qualities and such prices we have never before
offer to our customers. A thoroughly first'
combining quality and elegance with prices
Come in at once and see the newest designs
yles of the season, in Notions, Dry Goods,
gs, Milllinery, Oil Cloth and Shoes. The
„the best-made goods, the greatest variety and
tires. Prices within the reach of all, ana now
buy. We stand at the head in styles, quali-
y. %Afore buyers are wanted to move this large
o inducements will be left unmade to sell the
carry the largest line of Shoes in Hopkinsville,
ne room devoted enterely to shoes.
Richards & Co
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A bid for your trade with prices that are
sensational and akin to st_'eklessness
-but neverthelesk true.
We Have ROom to Tell of Only a Few
But There Are Many Others.
Sensation No. I-At $3,50.
Men's pure imported clay worsted sack colts
and vests: made up in good stvle,coa have dou-
ble shoulders, wide French facings and satin
piped for $3.50.
Sensation No. 2-At $.00.
Boys' clay worsted Sack suite, utile material
as in the men's $3.50 coats and veldt, sizes 14
to 19 years, at $4.00.
Sensation No. 3-At $ •00.
Men's pants, Dutchess make, with, the Dutch-.
es a guarantee, the best made pants ila the world
at 6200, all rims up to 42 waist.
Sensation No. 4-At $ .50.
lt,Boys' knee pants suits, first-clasa 'tar make;
size 4 to 15 years double breasted, a $2 50.
Sensation No.5--At 501CtS.
Men's work shirts. Noxall make and seams
double stitched, double backed, extra full sizes
with a guarantee on every seam, at 50 eta.
Sensation No. 6-At $7.50.
Meusi "High Art" sack suits of fine pure wool
cheviot, made by Strouse Bros. squill to tailor
made. Regular and long and elia2 cut for
$7.50
Sensation No. 7-At 5 cts.
Boy's knee pants, 4 to 13 years, striped cot-
tonade, leight weight and an ugly calor, for on-
ly 5 cts. a pair.
Sensation No. 8-At 25 cts.
toys knee pants suits, 4 to 13 years, satinette
cloth and made up very common, Jr only '45
eta. a suit.
SeIlSat 1(111 No.9-At 88, cts.
Men's oil grain gaiter work shdea, by no
means the best and a long ways froth the worst,
well worth $1.25 for 98 cts.
• S'AiSitti011 No. 10-At $1.50.
Mens' fine shoes, lace and gaiter, ,broad and
narrow toe, song as a rock through tind throtk,h
Our best $2 shoe cut to $1.50.
Sensation No. 11-At $1.25.
Boys' fine shoes: laze and gaiter, proad and
narrow toes, sizes 3 to 5's. our best 41.50 shoe,
will sell it this spring at r:71 1 25.
Sensation No.12-At 5q cts
Women's nice flexible turn sole kid toe slip-
pers, for home wear. Size 3 to 8, at 50c.
Sensation No.13-At 75 cts.
Wemens' nice patent tip, turn sole oxford
ties, very comfortable and neat loo ing. Sizes
3 to 8, at 75 cts.
Sensation No. 14-At $1.00.
"Anderson's Dollar Oxford for women. The
best wearing summer iow shoe that can be
made, plain toe without any attempt at at) le.
Sizes 3 to 9 at $1.00.
Sensation No. 15---At 50 CtS.
Cbildi nice turned sole strap slippers in black
and chocolate, bow and buckle. Size 3 to
6 at 60 eta.
Sensation No. 16---At 50 CtS.
Childs' nice turn so:e button shoesi with k id
tip and nnworked holes, a good solid little shoe,
size 5 to 8, at 50 eta.
Sensation No.I7--At 60 cts.
Men's light colored fur hats Boss Raw Elge
Crease Crown, a good $1.25 hat for 50 eta
J. H. Anierson ;,
Hopkinsville,
Nr/M11111111!!!!TrIMmrr rsTrytrrntrrit





and better made than ever be-
Sore. In a word they are
644
WIDOW JOSIS
Suers roe mars [zeal.
Wmow ;JONES Suns
/Stylish, fj ),RE HAMM DONOR AND SOLD






E in Addition, We Are Giving Aaway 1
d Handsome Nicke-P ated Watch
with each child's suits worth $4.50 and up, each boy's Eta
worth $5.00 and up, each man's sui4 worth $7.50 and up
These watches are strictly good time-keepers and are guaran-o.---
v.- teed for 12 months.
See Z1=77,7- 77\71n.clo-w-..
Mammoth Clothing& Shoe E).
Weyler's prote-ss .,f pacification
is ',eels( on daily The Spanish soldiery
Is leaving the 'eland of Cuba by the
teeneands under the prf tense of ill
alon When they all get out of the
laeied it may be presumed that peace
wto total
How se Can be traced to 3
'slight le record of mortality
would -e ereer: - educed if every home
was ral:.1 a bottle of Dr. Bell's
ne Tar Hooey. The greet extermina-
t-r of ...wajos. cokia, croup and kindred
aff ectioot Sold by 14. O. Hardwick.
The international interferenee in
Greece is nothing short of an ititerna-
tional shame. It is a blot upon every
nation that has taken part in it,ad that
the great mammas of people of Grn4 Brit-
ain and France realize that fact 1. much
to their credit, and leaves roo:n tee hope
that they may be able to force th3r res-
peetive governments to see that refsce
receives fairer treatment in the flature.
Cascarete stimuli:re liver, k dnets and




Mrs. Besant says the Cingalese Bud-
dhists "deny the persistence of the indi-
vidual." They were never more mis-
taken in their lives; just ask President
McKinley if they aren't.
Rheumatism Our In a Day.
"Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism and
Neuralgia radically cures in 1 to 3 deys.
Its action upon the system is remarkable
and mysterons. It rema. east once the
cause and the disease in me liately dis-
appears. The first dose greed° benefits;




Love is the key-
stone of a a oman's
tier fondest
hopes rest upon this
tender emotion ; bit r
highest pride is in her
capacity to aW..ken
the love v.hich makes
a happy wife ; her
noblest ambitien is to




pacitate.; her to fulfill
the exalted hint tin
of moth.. rhiaal is the
sailikst hii lii which
can come upon a wo-
man's life.
But there is no rea-
son in nature why any
hindrances or de-
rangements of this kind should continue to
exist. Ninety-nine times in a hundred th,v
are completely overcome in a perfectly
natural and scientific way by the use of
Pharce's Favorite Prescription, which gives
healthy power and capacity, to i.e special
organs ; reinforces the in rve-e,aitres and
makes natural, healthy motherhood possi-
ble, safe aud comparatively easy.
It makes the coming of baby almost free
from pain; gives strength and cheerfulness
to the mother, and constitutional vigor to
the child. It is the only medicine in the
world devh“.al for this ono purpose by an
educated physician, a skilled and experi,
enced specialist in this particular field of
practice.
" I cannot say enough in pt .'ibte of Dr. Pierce's
Favorite brescription, as it has done sue a world
of good a!1-1 has. undoubtedly raved my life,"
writes Mrs. Heretic- Muster, of Corley, Lcaran
Co.. Ark. " I miscarried four times; could get no
medkine to .to me any rood. I concluded to try
the • Favo:Ste Prescription ' and anti- taking
several bottles of it I made my hushiseed a present
of a fine girl. I thiuk it is the best medicine in
the world. '•
DT. Pierce'a Pleasant Pellets : One is a
laxative, two a mild cathartic.
At Work Again.
A few applications of Salvation Oil
will readily cure sprains and bruises,
and heal cuts, burns and scalds. It is
undoubtedly the best pain-cure on the
market, and should be, ready for use, in
every home in the land. Mr. Frank
Stubenhaver 1337 Elm St.. Dubuque,
Iowa, states: "I used Salvation Oil on
a sprained elbow, which threatened to
prevent me from working, and after
several thorough rubbings, I awoke the
very next morning much relieved and
able to go to work. Had I not used
Salvation Oil I certainly would have
lost a week's work, which would have
amounted to many times the cost of a
bottle of Oil. Everybody should keep
Salvation Oil in the house." It is sold




Sargent Building - - • Main St.
JOIN I:ELAND,
Attorney - At - Law,
OFFICE: Old Bank Building,;oorner
5th and Main Ste.
L 1100000, 01. B.
PHYSICIAN
Al) SURGEON:
DISEASES OF WOIEN A SPECIALITY.
OFFICE trokt.8:ale io 10 ; to S.and Cooper Building
Telephone No 1P9
A. P. CROCKETT
Attorney - at - Law.
Office with Joe McCarroll.
HOPKINSVILLE, - • - KENTUCKY.
a
Hunter Wood. Hunter Wood, Ty
HUNTER WOOD & SON.
Attorneys-At-Law.
Office in Hopper Blot*, up stairs ove
Planters Bank
HOPKINSITILLE. - KENTUCKY.
L. & N. Time Table.
esseeestieeeesilleeseiTheew-es 
DANIEL W. VOORHEES
Passes Out fiorn Life Into,
the Great Beyond.
NOT A STAT ESMAN,
But an Ex :eeeinge-Shrewl Politician and a







I Liuë 4 I
LuLTiticfa qru l iduNfillq -.. 
[SPECIAL TO NEW KRA
Washington, Apt ii 10.-11:30 a. in.-
Ex-13nited States Senator Daniel W.
Voorhees, "the Tall Sycamore of the
Wabash," died in this city this morn-
ing after a lingering and at times pain-
ful illness. His end carne quietly, peace-
fully. his death was not a surprise to
his intimate friends who knew the na-
ture of his malady.
For more than thirty-five years Dan•
iel W. Voorhees was one of tutu most
conspicuous figures in American poli-
tics, anti his name was preseated to
more than one Democratic National
Convention for the Paettidential home
nation, and the one thing, and the on-
ly thing, that stood between him and
that high honor Was the fact that he
lacked atability of character, lacked the-
backbone that a man in a high execu•
tive office ehould have-and the
people all knew that. While
he was a brilliaut man and well quali-
fied to fill any office within the gilt of
the people, this fact that no one could
feel any degree of certainty as to what
position he would be likely to take on
any given issue caused the people of the
whole country as well as of his own
state to lack confidence in him.
Mr. Voorhees was a great politician,
but he was not a statesman. Ile
trimmed his sails to cat( h every lows-
ing breeze, and as a result he fought on
both sides of every impertent issue that
confronted him during his long public
career, mhich extended through several
terms in the Federal House of Repre-
sentatives and eighteen years in the
Senate. He Was, however, always true
to to the Demecratie party, and his
voice was always raised in its behalf
when it was assailed.
Mr. Vorhees was the last of a number
of very able politicians that made Indi-
ana so important in Democratic coun-
cils He belonged to the old school that
gave the party Thomas A. Hendricks,
William H. English and others equally
as famous, and training with such men
as those sharpened Vorhees' wits and
wade him as shrewd a politician as ever
existed. During the civil war he was
accused of being a "copper-h ad," and
for some time that charge put him un-
der a cloud in Indiana, but he finally
succeeded in making the people forget
that and when new issues arose after
the war he forced himself to the front
and became a conapicious figure. For
about thirty years he represented Indi-
aim in first the lower and then the up'
per house of the Federal Congress-his
last term in the Semite having expired
the 4th of last month.
Not only was the ex-Senator a great
politician, but he was also a great crim-
inal lawyer, having devoted his time al-
most exclusively to that branch of the
profession. As an orator he had few
equals in the United States.
The arrangements for the f t•Sena-
tor's funeral have not yet been mate.
public .
INARTH ROUND
No. 62 arrives 9 :SO a m. Fast Mail
No. 92 arrives 10S1 am Express
No. 56 arrives 6 :SO p in :Accomtuodat'n
No 64 arrive* 10:00 pm Mail
SOUTH BOUND.
No. 53 arrives 6 :07 a m Mail
No. 65 loaves 7 :30 a m Accommodat'n
No. 6i arrives 6 :49 p m Ex press
No 91 ar-ivem a :13 pm Fast Mail
England's only weakness lire in heir
lack of food supplies. She is entirely
&pendent upon foreigners for her daily
braid.
MO Bell Telephoneeompany last year
earned 14.547.4ese, and of that amount
the net profit was $:3,3e3eetal. A good
invention pays better than a gold mine.
The combinatiou of the Christian
powers of Etnope for the encourage-
went of Mohammedan massacres is the
most disgraceful spectacle of the clueing
century.
A WasliTnettni letter sto • it is onfor-
t unate that the tonsuwent of the United
States have eo agents to represent them
el the preparation of the new tariff.
Not so. Who believes that the slightest
attention would be pled to the abl at
representative that the tonsumere might
send to the capital.'
In his speech on the tariff question,
Hot). Benton Melfillin WILF so unkind as
to refer to the days when President Mc-
Kinley and Speaker Hoed urged that
sugar be placed on the free list. This
thing of digging up the inconsttenciee
of our public wee will sooner or later
cause the formation of a society for the
prevention of cruelty to politicians.
Dr. Bell's Pine Tur Honey cures
coughs and colds. It booths the air pas-
sages. It heals the bronchial tubes. It
strengthens weak lunge. It builds up
the tissues. It enables the blood to re-
ceive its proper supply of oxygen. Sold
by R. C. Hardwick.
PARKE k'S
HAIR BALSAM
Clearree sod boauuries the 5.5.
Prots4,44•• • hownesat growth.hover Pare to Restore GM/
11 air to it. Youthful Color.
CUM. gee ip cheesed It hale fawns.
stkaaid Olivet Dnaggiiko
'You CONSUMPTIVE
Lee Porker's Ginger on t CUM
Waal, Lenge, Deb.:...,ladateetiaa,esteeote la tit A. SU cis
alp R OPEc)   CO Ralw..Tte Stiorq/CUI• fatWSW. la& sit uOas




are included in the
making of HIRES
Rootbeer. The prepa-
ration of this great tem-
perance drink is an event




is fuil of geod health.
Invigorating, appetiz-
ing, satisfying. Put
some up to-day and
have it ready to put
!own whenever you're
irstv.
Made only by The
eharles E. Hires Co.,
Philadelphia. A pack-
tge makes 5 gallons.
6old everywhere.
One of Two Ways.
The bladder was created for one pur-
pose, namely, a receptacle for the urine,
and as such it is not liable to any form
of disease except by one of two ways.
The fine way is from imperfect action
of the kidney& The second way is from
careless local treatment of other dimeutea.
Chief Cause.
Unhealthy urine from unhealthy kid-
neys is the chief cause of bladder
troubles and Buffering so painful to
many that life is made miserable. The
womb like the bladder waa created for
one purpose, and if left alone it is not
liable to become diseased, except in rare
cases,. When in position the womb is
situated back of and very close to the
bladder, and for that rea•oa any dis-
tress, disease or inconvenience manifeet-
ed in the kidney.. hack, bladder or uri-
nary passage is often by mistake, attri-
buted to feireale vreaeriess or womb
trouble of some sect. The error is easi-
ly made and may be as easily avoided
by paying a little attention to the condi-
tion of the urine (see pamphlet). The
mild and the extraordinary effect of Dr
Kilmer's Swamp- Root, the great kidney,
liver and bladder remedy is soon real-
ized. It stands the high( St for its won-
derful cures. If you need a medicine
you should have the best. At druggists,
fifty cents and one dollar. YOU may
have a sample bottle and pamphlet, both,
sent free by mail. Mention DAILY NEw
En.. and send your address to Dr. Kil:
tiler & Co , Binghampton, N. Y. The
proprietors of this paper guarantee the
genuineness of this offer.
The recent derision of the Supreme
Court against the trusts has in ide the
gold bag New York Evening Post go
angry that it is almost ready to endorse
that plank in the Chicago platform that
it declared during the campaign to be
anarchistic.
Many lives have been saved by the
timely use ofDr. Bell's Pine ear Honey.
%Pi hen a cold creeper upon you or u cough
racks your lungs no remedy is so prompt
or effectual. Can be given to children
with perfect safety and is sure to pro
duce beneficial results. Sold by R. C.
Hardwick.
The rich Chicago people who contri•
buted liberally for the election of an As-
sessor evidently believe that it will pay
them better to make their own prosper-
ity waves than to wait for those that
Mr. McKinley has been promising for
nearly a year.
At the, sermon of the year colds gen-
erally effect the lungs worse than at any
other time. Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey
will break a cold in less time than any
known remedy, and it strengthens arm
invigorates the lungs and bronchial
tubes. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
We shall undoubtedly be most dis-
tressingly prosperous when the Dingley
bill shall have primed and the higher
tariff taxes added to the present Feder-
al tax rate of $37 for each family in the
United States. Great is the Republi-
can party when it conies to financiering
I heard of Dr. Bell's Pine TarHoney.
anti seeing many recommendations) from
different persons, of its wonderful vitiate
Me meriee, thought I would try a bottle.
I hive been seriously affected for twenty
five years) with a (sough and pains in my
side and breast that were causing rue ;
miserable life. I resent hundreds of do'''-e7r20"
lars with doctors and for medicine, hie 3 e e el'7,411-_,
everything failed until I found Oa
wouderf remedy. It beats the worl- Mei •
and has esived my life. I recommend Dr. ';'
Hell's Pint- Tar Finney to everybody with -I' ' '
weak lunge. It is a great ewe-ewe J. B.
, ; aassell, tinuitsburg, 11!. Suitl by B. C.
Hardwick.
For ref I blood diseases relief can only
he obtained by using a real blood reme-
dy. So many people who arc sufferers
from an obstinate (Sr deep-seated blood
disease it eke the mistake of taking rem-
edies v.-luth at bet are only tonics and
cannot receeibly reach their trouble. It
is in juetetteli -.tees which "tiwr so-called
trIteal - rrnictIlbs cannot leach that
S.S.S. has made sonic of the most won-
derful cures. Rbetnnatisin is one of
the most obstinate diseases of the blood,
and there are few remedies which have
any effect whatever upon it.
Mr. Asa Smith, who resides at Green-
castle, Indiana, where he is well kuown,
writes :
"Por many years I have suffered from
that terrible disease known as Sciatic
Itheurnatism, which the treatment of
many physicians failed .to relieve.
I have also used nearly every known
blood remedy, but they did me
uo good, as they did not seem to
reach my case at all. Possibly my con-
dition and the extent of my sufferings
MR. ASA SMITH.
can be better appreciated when I state
that the disease reached a point where
it was a matter of toter imposeibility for
me to take my food, or handle myself in
any way, and for several months the
nurses were compelled to turn me in bed
by use of the sheets.
"This was my condition when S.S.S.
was reconimeteled to me, anti I must
confess that I had little hopes of any
medicine bcnefitting me. I was soon
encouraged, however, when after taking
three bottles I was able to move my
right arm. I continued to take the med-
icine and before long was able to walk
across the room, and when I had finish-
ell one dozen bottles was able to get
about as of old.
" I have been hale and hearty now for
twa years, without any sign of a return
of the disease. I will never cease to
praise S.S.S., which I regard as the most
wonderful blood remedy on earth; it
brought me out of a condition of utter
helplessress to one of robust health,
with a weight of to pounds."
S. S. S. cures Scrofula, Cancer, Ec-
zema, and any form of blood troubles.
It is guaranteed purely vegetable and
forces out the poison permanently. If
you have a blood disease, take a blood
medicine-S. S. S. is exclusively for the
blood aud is recommended for nothing
else. It has made some truly wonderful
cures of Cancer, where death seemed
the only relief, and we will take pleas-
ure in sending to anyone full particulars
of these cures, and also our valuable
Works. Address Swift Specific Com-
pany, Atlauts, Georgia.
O. V. Ity. Time Table.
Carrected May 31, 1896
ROUTH BOUND
No. 1 daily No. 3 daily
Lv. Evansville 6:16 a. rr 4:20 p.
Lv. Henderson 7 :02 " 5 eke "
Lye Corydon 7:28 " S :e 1 "
Lv. elorgaitfield 7:55 " 5 13
Lv. DeKoven S:27 " 6 :d7
Lv. Marion 9:21" 7.35
Lv. Princeton 10 :21 " 8.10
At-v. Ilopkinaville 11:30 noon 9:50 p. in
NORTH BOUND.
No. 2 daily No. 4 daily!
Hopkinsville 5 :20 a in. 2 p.
4 :0C
Princeton 6:37 " arriveleave 4 :-4f
Lv. Marion 7 ;al " 5:41 "
Lv. DuKoven 8:27 " 6 :117 "
LT. Morgantield 9:04 " 7 :12 '•
Lv. Corydon 9 :30 " 7:41
Lv. Henderson 9:52" 8 :07
Am-v. Evansville 10:40 " :56
UNIONTOWN BRANCH.
NORTH BOUND.
Lv. Morganfleld 9:10 a. m. '7:15 p.
Azle Uniontown 9:85 a. m. 7:40 p. in
eoLern BOUND
Lv. Uniontown 7 :25 a. in. 5:25 p. in
Arv. Murganfield 7 :50 a. m. 6 :50 p. in
LOCAL rumour TRAINS.
LT. Princeton 7:15 a. in. daily.
Am-v. Hopkinsville 10 :20 a. rn daily.
Lv. Hopkinsville 6 :00 p. in. daily.
Arv. Princeton 7 :15 p. in. daily.











Old Mutual Benefit Life
Of Newark, New Jersey.
See their new contract.
Everything in the contract.
Loans and Real Estate
Are Specialties With Us....




s :le:du...I-he secret ofhealth is
ne pewer to digest and assim-.
!ate a proper (inanity of food.
!his can never be done•when
he live; does not act it's part.
:)oyou know this?
Liver Pills are an abso
Ate curs for .;:s.k cNlache, dys-
iepsia, sour stomach, nialaria
•onstipation, torpid liver, piles
lundice, bilious fever, bilious
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THE PROPER ACTION ".7r:-4 
Was T,Ikerk,by the State
Central Cc mmitfee
YESTERDAY EVENINC.1
The Committees at Louisville Woe all R.-or-
gan zed and Disorganizers Ousted.
Louieville, April 9,-12 p. m.-Yes-
terday afternoon the Democratic State
Central Committee. met in the city of
Lexington:Air the purpose of consider-
ing the factional fight that has been go-
ing on in Louisville for some time and
which alone is reopOnsible for the fact
that Louisville is now represented in
Congress by a Republican mid that the
city government is t&o. in the hands of
as corrupt a gang of Republicans as ev-
er robbed the tax-payers of any city.
The whole thing in a nutshell is that
Mr. Head, the Louiseille member of the
State Central Committee, is a gold bug
who has no business1on the Committee,
as he deserted Hardin and deserted Bry•
Ull, and even weht so far as to
teorganize theCity Cod LegislativeCom-
inittees at Louisville and stock them
is ith gold men who were opposed to the
party managameet and who played into
the hands of the • Republicaus at every
turn-just as if the money question was
the only thing dividing the two parties.
The fight was between the Democrats,
the men who indorsed the Chicago plat-
form, on the one hand and Central
Committeeman Head, John Whallen
and others of that stripe on the other
hand.
Under the circumstances there was
nothing left for the real Democrats on
the Central Committee to do except to
reorganize the City audLegislative com-
mittees atLouisville anti substitute Dem-
ocrats for the gold bngs,who had worked
openly against the party nominees be-
cause those nominees sustained the Chi-
cago platform, which is the only nflicial
declaration of principles that any Di in
ocrat can know. The Cent, at Commit-
tee *hen it reorganized all the commit
tees at Louisville yeeterday naturally
and very, properly put on guard
only such men as it knew be-
yond the shadow of a doubt to
be Democrats, they will be in harmony
with more than six million Democrats
who sustained the Chicago platform on
the 5th day of last Novemb.r.
Central Committeeruau Head seas very
properly displaced from the Chaiiman-
ship, but he declares to-day that he will
not pay the slightest attention to the
action of the Central Committee. Be
says he will not in any way recognize
the Committees as they have
been re-organiz that he still
only recognize them as they were
when he himself had finished re-organ-
izing them just prior to the Presiden-
tial election last November. Mr. Head
says that no committee can meet unless
called together by him as EX OFFICIO
chairman by reason, of his being Cen-
tral Committeeman, and that ho will
not call the new committees togtther at
all nor recognize them in any way.
The Democrats here feel teat this
means certain defeat for the Demo-
cratic City, County and Legislative
tickets here next November, but they
feel also that it will be more honorable
to meet defeat fighting for principles
than to gain a victory at the price of
submission to such disorganiz,,rs as
Head and the gold bog gang that he
has at his back. The patty
ia convention .at hicago last
summer defined Democracy and
those who do not like that definition
ought to be manly enought to get off
the Committee, and if they do not do
so, the opinion of the majority of Dem-
ocrats is that they ought to be made to
get off, and, therefore, they think the
Central Committee should expel Mr.
Head if they can not get rid of him any
other way. The committees, however,
will meet when there is business to
transact-whether be calls them togeth-
er or not.
WHY SUFFER
iclics and Pains When a Simple
Rembdy will Cure You in a
it ry Fea• Min uteb
All manner of aches and pains, exter-
nal and internal, yield to the hyaline
and soothing qualities of Lightning Hut
Drops, whether of sciatic, neur-algic or
rheumatic origin. Tcx,thache, earache,
faceuehe and headache can all be quick-
ly and easily cured by the use of this
wonderful remedy. It also cures corns,
bunions, chiblains and frost bites.
Lightning Hot Drops is certainly a
grand theta to have in the house. It is
a pleasant retneclaeto use, anti is won-
derfully effective in all the minor ills of
man and beast. It'is always reatly for
external and internal use, and when
sweetened the little folks like it. And
it affords such a quick and complete re•
lease from the pain and misery of
wounds acute disorders- and all sorts of
aches and pains that after we have once
got arquainted with its work we buy it
again and again. Briefly speaking,
Lightning Hot Drops prevents or curio
all disorders of the stomach and bowels.
Lightning Hot Drops kills any ache
or pain, external or internal.
Lightning Hot Deeps heals any kind
of flesh mound, old sorest, ctc.
Lightning Hot Drops neutralizes the
poison of the bitcs -of animals, snakes,
insects, etc.
Lightning Hot Drops cures corns, bun
ions, chilblains, frost bites, etc.
And then Lightning Hot Drops only
costs 25c a bottle.
Mr. McKinley's town of Canton elect-
ed a Democratic Mayor last week.
Thousands are Trying It.
On receipt of ten cents,cash or stamps,
a generous sample will be mailed of the
most popular Ostarrh and Hay Fever
Cure (Ely's Cream Baliii) sufficient to
demonstrate its great merit. Full size,
ELY BROTHERS,
66 Warren t_41, New York City.
It is the medicine above all others for
catarrh, and is worth its weight in gold.
I can use Ely's Cream Balm with safety
and it does all that is claimed for it.-
B. W. Sperry, Hartford, Conn.
Whatevt r of evil the present Congress
may do, it certainly deserves credit for
the promptness with which it went to
the aid of the flood-sufferers.
Everybody Bay so.
Casearets Candy Cathartic, the most
wonderful medical discovery of the age,
pleasant and refreshing to the taste, act
gently and positively on kidneys, liver
and bowels, cleansing the entire system,
dispel colds, cure h4isdache, fever, hab-
itual constipation and biliousness.
Please buy and try a box of 0. C. 0. to-
day; 10, 25, 50 cents, Sold and guaran_




The after-dinner task oldish wise. eoes
1, F, terrors. and all liouseb,‘1,1 cleateng is






THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,
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e, quality and low prices they are not surpass-
foliage, ribbons, laces, ornaments, neck
ons in rich profusion.
I can say you 15 to 25 pr ct. on your spring hat
I have a rst-class trimmer. I can give you trirnmei
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/ S. F. 'MURRELL
Seek Trees.
Tohacèo NVarellousc Campany.
Chapel St., bet. Main and Market,
Macsiartierg7111., gig ego
Special attentibn given to private sales. Four months storage free. Independ-
ent warehouse. !Mark your hogsheads -Buckner *a-elsouse"








-it the patronage of all who have Tobacco tp
storage to shippers? Cash advances made,op
s !
J. C. KENDRICK, Salesman.
W. G. WHEELER. \‘ H Ietow
Wheeler, Mills & Co.
Tobacco Warehousemen, CommissionMerchants,
41rE4123. 112iees,1•33rs
FIRE-PROOF W.411E110USE. ("or. Russellville at. i
Railroad Streets.
HOPK SIVILLV, - - • KENTUCKY.
4 Libel al Advances on Consignments.Al Tobacco sent us Covtred by Insurance.




liopkinsv i 11 e By.
Liberal ad ances made on T, 1. , '.1 tLs storegt Fri
M. H. NE N
El 'I Warehouse
Cor. Railroad & 11th Sta.
NELSON & NELSON, PROPICS.
Tobacco Commission Merchants.
Persona attention to the inspection of Tobacco. Stable
for teams.





They ivill work to your interest in securitg
the highe t market price.
: - JNO. J. CHAPPSR. M. WOO' RIME.
lOOLDR DGE dr CHAPPELL?
IPT 1lobacc muctant:,•
Farmer is Warehouse, Railroad t.Bt. 9th & lutii
Personal Attention to the Inspection and Sale
of Each Rogsh.ead.
FIcphiT1fc7II1c,- /f3 sr
T. C. HANBER a' Saiee
NTBERY & SHRYEI, Prop'rs,
Railroad Stu-0 Ectween Ti mh 
ard Imo h ficpkitsville, Icy
if- Camila' attention given to sampling and s.:m;g all tobsoi o n-
signed to us. biberal adbauces uu tabaoco in store. All tobacco ;insured uu-
less otherwise instructed.
"le
4 •
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